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A STUDY OF LEESIDE FLOW FIELD
HEAT TRANSFER ON SHUTTER ORBITER CONFIGURATIONS
Leroy C. Baranowski and H. W. Kipp
McDonnell Douglas Astronautics Company - St. Louis Division
' SUMMARY
For lifting re-entry configurations such as the Space Shuttle Orbiter, the
aerodynamic heating must be known adequately over the entire vehicle to design
the thermal protection system. A coupled inviscid and viscous theoretical
solution of the flow about the entire configuration is the desirable and
comprehensive approach to defining thermal environments about the spacecraft.
While comprehensive numerical flow field solutions for the Shuttle windward
surface are becoming available, the leeside is less amenable to such solutions.
The purpose of this study was to develop simplified methods for predicting
entry heating on leeside surfaces of the Shuttle orbiter. Wind tunnel heat
I transfer and oil flow data at Mach 6 and I0 and Reynolds numbers ranging from
0.5 x 106 to 7.3 x 106 were used to develop correlations for the wing upper
I surface and the top surface of the fuselage. These correlations were extrapo-
lated to flight Reynolds number and compared with heating data obtained during
the Shuttle STS-2 reentry. Efforts directed toward the wing leeside surface
resulted in an approach which generally agreed with the flight data. Hearing
predictions for the upper fuselage were less successful due to the extremeI "complexity of local flow interactions and the associated heating environment.
!
INTRODUCTION
I The purpose of this study was to develop leeside entry heating correlations
for the Space Shuttle Orbiter. Wind tunnel thermocouple and oil flow data were
l used to derive a set of simplified heating methods. These methods were then
extrapolated to flight conditions and compared with heatingdata obtained during
I entry the orbiter, as was the flight for a set of
of STS-2 this first which full
entry data was available. The two leeside areas that were examined are the
!
1
!
!
!
attached flow region on the wing upper surface and the top surface of the
fuselage. These surfaces exhibit many complex flow interactions with attendant I
effects on pressure and heating distributions. This is especially true on the
upper fuselage where formulating a reasonable correlation for off-centerline •|heating proved very difficult. Efforts directed toward the wing leeside surface
resulted in an approach which provided good general agreement with the STS-2
fligh_ data. I
Aeroheating analyses of vehicles at large angle of attack usually neglect,
or at best, roughly account for heat transfer to the leeside surfaces. II
Techniques considered conservative are utilized due to lack of knowledge
concerning local flow conditions or inadequacies of flow models. Over-expanded B
pressures are predicted because of failure to account for rapid growth of the
boundary layer in the favorable pressure gradient, or flow models simply break
m
down in expanding to the leeside contour, l
Prior investigations (refs. i-i0) of leeside heating on delta wings and
shuttle configurations have confirmed the deficiencies of using such techniques, l
Heating rates and pressures measured along the leeward meridian are considerably
higher than estimated using two-dimensional s_reamline me_hods° The heating at i
high angle of attack is greater than at zero angle of attack, and can increase
off the centerline. i
Examination of oil flow patterns for the above-mentioned studies indicates I
that such phenomena are caused by various interactions of vortices with the
leeward surface (refs. 11-12). Heating methods for the shuttle orbiter's leeward I
centerline which account for these interactions, or at least simulate their
influences, have been developed by Zakkay, et.al. (ref. 9) and Helms (ref. 13). l
B
However, each technique has its own set of restrictions, and it is not clear if
the basic approach employed by either method can be extended to estimate •|off-centerline heating. Similarly, there is no comprehensive heating method
that can be directly applied to the attached flow on the wing leeside surface.
,m
Figure la shows an overall view_of the three-dimensional flow structures l
which affect heating on the orbiter's leeward surfaces. The upper fuselage is
thought to be dominated by a vortex pair impin_in_ on the top centerline at low I
to moderate angles of attack (Figures Ib through le). Secondary vortices can
also occur outboard of the primary pair (Figure le). At high angles-of-attack,
generally 35° to 40° , vortex impingement moves off of the upper centerline
resulting in undulating and roughly axial flow on the sop surface, as will be !
2
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discussed later. It is suggested that under conditions of off-centerline
impingement, a "quasi" boundary layer forms within which embedded vortices may
develop (Figure le). These vortices are similar to Shuttle sidebody vortices
which are discussed in Appendix A. Regardless of angle-of-attack, properties in
the upper fuselage vortices are likely to be influenced by flow originating along
the strake leading edge and impinging on the side fuselage. This is also
illustrated in various parts of Figure i.
As indicated in Figure i, flow on the wing upper surface is characterized by
an extensive separation which can be accompanied by either a single or double
embedded crossflow shock (ref. 2). Properties within the separated region are
also influenced by downward flow from the fuselage side. Leading edge conditions
can be affected by interactions with the bow and strake shocks. The complicated
and unpredictable flow in the separated region was one consideration in choosing
to restrict attention in this study to the attached flow region near the wing
leading edge. Another consideration was that heating rates associated with the
i attached flow are generally much higher than those within the separated region.Thus, a correlation for locations preceding separation would be a more
significant contribution to the understanding of heating on the wing leeside
I surface of an entry vehicle.
The goal of this study, as originally envisioned, was to deve!op simplified
I methods for computing leeside flow properties and heat transfer, such as might be
calculated using the MINIVER computer pregram (ref. 14) and validate these
methods with a NASA/LaRC-furnished data base. It was anticipated that these
methods would involve the formulation of "eqUivalent" two-dimensional flow
models, similar to that of reference 13, described by equations relating heat
transfer to such major parameters as Math number, Reynolds number, angle of
attack and running length. However, complex heating trends observed in the data
base precluded the application of relatively simple flow This was
concepts.
underscorei by an unsuccessful attempt to model flow properties for heating
calculations on the wing as illustrated in Appendix G. A further hindrance wasthe lack of pressure measurements and other local flow properties which could be
used as inputs for detailed flow field calculations in the regions of interest.
l An assessment of trends in heating distributions on the wing revealed that they
did not conform to expected variations with wetted length obtained from
I form boundary layer or pressure gradient (refs.
closed solutions with without
15-19). The difficulty encountered with upper fuselage data trends was that the
!
!
!
heating distributions were not axially uniform, nor were the data trends
consistent with respect to changes in spanwise location and angle of attack. The i
I
origin of complexities in the wing and fuselage heating patterns will be fully
addressed in those sections of this report dealing with the development of l
correlations and comparisons with flight data for the leeside wing attached flow
and upper fuselage heating, respectively. The result of these developments was
that the approach of this study was altered in order to establish heating U
correlations adequate for extrapolating test results to flight conditions by
employing an equation with a highly generalized format which is capable of I
duplicating the unusual heating trends observed in the wind tunnel data.
!
TEST DATA I
The previously unpublished test data used in the present study were
m
furnished by the NASA Langley Research Center. These data were obtained in air I
in their Mach 6 and I0 wind tunnels using a O.01-scale model of the Space Shuttle
orbiter. The data consisted of heat-transfer coefficients (reduced from l
thin-skin thermocouple measurements normalized by stagnation values on a scaled
1 ft radius sphere) and oil-flow photos. Wind tunnel conditions for the •|thermocouple tests are summarized in Figure 2. Measurements weremade for angles
of attack from 20° to 40° at increments of 5°. Free stream Reynolds numbers for
the Mach I0 wing and fuselage tests varied from approximately 0.5 x 106 to 2.4 x I
106 . Reynolds numbers for the Mach 6 Wing tests spanned the range from 0.8 x 106
to 7.0 x 106 and the Mach 6 fuselage heating data were obtained for Reynolds l
numbers from i.I x 106 to 7.3 x 106 . These Reynolds numbers are based on a model
reference length of 0.328 m (12.9 in.). Thermocouple (T/C) locations on the wing •
and fuselage leeside surfaces are shown in Figures 3 and 4. A value of unity for
the recovery factor was used in determining an adiabatic wall temperature for
data reduction. A complete set of the test data is included in Appendix B. This I
tabulation includes data from side fuselage locations, although side fuselage
heating was not investigated in the present study (however, Helms utilized these I
data in his study of side fuselage heating presented in reference 20). Photos of
oil-flow patterns on the upper fuselage and wing surfaces were available for the l
l
same range of angle of attack over which the heat transfer data were obtained.
However oil flow tests at Mach 6 were made at I0o increments instead of every 5° . i
mm
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I The oil flow photographs cover Reynolds numbers from 0.55 x 106 to 2.2 x 106 at
Mach I0 and 2.7 x 106 to 7.3 x 106 at Mach 6.
l Apparent irregularities in the data from the Mach 6 tests caused the quality
of flow at some test conditions to be suspect. This is illustrated by the
l variations with of attack and number of Mach 6 data from few
angle Reynolds a
select thermocouples on the wing shown in Figure 5. For comparison, the Mach i0
I data from these same thermocouples are shown in Figure 6. These figures show the
heating data for thermocouples 28, 29, and 30. The upper set of plots in both
i figures illustrates the angle of attack dependence of the normalized heatingrates for a l es Reynolds numbers. The effect of Reynolds number s emp asized
in the lower set of graphs. Similar plots for all of the individual wing
l thermcouples are presented in Appendix C. Thermocouples 28, 29 and 30 were
chosen as examples because their location near the wing's leading edge and at
I about its mid-span (see Figure 3) will minimize, but not entirely eliminate, the
influence of flow separation and shock interactions for most test conditions. In
a comparing the behavior of data in Figures 5 and 6 it is first noted that theMach 10 data trends are relatively smooth and well-behaved. Tha= is, heat
transfer decreases with increased angle of attack and the ratio of heat transfer
I coefficients remains relatively constant with Reynolds number (i.e., laminar
flow). By contrast, there is more scatter for the Mach 6 data (Figure 5) as well
as unexplained inconsistencies in the heating variations. At 40° angle of attack
the Mach 6 data exhibited a sharp decrease in heating with increasing Reynolds
I number. This is opposite of the trends at other angles of attack. Also, theMach 6 heat transfer coefficient ratio initially decreases with increasing
Reynolds number which is contrary to the anticipated trends and the Mach i0 data.
I Model blockage at high angles of attack or growth of the tunnel's boundary layer
at low Reynolds numbers are potential sources of these heating variations. The
I questionable nature of the Mach 6 data at high angles of attack and also at low
Reynolds number has been confirmed in private communications with NASA Langley
I personnel. As a result, the Math 6 data at 40° angle of attack and the Mach 6 lowReynolds number data were ignored in the correlations. After the fact, some of
l the omitted data were found to agree with the correlations.
I WING LEESIDE ATTACHED FLOW HEATING CORRELATION
I Heating distributions in the attached flow region on the wing leeward
surface were correlated using the format:
!
h/href = Cw(s/L)-nw (i)
where s is wetted length. The multiplier term C and the exponent n are considered I
to be dependent on Reynolds number, angle of attack and Mach number. Although
equation (i) does not explicitly incorporate these major parameters as indepen- I
dent variables, their effects are contained in the wind tunnel data upon which
the correlation is based and they are thereby fully accounted for. A procedure I
for extrapolating the terms C and n to the shuttle orbiter's entry flight
conditions is discussed later.
The format of equation (I) was selected because of its inherent ability to
cope with heating induced by a variety of local flow conditions, and because the •|heat transfer distributions contained in the data base conflicted with trends
conventionally associated with either laminar or turbulent flow. Heating tended
m
to decrease more rapidly than the inverse of wetted length (n _ 1.0). This is I
illustrated for Mach i0 data in Figures 7 and 8 where the dashed line through the
data represents a heating rate that is proportional to (s/L) -I'0 Attached flow Ii
data for Reynolds numbers of approximately 0.55 x 106 , 1.0 x 106 and 2.4 x 106 are
shown and both figures contain individual plots for each angle of attack between •|20° and 40°.
The difference between Figures 7 and 8 is the way s/L was obtained. For in
Figure 7, surface patterns in oil flow photographs were used to identify the l
general direction of flow affecting each thermocouple to establish a wetted
length. A different symbol is used for each spanwise location of instrumentation I
mm
(Figure 3), and marking within a symbol is used for streamline direction, as
indicated by the figure legend. The oil flow patterns were sometimes locally
indistinct so as to make the flow direction for a given thermocouple uncertain.
In this case, the heat rate of that thermocouple was assigned an s/L value which
was consistent with flow directions observed for adjacent data points. The s/L
values given in Figure 8 were all measured from the wing's leading edge in an
axial direction. Axial wetted lengths were obtained from numerical integration
of longitudinal wing section drawings assuming a single-shock Newtonian stagna-
tion line location which varied with angle of attack. A comparison of Figures 7
and 8 shows that the latter approach (Figure 8) reduces the data scatter, so these
values of s/L were used for the remainder of the wing correlation effort.
The use of axial lengths rather than distance normal to the wing leading
edge was based on an examination of oil-flow photos. It was noted that surface
6
I patterns which ordinarily would be categorized as flow normal to the leading edge
actually traversed a very complex path in traveling over the leading edge from
I the stagnation line and onto the wing's upper surface. A flow component parallel
to the swept leading edge initially forces the flow outboard. As the flow travels
i away from the stagnation line and over the leading edge, it changes to an inboard
direction and then turns outboard again to approach the flow separation line
l (Figure la). This results in a total path length which is longer than'would becalculated by assuming a direction perpendicular to the leading edge, and better _
approximated by the axial length.
I Another trend that was noted in the data is that heating rates for the two
most inboard arrays of thermocouples (Y/L < 0.1719 in Figure 3) seemed
i anomalously low when plotted using axial path lengths from the leading edge
stagnation line. An examination of oil-flow photos suggested that flow in this
I region of the wing may actually originate on the forward fuselage bottom surface
which spreads outboard and over onto the wing's leeside in the transition region
i between the strake and the swept wing leading edge. Such a large increase in pathl ngth over h t which would be computed based on distance from the wingfs
leading edge allows the heating measurements of the inboard thermocouples to fall
l more nearly the general body data.
in line with of
The experimental heating rates in Figures 7 and 8 decrease more rapidly than
I is indicated by the linear inverse of length (n = 1.0). This behavior of heating
is in agreement with a rapid growth of the viscous layer (h=i/_) on the leeside
i of delta wings noted by Cross and Hankey (ref. 2). Also, boundary layer similarsolutions predict that such heating distributions correspond to ver favorable
pressure gradients (refs. 15-19). A s=udy of references 15-19 indicates that the
l simultaneous effects of entropy gradients and leading edge bluntness induced
pressures may be the primary causes of the sharp decrease in heating as a function
l of wetted length illustrated in Figures 7 and 8. Entropy gradients cause
increased local heat transfer in the region near the wing's leading edge. Higher
l pressures due to bluntness augment the effect. But heating rates rapidlydecrease at points further downstream. (Appendix E contains additional informa-
tion.) Experimental pressure measurements or detailed flow field computations
l would be very helpful in further assessing the state of local flow.
Three distinct zones of heating, illustrated in Figure 9, were found to
I exist in the wing leeside data. °
I 7
!
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Zone 1 consists of attached flow heating which extends from the wing
leading edge stagnation line to the locus of points at which local I
l
streamline curvature begins a rapid change of direction (the forward
boundary of Zone 2) just upstream of separation. The highest heating is •
generally associated with the attached flow zone.
Zone 2 encompasses the attached preseparation flow in a region down- I
stream of Zone 1 and ahead of the flow separation line--a region in which the l
pressure rise associated with the downstream separation propagates upstream
in the subsonic portion of the boundary layer. Heating is significantly I
lower in Zone 2 as compared with Zone i.
Zone 3 includes the separated flow. Heating rates are usually quite low,
and can be erratic, in the separated region.
Oil flow photos show that the boundaries of these three zones change location on i
the wing's surface in response to variations in angle of attack, Reynolds number l
and Mach numer. Appendix D gives a full account of these movements. In addition,
transparancies of thermocouple locations shown in Figure 3 were used to overlay l
wing upper surface oil flow photographs corresponding to each test condition in
order to identify those thermocouples within each of the three zones. This was l
done to exclude data generated by separation phenomena in the development of a
heating correlation for attached flow.
The attached flow data were fit with least squares logarithmic curves, l
Figure 10a illustrates such a curve fit using selected data from Run 1 (M_ = 9.82,
Re_,L = 0.55 x 106 , _ = 20o). Some of the data points in this figure are labeled l
with the corresponding thermocouple number in order to indicate general heating
levels on different parts of the wing. Only data from those attached and i
B
preseparated flow regions not influenced by shock impingements are shown in order
to clearly depict heating trends in the three zones mentioned above. Selected •
data were also included to indicate the large heating variations occurring in the
separated flow. The data trends in this plot display the following characteris-
tics: l
• Most of the Zone 1 attached flow data fall within +20% of the curve fit
and all data fall within _50%. I
• Most of the Zone 2 preseparation flow data fall below the fit for the
Zone 1 heating rates, though a few data points are on the curve. The •
tendency of the preseparation heat transfer rates to fall below the trend
line established by the upstream data is believed to result from a
thickening of the boundary layer in the preseparation zone.
8
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• Some of the separated flow data exceeds the attached flow curve fit by
i more than _50%. The high'heat transfer rates in the separated zoneappear to be caused by local stagnation points, revealed in the oil flow,
and illustrated in Figure 10b, while the extremely low heat transfer data
l appear to coincide with regions of low surface shear.
The same observations can be applied to Figures lla through lle, where
l selected wing heating plots with corresponding least curve fits similar
squares
to that of Figure 10a are shown. Plots for all the test conditions are presented
I in Appendix H. In these figures, all of the attached (Zone i) and preseparated(Zone 2) flow data are included, even those thought to be affected by shock
interactions. Most of the separated flow data, however, have been omitted. A
I guide to the state of flow affecting individual thermocouples is given for each
test condition. The guide consists of symbols and numbers, defined by an
I accompanying legend, arranged a pattern corresponding to the thermocouple
in
locations in Figure 3 for each of the indicated rows of instruments Also shown
I is the number of data points used to derive the curve fit and the root-mean-square
deviation of the data from the logarithmic correlation.
l The data in Figures lla through llc show an irregular increase in heating inZones 1 and 2 w th spanwise distance at angles of attack of 20° to 30° . At a les
of attack of 35° and 40°, there are insufficient data in Zones 1 and 2 to draw
I conclusions regarding spanwise heat transfer variation. The observed spanwise
increase in heating is consistent with conclusions of a simple analysis of f!ow
processing effects on heat transfer to a reference sphere (Appendix G). However,
no way has been found to extend the simple sphere heating analysis model to wing
I leading edges and thereby to the wing top surface. The leading edge analysis ismore complex than that of the sphere because in addition to the parameters
required to compute sphere heating, the flow direction relative to the leading
I edge is required.
The main influence of shock interaction in the data seems to be associated
I with relatively localized effects due to impingement. Evidence for this can be
seen in the higher heating for thermocouple 19 at an angle of attack of 20°
I (Figure lla). This thermocouple is near the location thought to be influenced byimpingement of the relatively weak strake shock, or intersecting strake and wing
shocks. Heating is enhanced only in the region of direct impact and, judging from
I a lack of a similar response from nearby thermocouples, the effect apparently
does not propagate very far downstream. No inboard thermocouples experience
I elevated at higher angles of attack.
heating
9
!
!
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The localized heating effects resulting from bow shock interactions
• ioutboard on the wing are apparent in the relatively high heating of thermocouple
35 at _= 25 ° shown in Figure lib and by the data for Y/L = 0.2978 from all angles
of attack. At the lower angles of attack, data from thermocouples 41 and 42, •
which lie outboard of the bow shock interaction and are influenced by flow
passing only through the wing shock, are in agreement with measurements made
inboard of the bow shock. Further aft, thermocouples 43, 44, and 45 recorded I
higher heating due to the proximity of the effects from the very strong bow shock
which propagates downstream. As angle of attack increases, the Iimpingement
bow-shock moves off the wing so that it no longer affects the aft locations.
Those data then tend to coalesce with the general body of attached flow heating I
I
rates.
The outermost row of thermocouples (Y/L = 0.3279) is affected by a •|combination of flows unlike those that have previously been discussed. Oil flow
photographs show that these locations contain a circulation pattern at low angles
of attack which generates a wing tip vortex. Increasing the angle of attack I
causes the bow shock impingement effects to sweep across the area. At very high
angles, _ = 35° to 40°, a large portion of the wing tip is separated and controlled I
l
by reversed flow originating near the wing's trailing edge. Because of the wide
variety of local flow conditions at the outer thermocouple locations their •
heating levels were often incompatible with the main body of attached flow data
and were frequently not used in the heating correlation.
mm
Figure 12 summarizes the trends exhibited by the coefficients of equation I
(i) resulting from the individual curve fits of the wing heating data shown in
Figures lla through lle and in Appendix H. The variation of the term Cw as a I
I
function of angle of attack over the range of Reynolds numbers at Mach 6 and I0
is shown in the lower portions of Figures 12a and 12b, respectively. This •
coefficient is an indicator of the severity of the heating environment. Its
decrease with increasing angle of attack reflects a more pronounced shielding of
the leeward regions as well as a greater expansion of flow reaching the upper wing I
surface at high incidence. Higher Reynolds numbers increase the value of Cw. The
number plots for Mach 6 and i0 overlap at roughly the same levels for IReynolds
similar Reynolds numbers, which seems to indicate that Mach number exerts only a
secondary influence on this coeffid_ent. Figure 12b shows that the exponent nw I
becomes larger with increasing angle of attack. This is attributed to the
increased effective bluntness of the wing geometry at high angles of attack I
|
causing proportionately stronger gradients in the bluntness-induced leeside
pressure distributions. The role of an entropy gradient is difficult to
ascertain, but it is thought to make a less significant contribution than
bluntness effects to the value of nw at different model attitudes. Increasing
Reynolds number decreases the value of the exponent, demonstrating that the
influence of bluntness-induced flow properties on wing leeside heating is
reduced at high Reynolds numbers. Plots of nw for similar Reynolds numbers at
both Mach numbers are at approximately the same level, again indicating that Mach
I number has a secondary effect. The value of nw at a given angle of attack changesvery little as Reynolds number continues to increase.
l
FUSELAGE UPPER SURFACE HEATING CORRELATION
I
Heating distributions in the vortex influenced regions on the fuselage
upper surface were correlated using the equation:
h/hcL = Cf(s/L) -nf (2)
The selection of an appropriate wetted length was the subject of a cursory
l examination that is discussed in F. It not readily how to
Appendix was apparent
define the wetted length due to the variety of surface flow directions on top of
I the fuselage revealed by the oil flow photographs used in this study.
Figure 13 illustrates the three wetted-length concepts that were con-
l sidered. A wetted-length measured along the fuselage upper surface in ad r ction normal to the op centerline is shown in Figure 13a. This is a simple
definition of s which depends only upon upper fuselage cross sectional geometry.
I The two remaining concepts made an attempt to incorporate the effects of local
flow on nominal heating distributions using measurements of surface flow
! -directions provided in reference 13.
The wetted-length concept of Figure 13b makes use of a line drawn tangent to
I the" inflection point of local vortex-generated surface flow patterns as inreference 13. This line is inclined at a sweep angle of I. The value of _ is
assumed to be constant for all s/L locations on top of the fuselage for a given
I axial station, so the local flow inflection point can be considered as coincident
to any outboard position where a heating calculation is desired. Another line is
!
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constructed which interests the top centerline at the same x/L and is parallel to
the inflection-point line. Heating at the outboard point is assumed to be I
I
proportional to the local top centerline value in a manner that is related to the
distance, (s/L)sin _ , between the two respective parallel lines. The quantity |s/L is the same as that described in Figure 13a and the modified value of s/L in
Figure 13b produces the correct trend in wetted-length expected from an i
examination of surface flow patterns. The farther outboard a point is, the l
greater its surface running length from the top centerline in the general
direction of _ and also the greater the distance between the parallel lines I
m
discussed above. Similarly, the actual running length and the modified s/L for
a given outboard position increase with increasing sweep angle. However, this
method yields disproportionately small wetted lengths at very high values of _.
For _90 ° flow past the location of hT/C would be nearly parallel to the top
centerline and is thus associated with a very large physical running length. The I
largest effective running length that can be predicted from Figure 13b is the
distance between the top centeriine and the outboard location of interest. I
I
Therefore, this approach would be more applicable to moderate values of _ .
Figure 13c depicts the third wetted-length concept that was studied. This I
l
approach uses a more straightforward definition of s over the curved upper
fuselage in the direction of _, but it also requires a value of hCL at an axial •|location ahead of the outboard pointwhere heating calculations are to be made.
Appendix F shows how this can be a problem in correlating both wind tunnel and
flight data at forward axial stations where the flow originates at top centerline I
locations for which no measurements have been made. This is particularly true
for large sweep angles where the projected top centerline location for the I
reference value of hCL can fall ahead of the fuselage. This objection may be
overcome by applying top centerline heating methods like those of references 9 •
Land 13, assuming that procedures can be developed to extrapolate these techniques
to flight conditions.
I
It was found that the value of s/L defined in Figure 13a correlated the l
wind-tunnel data as well as the more involved wetted-length definitions in
Figures 13b and 13c. Furthermore, its usage avoids the need to extrapolate a flow I
m
angle parameter for flight conditions. Wetted-lengths corresponding to the
definition of Figure 13a are presented in Figure 4. An attempt was made to refine
the correlations resulting from these different values of wetted-length by
applying a pressure gradient to allow for the effects of surface curvature. !
|
I Approximations using a modified Newtonian pressure gradient (refs. 21-22) showed
no significant improvement in the correlations.
I The result of applying equation (2), with the above description of s/L, to
the Mach 6 and Mach I0 wind tunnel heating data on the fuselage upper surface is
l shown in Appendix I. Mach 6 data at 40° angle of attack and for = I.I x 106Re_,L
are not included because of flow uncertainties discussed earlier. The curve fits
I were made using data for s/L ! 0.061. There is generally a large variation
between spanwise normalized heating values at different axial locations along
i the fuselage. This is due to the wide variety of surface flow patterns for thedifferent test conditions which will be discussed below. A single curve fit
could not adequately represent all of the data for any test case due to the
l presence of two distinct heating on the and aft regions of
distributions forward
the upper fuselage. However, it was determined that two curve fits for each set
I of wind tunnel data, one for X/L ! 0.5 and the other for X/L _ 0.5, more
satisfactorily reproduced the average magnitude and the overall trends in
i heating in these two areas. This is illustrated in Figures 14 and 15 using da_a
t
for M_ = 10.16, e= 25 and Re=,L = 0.5 x 106 . The normalized spanwise heating
coefficient is plotted versus s/L for each axial !ocation in both figures.
l Figure 14 shows an attempt at a single curve fit for this test condition. There
is a large error in the correlation and it is clear thai heating on the forward
l fuselage is signficantly different from the majority of data points over the aft
portion. The forward and aft curve fits in Figures 15a and 15b provide improved
l correlations for those respective areas on the model. Two further examples ofthe fore and aft dichotomy in upper fuselage heating are shown in Figures 16 and
17. The spanwise heating gradient in the aft region of all of these figures, as
l well as for the correlations shown in Appendix I, is noticeably less than in the
forward region. The fore and aft exponents of wetted length differ by roughly a
i factor of two for most low angle of attack test cases.
Another common element of the plots contained in Appendix I, as well as in
I the examples of Figures 14 through 17, is a rise in heating rate at large valuesof s/L. Surface flow patterns at selected conditions for Mach i0 and 6 in
Figures 18 and 19, respectively, illustrate the flow features that are
I responsible for this trend (also labeled are lines of flow separation on the
wings which are discussed in Appendix D). The locally higher rating at s/L = 0.08
I for a!l conditions is associated with attached flow originating from the
test
side fuselage impingement which extends a short distance inboard upon reaching
!
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the upper surface before separating. Indications of increased heating for s/L =
0.061 are related to secondary vortex flow at most axial locations for angles of I
I
attack less than 30°, as shown in Figure 18a and Figures 19a and 19b at both Mach
numbers. The low Reynolds number Mach I0 flow patterns, like those in Figure 18b •
for _ = 25° , contain no secondary vortices. However, as shown in the
corresponding heating data in Figure 15, heating rates at s/L = 0.061 are still I
somewhat elevated for those test conditions at aft axial locations. The oil l
patterns in Figure 18b indicate that this is due to the inboard movement of the
flow separation line, which is characteristic of the Mach I0 low Reynolds number I
flow on the rear portion of the fuselage, thus exposing the outer thermocouples
to flow originating on the side fuselage. I
Figures 18a, 18b, 19a and 19b also demonstrate why the fore and aft fuselage
sections exhibit two different heating distributions. The most general
explanation of this phenomenon is to be found in the surface flow directions of I
the primary impingement pattern. The oil flow streaks have a relatively large
on the forward fuselage and they become nearly parallel to the I
outboard direction
model's axis over the aft portion. As shown in reference 13, this trend in
surface flow-measurements corresponds to decreasing heat rates along the top I
U
centerline. The change in flow directions, and in top centerline heating, takes
place fairly rapidly with increasing s/L. This results in the aft fuselage •|values of h/hcL being significantly larger and acquiring a different spanwise
distribution than on the forward fuselage.
Another factor which contributes to the character of aft fuselage heating at I
low to moderate angles of attack that is illustrated in the above figures is the
region of flow circulation ahead of the OMS pods and the vertical tail. In I
general, such features are present for _ < 30o_ The spiral patterns just ahead
of the OMS pods are a result of the combined flows from the side fuselage •
impingement and streamwise flow above the fuselage interacting with the blunt
forward face of the pods and with the vertical tail. A more extensive flow
circulation region is present at high Reynolds numbers, particularly for the I
Mach 6 test conditions in Figures 19a and 19b. Top centerline heating at these
locations is considerably lower than in the primary reattachment zone which l
dominates the forward fuselage (ref. 13). Coupled with the somewhat higher
heating rates throughout the circulation regions, these flow patterns aid in I
producing large values of h/hcL at aft locations. For example, note the
extremely high normalized heating values in Figure 17 at X/L = 0.731 for M_ = 6.
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Figures 18c through 18f and 19c show a marked change in high angle of attack
(_> 35°) upper fuselage f!ow patterns as compared to low _ conditions for both
Mach I0 and Mach 6. Flow impingement at large Reynolds numbers occurs outboard
of the symmetry plane in undulating designs with a central corridor of streamwise
flow along the forward section of the top centerline (Figures 18c. 18d and 1Be).
This central corridor is formed from the combined flow of the outboard vortices.
Low Reynolds numbers Mach I0 flow (X>I) reduces to a more simple "wavy" pattern
with no central corridor (Figure 18f). These flow patterns generally resulted in
high heating off of the top centerline so that h/hcL >I.0 at most axial positions
for high angles of attack, as demonstrated for several test conditions in
Figures 20 through 27. The wind tunnel data of Figures 20 through 22 and Figures
23 through 25 correspond to the flow patterns in Figures 18c through 1Be and
Figures 19d through 19f, respectively. Figures 20 to 27 indicate that
off-centerline heating increased with increasing Reynolds number.
I There is usually one axial location for each test condition at high _ for
which normalized heating is much higher than at any other axial station. In some
instances this occurs at X/L = 0.731 and for other tests at X/L = 0.573, as shown
in Figures 20 to 27. In all cases, however, the abnormally high spanwise heating
I ratio corresponds to the axial location where top centerline heating is at a
minimum, which will tend to increase h/hcL. The top centerline minimum heating
I location can be read directly from a plot of measured surface flow directions as
a function of X/L, llke the plots in Figure 28 where all available oil flow
i measurements at both Mach numbers are reproduced from reference 13. Theparameter _ represents an "effective" sweep angle, and large values of %produce
low upper centerline heating. The corresponding leeward meridian heating is
presented in Figures 29 and 30 for Mach I0 and 6, respectively. Using these
plots, the above assertion concerning the relation between the location of very
large spanwise heating ratios and minimum top centerline heating rates (large
sweep angle flow) can be verified for the test conditions of =he data in
Figures 20 through 27 and also in Appendix I.The high angle of attack flow direction measurements in Figure 28 are
grouped near _ = 90° indicating essentially axial flow patterns similar to some
l of those shown in Figures 18 and 19. This condition promotes the development of
a boundary layer which extends over most of the length along the upper fuselage
I and over most spanwise locations. In contrast, the reattachment and
many
separation patterns at low angles of attack allow only truncated boundary layers
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aligned with the surface direction in each flow regime. A continuously
developing boundary layer will produce an approximately constant level of I
l
heating at large distances. This is basically the reason for the low spa|wise
heating gradients in the data for aft axial locations at high angles of attack. |
IThe values of nf and Cf resulting from the curve fits p.resented in Appendix I
are summarized in Figure 31 for the forward fuselage data and in Figure 32 for the L
aft fuselage. It is apparent from a comparison of the two figures that nf is I
insensitive to angle of attack at M = I0, whereas the M = 6 curves show decreasing
values of nf with increasing angle of attack. Cf on the other hand shows a strong
i
dependence on angle of attack for both Mach numbers at the forward locations. At
the aft locations the Math i0 data curve fits result in Cf values which are i
I
essentially independent of angle of attack, but the M = 6 data show sensitivity
to angle of attack consistent with the forward fuselage results, m
I
FLIGHT PREDICTIONS
Utilizing the previously established correlations, heating environments for i|
the lees|de surfaces of the wing and upper fuselage were predicted for selected
flight conditions during entry of the STS-2 orbiter, t
ITime histories of various trajectory parameters that were provided by LaRC
are presented in Figures 33a through 33e. The abscissa in this figure is =he time []
interval from an altitude of 122 km (400,000 ft). These histories were I
determined by the method of reference 23 and the parameters are plotted at
50 second intervals. I|
These parameters are also tabulated in Figure 34 along with associated
freestream properties and reference heating rates. Reference heating rates for ||a constant wall temperature were obtained from the MINIVER (ref. 14) computer
program for the stagnation point of a 0.348 m (1.0 ft) radius sphere.
Representative time histories of this heat flux are shown in Figure 35. i
Flight conditions were selected in or at the end of time intervals during
which angle of attack and yaw angles were relatively constant and yaw attitude I
i
was minimal. Trajectory points at which predictions of the lees|de heating
correlations were compared with flight values are denoted by asterisks in i
5Figure 34.
I
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Figure 36 shows the variation of Reynolds number with Mach number in flight
i compared with the test conditions upon which the correlations are based. Theflight Reynolds numbers (based on total length) are nearly an order of magnitude
higher than tunnel conditions.
i To estimate heating environments, the correlations were extrapolated to
flight Reynolds number as shown in Figures 37 and 38. A least-squares
l logarithmic curve fit of smoothed data from Figures 12 and 31 formed the basis for
the extrapolation. In performing the extrapolation, Mach 6 data at Reynolds
l number of about 106 or less were not used since the values of C and n areinconsistent with the body of data and (as discussed under Wing Correlation) are
of questionable validity. It may be noted that a convoluted "-nlogC" term is used
E to determine the exponent for the normalized wetted length. Use of this
parameter tends to reduce the scatter previously shown.
!
I COMPARISON WITH FLIGHT DATA
The heating environments extrapolated in the preceding section for the
I leeside surfaces of the wing and upper fuselage were compared with flight data
obtained from Development Flight Instrumentation (DFI) measurements during entry
I of the STS-2 orbiter. These data were furnished by LaRC.
The flight data consisted of heating rate histories obtained from calori-
meter and surface thermocouple measurements. Calorimeters provide a direct
measure of the nee heat flux to the sensor and require a correction for surface
reradiation for the total heating to the surface. Heating rates obtained from
| ."surface thermocouple measurements were determined using an inverse, one-
dimensional heat transfer method described in reference 24. These are total
l heating to the surface the solution includes radiation from
_ra_e s since inverse
the surface. These computations were performed at LaRC.
I The convective heating rates used in the comparisons were determined by
correcting the total heating rates for solar heating and cross-radiation (side
I fuselage to wing) contributions using the method of reference 25. In thismethod, all locations on an upper surface ar assumed to li in th same XY plane;
that is, local surface contour is not accounted for in the angle of incidence for
l solar or cross radiation. Also, solar radiation is considered constant and not
varied with altitude. These corrections were also provided by LaRC.
!
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The locations of the DFI measurements on the upper wing and fuselage
selected for comparison are illustrated in Figures 39 and 40. The locations on I
U
the wing are forward and near the midspan. These locations were chosen because
they represent the most extensive streamwise distributions of instruments where •
attached flow on the wings leeward surface is expected. While the outer
locations will probably display some influences of shock interactions, the inner
locations should be relatively free of such effects. These considerations are in I
accordance with the guidelines established in Appendix D for determining the
region of the wing's upper surface which is affected by attached flow. The I
locations on the upper fuselage coincide with the area included by test model
instrumentation (Figure 3). l
In the Development Flight Instrumentation (DFI) coding or number, the
letter "R" designates a calorimeter measurement and the "T" a thermocouple. The •|preceding numbers "07" usually refer to a measurement at the surface.
Win S Heat Transfer. - Histories of normalized heating rates obtained from
the wing DFI are compared:in Figures 41 and 42 with predictions based on the wind I
tunnel da_a correlations of Figure 37. Except for that shown in Figure 41c, the
heating rates were obtained from thermocouple measurements. The heating rate I
history shown in Figure 41c was obtained from a calorimeter measurement corrected
for reradiation utilizing the measured surface temperature and an emissivity of •|0.90.
Generally, calorimeters are more sensitive (responsive) to changes of mm
heating rate than thermocouples, as illustrated in Figure 41. The lower I
sensitivity of thermocouples is attributed to thermocouple resolution and the
temperature smoothing technique required for solution by the inverse metho d . l
I
However, as shown in Figure 42, the heating rates obtained from thermocouples at
the outboard locations tend to exhibit as much sensitivity (or erratic behavior)
as from the calorimeter shown in Figure 41c.
The sporadic behavior shown in Figure 42 may possibly be attributed to I
bow-shock interaction. It is noted that these locations correspond approxi- i
mately to the vicinity of T/C's 35 an 41 on the test model (Figure 3). Test data
at these spanwise locales exhibited the most influence of bow-shock interactions I
noted in oil-flow photos. The more irregular behavior at the aft location
(Figure 42b) is also characteristic of bow-shock interactions observed in test I
data. Included in these figures for comparison are heating rates extrapolated
from the respective correlations. A step-by-step procedure, with three I
18
illustrative examples for utilizing the correlations to predict flight heating,
is presented in Appendix J.
The wing heating correlation generally reflects the trend and magnitude of
the flight data, and it is perhaps even a bit conservative at early entry times.
It appears that the predictions based on the Mach 6 and the Math I0 wind tunnel
data compare equally well with flight data at flight Reynolds numbers below
approximately 107 . Above Reynolds-numbers of 107 , predictions based upon the
Mach 6 data show better agreement, apparently because of a greater uncertainty in
the larger extrapolation of the Math i0 data.
The credibility of the calorimeter data for entry time before 800 s is
uncertain for comparisons relevant to attached flow conditions. The discrep-
ancies during this time period may be caused by separated flow at this relatively
aft location and high angle of attack. However, from the definitions of flow
regions boundaries in Appendix D, this seems very unlikely.
It does seem more than coincidental that the response of this sensor drops
off a "plateau" and agreement commences immediately following the "Push-Over/
Pull-Up" (POPU) maneuver during which the angle of attack momentarily decreases
to 35o and then returns to the nominal 40° (see Figure 33c). Similar behavior is
also observed in the responses of calorimeters on the upper fuselage, and as
discussed later, the effect may be partially attributed to solar heating.
Whatever the reason, the measurements from this sensor during this time period
may be considered suspect.
Figures 43, 44 and 45 compare the flight data sensitivity to s/L with
predictions based on the wind tunnel data correlations. Figure 43 compares 40°
angle of attack flight data at five times during reentry with predictions based
on the Mach i0 tunnel correlations (recall that no correlation was established
for the Math 6 data at e=40°). Figure 44 compares 35° angle of attack flight data
at two reentry times with predictions based on both the Mach i0 and Mach 6 tunnel
tests. Finally, Figure 45 compares flight data at 30°, 25° and 20° angle of
I ttack (each at a single reentry time) with predictions based on both the Mach i0and Mach 6 tunnel tests. With the exception of some of the ca!orimeter data, the
s/L variations (slopes) of the flight data and tunnel data correlations agree
I well. Furthermore, the best absolute agreement between flight data and
predictions occurs when the flight Mach number and the wind tunnel Mach number
I are approximately equal. °
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Tie parallel distributions tend to support the extrapolation technique.
The flight data would both coalesce (fall on a single line) and agree with the •
• extrapolations if the "effective" wetted lengths were adjusted for possible
influence of bow shock interactions. With the higher Mach numbers, the bow shock
curves more rapidly and lies closer to the body affecting the three-dimensional l
flow incident on the wind leading edge. The entropy variation increases and has
a steeper gradient. Correspondingly, the velocity vector may also change, I
possibly moving the stagnation line further toward the lower surface, increasing
the wetted length. I
The poor agreement between flight data and extrapolated estimates for entry
°
time after 1300 s, when angle of attack is less than 30°, is attributed primarily •|to turbulent flow. At first, this was thought to be a Mach number effect since
the extrapolations from Mach 6 correlations are in better agreement with flight
data when the flight Mach number is about the same magnitude (i.e., M _ 7). At l
earlier times and higher flight Mach numbers, the Mach I0 extrapolations appear
to agree better with the flight data. I
During this time frame, heating increases more rapidly (with time) than
predicted by the correlations. The disagreement is more severe for the Mach i0 •|correlation than for the Mach 6. Reynolds numbers are well above 107 , requiring
extensive extrapolation of the correlations (Figure 37). Predictions based on
mm
extrapolating the Mach i0 correlations are as much as an order-of-magnitude less I
than the flight data. Even estimates from the Mach 6 correlations for which
transitional/turbulent flow was presumed, are somewhat below flight heating I
m
rates.
Evidently the variations with Reynolds number are greater than shown in
Figure 37 and used for the extrapolations. This is demonstrated by considering
the behavior of the convoluted correlation parameter "log Cw + n " illustrated in
w !Figure 46.
The rationale for studying this parameter resulted when, in examining the
comparisons, it was observed that the normalized heating rates from the most l
forward DFI remain relatively constant while angle of attack is 40°. These
heating rates compare favorably with the test data in the same vicinity which I
also appear to remain invariant with Reynolds number (e.g., see data from T/C's
19, 20, 28 and 35 in Appendix C). However, flight Reynolds number during this
time frame is also about the same magnitude as for the wind tunnel data and were I
not varying rapidly (Figure 33e).
!
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The premise for considering this parameter evolves from the basic concept
l for utilizing the "reference" heating rate or coefficient for normalization.That is, for laminar flow the normalized ratio should be independent of Reynolds
number.
l Consequently, the right hand side of equation (I) and its logarithm should,
for a given wetted length, also remain constant. Normalized wetted-lengths
i applicable to the correlations (Figure ii) of the order of i0-I
are nominally
(i.e., log(s/L) = -i). Hence, the term"log Cw+ nw" should remain invariant with
I Reynolds number for attached laminar flow.
As shown in Figure 46, use of this parameter coalesces the respective
correlations to indicate similar trends and flow conditions. Values of this
l parameter for similar conditions tend to show agreement within 5%. In Figure 46a
it is shown that values for the Mach 6, higher Reynolds numbers and the Mach i0,
I highest Reynolds number, high angles of attack are insensitive to varying angle
of attack. The remaining data, basically for lower Reynolds numbers, indicate a
I variation with angle of attack, but very little dependence on Mach or Reynolds
numbers.
l Figure 46b shows the variations of this parameter with Reynolds number, fromwhich the regime of the boundary layer (laminar, transitional, turbulent) may be
inferred. First, starting with the higher angles of attack and working down, at
I the low Reynolds numbers there is a slight increase of "log Cw + nw" with Reynolds
number, even from the Mach i0 correlations. This slight variation (transitional
I flow) remains steady to some Reynolds number at which the variation substantially
increases (turbulent flow). In the low Reynolds number regime, the variation
I decreases with decreasing angle of attack until somewhere between 30° and 25°the variation disappears (laminar flow). The Reynolds numbers at which the
variations change differ with angle of attack.
l In extrapolating the correlation parameters, changes in the boundary layer
regime were not taken explicitly into account. Values of the correlation
l parameters were used without modification. Values for the same or different flow
conditions were used in developing the individual extrapolation curves. Either
l way, the extrapolations almost certainly included more than one boundary layer
regime. For example, the lowest Reynolds number, Mach 6 data were initially
considered suspect and not used for the extrapolation. As indicated in
I Figure 46, these data now appear, in retrospect, to be valid and are associated
with either laminar or transitional f!ow, depending on angle of attack.
!
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Furthermore, in developing the Mach 6 extrapolations, the correlations for the
next higher Reynolds number (about 2.7 x 106 ) were used. These data, which also •
appear to be associated with nonturbulent flow were used with correlations for
higher Reynolds numbers for which the flow was turbulent. This resulted in
extrapolations which are not strictly applicable to fully developed turbulent I
flow. Hence, when extrapolating for later entry times when Reynolds numbers are
greater than 107 , steeper variations with Reynolds number to account for l
m
fully developed turbulent flow should have been used. At low angles of attack,
the Math i0 extrapolations were clearly for laminar flow, whereas the low _Mach 6
extrapolations were for quasi-turbulent (but not fully-developed) flow.
It is noteworthy that regardless of the boundary layer regime, attached flow
heating on the upper wing varies strongly with wetted length. Furthermore, the l
variation is insensitive to the regime. These observations are illustrated in
Figure 12 where the parameter n,.which describes the variation with wetted length I
is always greater than 1 and takes on values in the range of 1.3 to 1.8 regardless
of boundary layer regime. By comparison, in flat plate laminar and fully I
turbulent flow n should have values of -0.5 and-0.8 respectively.
Upper Fuselage Heat Transfer. - Histories of measurements from the selected •
calorimeters on the upper fuselage are shown in Figures 47 through 50. |
Corrections for solar heating and reradiation are not included. The heat flux
!obtained from the thermocouple measurement VO9T9518A is not shown because the
data were not available in the form required for automated plotting. Further-
more, since heating rates obtained from thermocouple measurements via inverse
solutions include surface reradiation, these rates are inconsistent with
calorimeter measurements.
These figures show that heating rates are not available at all the locations
for the entire trajectory. In fact, no centerline measurements are available at
the comparison time for angle of attack of 20° (tE = 1426 s).
These figures also illustrate the peculiarity mentioned previously (Page
19) regarding the wing calorimeter data. Noting that these heating rate_ are not
normalized, it is observed that all the calorimeter responses remain essentially
constant (on a "plateau") during the early portion of the trajectory. The
increases for time earlier than 300 s correspond with that of the reference
heating rate (Figure 35). This state continues until about 850 s when most of the
histories change noticeably. Heating rates decrease rapidly and significantly,
although angle of attack and reference heating rate remain relatively constant
22
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u_Itil about ii00 s (Figures 33c, 34 and 35). Some of this behavior is
I attributable to solar heating. It was shown in reference 28 that during the
period of 350 to 850 seconds, incident solar radiation varied from approximately
l 15 to 30 percent of the total heat input to the upper surface. At 850 s, the uppersurfaces were rolled abruptly out of the sun, accounting for most of the observed
decrease in heat transfer at that time.! .It is observed in Figure 49c and 50c that the change in the measured heat
flux histories is less noticeable at the outermost locations. These locations
I are very close to the edge of the upper surface; somewhat analogous to the
location ofT/C 4 on the test model shown in Figure 4. In this location, the local
I conditions are most likely dominated by spillage of flow off the strake impinging
on the side fuselage, which appears to stabilize the heating.
Ratios of local to centerline heating from the measurements for the same
l axial location are shown in Figure 51. It is interesting to note in these
histories that the ratios are more erratic than the individual heating rates, and
B the displacement occurring at about 850 s enhanced and
appears reversed.
Such events indicate that the centerline and outboard environments during
I flight are not related, or that heating in the respective areas is controlled by
dissimiliar mechanisms. If the same flow mechanisms acted on the entire upper
surface, the short time excursions in the individual histories would be expected
I to occur somewhat simultaneously, and with similar amplitudes; therefore the
I excursions should cance! when the ratio of off centerline to centerline heating
I Figure 51, variations in normalized heating appear to
is computed. As shown in
occur more frequently and to have larger displacements than excursions in heating
l rates for individual instruments. At entry time of about 850 s the heat flux
ratios increase rapidly and significantly rather than decreasing, as do the
i individual heat fluxes, or remaining constant. Another change appears to occurin the time frame around 300 seconds. At this time a "dip" of approximately
i00 seconds duration, appears in the heating rate ratios. No specific
I explanation dip has been found, although roll oscillations and the
for this
resulting variation of solar radiation appears to be a contributing cause.
I Although the wind tunnel data provide no direct evidence of the existance of
Gortler vortices on the upper fuselage, it is speculated that the short-time
i excursions observed in the flight heat flux data may be the result of embeddedGortler vortices within the viscous layer on the upper fuselage. Vortices
embedded in boundary layers result in heating undulations normal to the vortex!
I
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axes. The undulations can be observed as Striations with the aid of thermal
mapping techniques (striation heating induced by Gortler vortices on the i
fuselage sidebody is discussed in Appendix A). Throckmorton noted in refer-
ence 25 that short term heating oscillations observed in upper fuselage []|calorimeter data coincided with Shuttle yaw oscillations. It is suggested that
the embedded vortices oscillated laterally as a result of the yaw oscillations. !The undulating heat transfer distribution associated with these vortices
generated the short interval heat flux excursions measured by the sensors. Sin=e
the spacing of the sensors relative to the vortex pattern was not uniform, the i
B
effect at the various locations was essentially random.
Comparisons of heating ratios from the flight measurements with extrapola- i
ntions from the wind tunnel data correlations (Figure 38) for the forward upper
fuselage are presented in Figures 52 through 54. Included in each figure is the i
heating rate obtained from the thermocouple measurement VO9T9518A. The flight B
data were corrected for solar heating and surface reradiation as appropriate.
Since the heating ratios for the outermost locations (s/L = 0.08) should be i
l
disregarded because of the interactions with flow off the side fuselage discussed
earlier, the flight data available for comparisons are rather scarce. In |addition, the quantity of available data is further reduced by the intermittant
readings of some calorimeters. Finally, evaluation of the comparisons is made !more uncertain since the cause of the apparently erratic calorimeter data has not
been established.
between the upper fuselage flight data and the extrapolated IAgreement
el
correlations is variable. Examination of Figures 52 through 54 shows approxi-
mately 12% of the flight data fall within _i0% of the correlations. Another 65% l
of the flight data are higher than the correlations by more than 10% while the []
remaining 23% are lower by more than 10%. Furthermore, while the tunnel data
Rcorrelations predict decreased heating with increasing distance from the
centerline many of the flight data show the opposite trend.
i
comparison between centerline heating measured in flight and the i
A direct
i
wind tunnel measurements shows some of the same characteristics noted above.
Figure 55 shows the normalized centerline heating distribution at the selected i
time points during entry. In Figure 56 normalized centerline flight heating
distributions are superimposed upon the wind tunnel measurements originally i
Bshown in Figures 29 and 30. With a few obvious exceptions, the flight heating
i
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l
rates are higher than comparable wind tunnel measurements (this is consistent
i with the off-centerline data). Also, the longitudinal variation of the flightdata is larger and considerably more erratic than the wind tunnel data. These
characteristics are also observed in the off-centerline flight data.
I Factors which have the potential for affecting the agreement observed
between the test data correlations and the flight data include the following:
i i. The set of correlation parameters, h/hcL = Cf(s/L) -nf, which was
used for the upper fuselage is an obvious candidate. These parameters yield
I incorrect results at s/L = 0 and provide a poor fit to the data fors/L _0.01. In their relevant range (0.01 _ s/L _ 0.08), these parameters
fit the wind tunnel data at least moderately well (see Figures 18 through
i 29). Therefore, it is concluded that the correlation parameters are not the
major cause of disagreements between flight data and wind tunnel data
i correlations.
2. Calorimeter anomalies are candidates because of the "plateau" effect
I (Page 22) and the short time excursions (Page 23) which characterize thesedata. It was noted that the ratios of outboard to centerline calorimeter
i data appear "noisier" than either the centerline or outboard data them-selves. These facto s cast suspicion on the calorimeter data. On the other
hand, as was seen in Figure 56, many carefully selected calorimeter data
I well with wind tunnel data. In the the
corresponding balance,agree
suspicion that the calorimeter data contribute to the disagreement seems
I justified.3. Dissimilarities between the outboard and centerline flow character-
i istics were identified above as a possibility. Such dissimilarities canresult from several causes. For example, the centerline boundary layer m y
be laminar while the outboard boundary layer may be turbulent. Presumably,
l this could result in outboard to centerline heating ratios greater than i.
Another example is the possibility that the centerline and the outboard
I locations are scrubbed by different vortices. A similar possibility is that
the centerline and outboard flows possess different total temperatures and
I pressures as suggested by the data in reference 9. Such flow dis-similarities are believed to explain some of the heat transfer variations
observed above.
I 4. Differences between the upper body vortex structure in flight and in
the wind tunnel are probable. A careful evaluation of the existing da_a
!
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!
base might shed light on such differences. Lack of time prevented such an
evaluation, i
CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS l
Procedures have been developed for predicting aerodynamic heating on the •
Shuttle upper wing and upper fuselage surfaces. Early attempts to base the
prediction procedures on the development of simplified flow models proved l
unsuccessful, hence the procedures were based on correlating wind tunnel heating
data and extrapolating these correlations to flight Reynolds numbers. Predic- j
Utions using these procedures were then compared with heating data obtained during
the Shuttle STS-2 reentry. |The procedure for computing heating for attached flow on the upper wing was
shown to provide adequate estimates where the flight vehicle and wind tunnel
experience the same boundary layer flow regime. Fortunately, the lowest i
model
Reynolds numbers for significant heating during entry are about equivalent to
test Reynolds numbers. Estimates therefore agree quite well with flight data in i
m
the laminar and transitiona! flow regimes. Heating for fully developed
turbulent flow is underestimated because of the laminar and/or transitional data |used in establishing the extrapolation curves. To establish extrapolations
adequate for predicting turbulent flow on the wing leeside surface requires m
additional test data in this regime. I
Evaluation of the technique developed for the forward upper fuselage is
difficult because of the scarcity of applicable data. Heating environments and i
l
trends observed in the flight and test data are in conflict. Heating on this
surface appears to be influenced by many interactions. Identification of the •
interaction mechanisms and speculation on the significance of each is hampered by
lack of data defining the flow field. I
In developing the extrapolations and comparing estimates with upper i
fuselage flight data, assumptions were made regarding flow conditions or
influences of interactions based on interpretauion of data and trends. This was I
required due to uncertainty regarding flow field structure. With better
knowledge of the flow and refined assumptions, the existing techniques may be I
Mimproved or extended, or a more accurate method formulated. In order to provide •
the required knowledge of leeside flow, it is suggested that further analyses and !
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testing be conducted to quantify the various properties of the three-dimensional
flow field which affect leeside heating. For example, an attempt was made todevelop a wing heating method by finding a simple heating relationship for the
wing leading edge, and then extending the method to include downstream areas. As
l is documented in Appendix G, the attempt to develop a simple leading edge heating
model was unsuccessful because more information is required regarding the flow
l immediately upstream of the leading edge than can be deduced from the information
at hand. It was concluded that in calculating wing heat transfer, an accurate
definition of the flow field surrounding the vehicle is needed. Furthermore, the
necessity for defining the flow increases significantly with Mach number.
The additional analyses would consist primarily of employing math models to
I investigate local flow characteristics and trends which were surmised in this
study. Among these would be defining the existence and strength of the strake
l and/or the of the flow incident the
shock, confirming complex properties on wing
leading edge, and the influence of Mach number on these properties.
I Future testing should extend the present heat transfer data by selectively
obtaining measurements of surface pressures and of pressure, temperature and
i velocity profiles in the viscid and inviscid flow layers using survey rakes orprobes. These will aid in developing a flow model for local particle paths and
provide pressure gradient information for boundary layer computations. The
B survey data can also probe the rapid growth of the viscous layer on the wing upper
surface, local entropy variations, embedded shocks and flow incident on the wing
l leading edge.
In obtaining the survey data, the investigation of Mach number effects is
i strongly urged. Together with planform and elevation Schlierens or shadow-graphs, these data would help in evaluating the premises regarding locations and
strengths of various shocks and the effect on wing leading-edge f!ow with
i movement of the stagnation line.
As last recommendations, two simple tasks are suggested. Using the flight
! •data from the STS-2 entry and the Mach 6 correlations for turbulent flow,
redefine the wing extrapolations for the lower angles of attack and turbulent
l f!ow; and compare resulting extrapolations with subsequent flight data. On theupper fuselage, reevaluate the extrapolations by comparing with data from
subsequent flights where the calorimeters were replaced with surface thermo-
I couples.
!
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Figure 12 Wing Leeside Heating Correlation Parameters
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Figure 15 Upper Fuselage Heat Transfer Profiles, Moo = I0
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* Related oil-flow pattern shown in Figure 18c
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Figure 21 Upper Fuselage Heat Transfer Profiles, Mm = I0
* Related oil-flow pattern shown in Figure 18e
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Figure 22 Upper Fuselage Heat Transfer Profiles, M_ = 10
*Related oil-flow pattern shown in Figure 19d
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Figure 23 Upper Fuselage lleat Transfer Profiles, Hm = 6
* Related oil-flow pattern shown in Figure 19e
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* Related oil-flow pattern shown in Figure 19f
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Figure 26 Upper Fuselage Heat Transfer Profiles, Moo = 6
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Figure 27 Upper Fuselage lleatTransfer Profiles, MQo= 6
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Figure 28 Effective Sweep Angles Measured from Oil-Flow Patterns
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Figure 31 Forward Upper Fuselage Heating Correlation Parameters
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Figure 32 Aft Upper Fuselage Ileating Correlation Parameters
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Figure 33a Trajectory llistory During STS-2 Entry, Altitude
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Figure 33b Trajectory History During STS-2 Entry, Velocity
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Figure 33c Trajectory llistory During STS-2 Entry, Angle of Attack
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Figure 33d Trajectory llistory During STS-2 Entry, Sideslip Angle
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Figure 33e Trajectory History During STS-2 Entry, Reynolds Number
TIRE Q-REF .. (DTU/FT21$EC) ALI:'HA M-IHF RE-L. IIf BETA U-II4F ALTITUDE T-INF P-[I_
(5[C| .............................................. (DEGI (DEG) (FPS) (EFT) (DEG R) (PSF|
T(U). O. F 400. F 800. F 1200. F
...........................
0 __ 2.26876_00 2.2145E_00 2.1684E.00 2.1285E400 41.11 19.62 2.5506102 -0.13 24516 400.00 650.03 4.78616-01
50 __ 3.65816_00 3.570?E_00 3.49646*00 3.4320E+00 41.34 22.26 8.009E_03 -0.26 2454? 375.38 506.04 9.66896-05
100 __ 6.4931E_00 6.33806400 6.2061E400 6.09186*00 40.69 25.04 3.040E103 0.21 245?6 350.92 400.84 a.40616-04
150 __ 9.7964E_00 9.56186_00 9.35796*00 g.18006.00 41.30 27.11 1.1616_04 -0.2! 24603 326.83 342.74 6.86956-04
200 _. 1.8780E_01 1.8330Ee01 !.7940[.01 1.7699E+01 40.61 27.80 4.3?56_04 0.02 24617 303.44 324.!1 2.3302E-03
250 __ 3.1924E+01 3.!161Et0! 3.0499E+0! 2.99216.01 40.82 26.65 1.!65E105 -0.28 24698 281.68 357.50 ?.43426-03
300 __ 4.9470E+01 4.8281E_01 4.7246E*01 4.6342E.01 40.93 26.22 2.830E105 1.1! 24438 263.48 361.50 1.8621E-02
350 __ 6.4340E_0! 6.27866_01 6.14336.01 6.025!E_01 40.!4 26.2! S.027E_05 -0.34 24279 252.51 357.!2 3.255!E-02
400 __ 6.84076_01 6.6742Ee01 6.5291E40! 6.4021E_01 41.13 25.94 6.050E_05 0.11 24009 248.74 356.62 3.95026-02
450 __ 6.94556_0| 6.7749E_01 G.6_596_01 6.49546.01 40.05 25.59 6.6266405 t.4_ 23693 a46.69 356.80 4.38916-02
476 ?.08106_01 6.9063Et01 6.75356,01 6.6196E.01 40.34 25.40 ?.102Et05 -0.00 23528 245.16 357.19 4.7469E-02
481 Z" 7.1118E401 6.93616e01 G.78256*01 6.6478E*G1 40.32 2_.36 7.2076_05 0.05 23496 244.84 357.30 4.82596-02
500 __ 7.2404E001 7.06096401 6.9038E*01 6.7660E+01 40.23 25.20 ?.645EtOS -0.25 23369 243.52 35?.89 5.1630E-02
550 __ ?.474gE_0! 7.28736*01 7.1229E+01 6.97836*01 40.23 24.69 8.9006_05 -0.02 22985 239.95 360.54 6.1940E-02
600 .. 7.62366*01 7.42956+01 7.2590E_01 7.10886+01 39.65 24.08 1.0156_06 -0.15 22541 236.52 364.79 7.3649E-02
650 _. ?.56t86*0! 7.3663E.01 7.1940E.01 7.04196+0! 39.36 23.44 !.1056_06 -0.00 22076 233.96 36g.25 8.3719E-02
700 __ 7.63496*01 7.33656+01 7.1612E401 7.00606+01 39.67 22.67 1.215E+06 0.04 21552 230.83 376.35 9.76336-02
T06 7.5376E_01 T.33886_01 7.16296+01 7.0071E+01 39.86 22.66 1.2306*06 -0.00 21499 230.41 3?7.47 g.9683E-02 •
711Z 7.53736*0! 7.3379E+01 ?.1616E_01 7.0064E_01 3g.79 22.47 1.242E_06 -0.06 21430 230.05 372.43 1.01406-01
750 __ 7.49276_01 7.2910E.01 7.112;.JE_01 6.9534E_01 38.34 21.74 1.336E_06 0.02 20973 227.20 387.17 1.1626E-01
800 __ 7.4612E+01 7.25536+01 ?.07206+0! 6.90876+0| 35.50 20.6_ 1.482E+06 0.14 20340 222.53 404.80 1.4433E-01
803 7.46816+01 7.2617E+01 ?.0779E_01 6.9141E*01 35.72 20.56 1.4946_06 0.19 20304 222.23 405.68 1.4631E-01
806 = 7.4774E*01 7.2705E+01 7.0862E_01 6.g21gE_01 34.66 20.51 I.SOGE_06 0.29 20269 221.9_ 406.58 1.4838E-01
850 .. 7.25626*01 7.0467E*01 6.8630E_01 6.6968E*01 37.86 19.47 1.6606_06 0.02 19513 217.75 418.01 1.78696-01
863 ?.0756E_01 6.8715E+01 6.6_85E_01 6.5246E+0! 39.51 19.25 1.661E_06 -0.34 19316 217.42 418.85 1.8124E-0!
8E6 $ 7.0391E_01 6.8366E+01 6.65306*01 6.4894E.01 40.41 19.20 1.665E_06 -0.20 19266 217.28 419.21 1.8239E-01
900 __ 6.8855E.O1 6.6805E_0! 6.49586+01 6.32986+01 41.36 18.37 1.835E_06 0.03 18650 213.33 428.75 2.1640E-0!
950 __ 6.7827E+01 6.S6916*01 6.3753E*01 6.1999E+0! 40.39 16.98 2.325E*06 0.28 17583 204.57 446.15 3.1265E-01
951 6.778_E_01 6.56456+01 6.3705E_01 6.19606_0! 40.34 16.96 2.335E_06 0.23 t7SGt 204.4! 446.43 3.14656-01
956 = 6.7494E+01 6.53536.01 6.3408Ee01 6.16466*01 40.21 16.82 2.383E+06 0.20 17449 203.63 447.72 3.2483E-0!
000 __ 6.04216_01 5,83786_01 5.6507E_01 S.4802E_0! 42.00 15,68 2.6446*06 -0.16 16394 198.85 454.89 3.9473E-01
050 _. 5.5772E+01 5.3691E$01 5.17626*01 4.9988E_01 40.62 14.15 3.533E_06 0.03 14975 188.21 466.12 6.0346E-01
071 5.2646E.01 5.05766_0! 4.86466_01 4.68646_01 40.07 13.48 3.9576_06 -0.02 14313 183.91 468.96 7.14?86-01
L076 t 5.1753E_01 4.9691E_01 4.7765E_0! 4.$98_E+0! 39.8S 13.32 4.0616_06 -0.07 14153 IB2.91 469.49 7.43436-01
L100 __ 4.76706_01 4.56386+01 4.3728E_01 4.!95_.E_01 3_.96 12.58 4.6116*06 0.00 13390 172.06 471.38 8.98_26-01
1150 __ 3.7269E*01 3.5388E+01 3.3695E_01 3.19096.01 37.89 11.05 5.471E+06 0.34 11768 170.29 472.24 1.2174E*00
:200 __ 2.89966*01 _.7204E*01 2.5470E_01 2.38236_01 36.60 9.60 7.085E+06 -0.16 10205 160.28 469.86 1.8019E+00
1211 2.74466_01 2.5661E_01 2.39276*01 2.2277E+01 35.67 9.29 7.6646_06 0.14 986! 157.54 468.61 2.0071E*00
L216 I 2.6854E*01 2.50656,01 2.3325E*01 2.!668E+01 34°78 9.15 7.893E*06 0.10 9707 156.45 468.04 2.09516,00
L260 -. 2.1936E+0! _.021DE_01 !.8515E*01 !.6891E*01 33.28 8.26 9.079E*06 -0.22 872_ !SO.ST 464.40 2.64396*00
L291 1.7300E*01 1.5614E*01 1.3944E*01 1._331E.01 30.50 7.30 !.107E*07 0.06 7656 142.96 458.33 3.$871E_00
1296 I 1.7065E_01 1.53556+01 1.3658E_01 1.20196_01 30.07 7.18 1.159E_07 0.56 7530 141.53 457.04 3.80016_00
1300 __ 1.679?E_01 1.5075E.01 1.33646#01 1.1711E+01 29.70 7_10 !.206E+07 -0.22 7428 140.33 455.93 3.9893E_00
1341 1.3599E_01 1.1820E*0! 1.0039E*01 8.30776_00 25.54 6.25 !.69!E+07 0.20 6460 129.75 445.03 6.1595E_00
J346 Z 1.3126E_01 1.1351E+01 9.57226*00 7.B4a76*00 25.04 6.14 1.7526.07 0.04 6341 128.59 443.74 6.4643E_00
1350 __ 1.2764E_01 1.0992E.0! 9.21516_00 7.48646_00 24.72 6.06 1.8006_07 0.01 6249 127.68 442.71 6.71386_00
1400 _. 8.98686*00 7.2177E+00 5.42896*00 3.67946_00 21.70 5.09 2.5516*07 -0.07 5171 116.33 429.28 1.0876E_01
1421 ?.6940E100 5.91056+00 4.10206_00 2.32976.00 20.23 4.71 2.9556+07 0.35 4748 111.56 423.45 1.3384E*01
1426 I 7.3349E_00 5.56336.00 3.7656E*00 2.00326*00 20.08 4.61 3.0396+07 0.01 4648 110._6 422.22 1.3982E*0!
1450 ._ S.5607E_00 3.g0936.00 2.2287E_00 5.7787E-01 1g.37 4.17 3.1956,07 0.24 4180 !07.40 4!8.35 1.6074E_01
!S00 _. 3.2065E_00 !.64606_00 4.9987E-02 -1.52296*00 17.94 3.32 4.15?E.07 0.01 3282 97°37 406.31 2.5257E_01
ISSO __ 1.52086_00 6o1245E-02 -1.4372E_00 -2.91766_00 15.26 2.50 G.252E*07 0.01 2423 83.$8 391.40 4.80356_01
1600 __ 5._573E-0! -7.8224E-01 -2.12846_00 -3.46036_00 11.35 1.77 7.8586+07 -0.57 169! 72.31 381.73 8.2643E_0!
/650 __ 7.28g7E-02 -1.0449Ee00 -2.1968E_00 -3.3375E_00 B.36 !.22 I.OgOE+08 -0.30 1153 $8.62 374.49 !.6232E*02
1700 __ -8._5466-02 -!.7016E.00 -3.275_E*00 -4.82026.00 6.62 .94 1.5636.08 O.OS 895 43.76 373.S! 2.983!E_02
z -o GOHglT[0HS _T UH]CH LEESIDE HE_TItlG EHUIR0_REHT ESTIRATED
Figure 34 STS-2 Entry Trajectory and Reference lleating Rates
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Figure 35 Reference ileating Rate History During STS-2 Entry
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Figure 36 Reynolds Number Variation with Mach Number During STS-2 Entry
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Figure 37 Wing Leeside Correlation Variations with Reynolds Number
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Figure 38 Forward Upper Fuselage Correlation Variation with Reynolds Number
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Figure 39 Flight Comparison Wing Leeside DFI
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Figure 40 Flight Comparison Upper Fuselage DFI
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Figure 41 Wing Leeside lieat Flux Histories During STS-2 Entry, Y/L _ .216
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Figure 42 Wing Leeside lleatFlux Histories During STS-2 Entry, Y/L _ .279
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Figure 43 Wing Leeside lleating Distributions During STS-2 Entry, _ _40 °
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Figure 44 Wing Leeside lteating Distributions During STS-2 Entry, _ _ 35 °
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Figure 45 Wing Leeside lleating Distributions During STS-2 Entry, 30° >_ a _>20°
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Figure 46 Wing Leeside Flow Definition
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qs = sensor-measured heat flux (reradiation & solar corrections not included)
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Figure 47 Upper Fuselage lleat Flux llistories During STS-2 Entry, X]L _ .396
qs = sensor-measured heat flux (reradiation & solar corrections not included)
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Figure 48 Upper Fuselage l|eat Flux Histories During STS-2 Entry, .X/L _ .496
m
miming"
mqs = sensor-measured heat flux (reradiation & solar corrections not included)
Note: History from V09T9518A not shown (Surface T/C, X]L = .591, ¥]L =-.0116, s]L = .012)
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qs = Sensor-measured heat flux (reradiation & solar corrections not included)
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qs = sensor-measured heat flux (reradiation & solar corrections not included)
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APPENDIX A
l The Phenomenon of Striation Heating*
Prepared by H. W. Kipp
!
A comprehensive experimental wind tunnel investigation of Shuttle
l leeside heat transfer was recently conducted by V.T. Helms of NASA Lang-
ley Research Center. The tests were conducted with 0.01-scale models at
l Mach 6 and I0 in the 20 Inch Hypersonic Tunnel and in the Langley
Langley
Continuous Flow Hypersonic Tunnel. (A2)** Included in the program were
I tests using thin skin heat transfer models, surface oil flow visualization
and phase change thermal mapping. This experimental program provided
data for use in Contract NASI-16839 (AI) and for on-going studies of
l Shuttle leeside heat transfer at NASA LaRC (e.g., reference A3).
Some of the thermal mapping tests revealed a regularly spaced pattern
i of heat transfer or "hot streaks" on fuselage sidebody. The
striations the
striations were observed to fall within the region of sidebody vortex impinge-
l ment above the wing (while the stria=ions were observed only on the Shuttle
sidebody, it is speculated that a similar phenomenon may occur on the upper
i fuselage). Photos of typical striation patterns at 40° angle of attack areshown in Figure AI. These data were taken at Mach 6 at free stream Reynolds
numbers based on model length of 2.7 x 106 , 5.4 x i06 and 7.3 x 106 respec-
t tively. Examination of the photographs shows the striations become more
distinct as well as more closely spaced with increasing Reynolds number.
I Additional Mach 6 tests at the same three Reynolds numbers revealed similar
striation patterns at 20° and 30° angle of attack.
l Thermal mapping tests using the same model were al_o run at Mach i0 atangles of attack of 20°, 30° and 40°. However, the Mach I0 tests were run
at Reynolds numbers of 0.5 x 106 , 1 x 106 and 2.4 x 106 , which were signifi-
I cantly lower than in the Mach 6 tests. In contrast with the Mach 6 tests,
which revealed varying degrees of striation heating a= all angles of attack
i and Reynolds numbers, striation heating was observed at Mach i0 only at 40°
angle of attack (at all three Reynolds numbers).
l * This review was prepared using McDonnell Douglas Astronautics Co. Internal
Research and Development Funds as a part of IRAD Project No. 122300. This
I work complements work performed under reference AI.
•* Numbers in ( ) are references
| A1
I
l
Duplicate tests which were run at selected conditions revealed a
high degree of repeatibility in the striation heating patterns. In an l
° attempt to determine if roughness in the thermal mapping paint might
cause the striations, additional tests were run in which the thermal map- i
lping paint was omitted from portions of the model upstream of the stria-
tion zone. Omission of the upstream paint had no observable effect on i
the striation heating patterns. In addition, the model was examined for I
roughness elements which might have caused the striations; no such rough-
ness was found, i
J
In summary, the 1% wind tunnel model tests conducted by Helms reveal
a regular pattern of significant heat transfer variations in the region •
Iof flow reattachment on the Shuttle sidebody. These heat transfer stria-
tions are demonstrated to depend upon: 1) geometry, 2) angle of attack
and 3) Reynolds number. The striations appear not to be caused by model l
roughness. The effect of wind tunnel Mach number on the striation pat-
terns has not been determined, i
A phenomenon similar to Helms' heat transfer striations was observed
by Seegmiller during surface oil flow visualization tests on an early •
Shuttle configuration. (A4) Seegmiller's surface oil _low tests were
conducted at Mach 7.4 in the NASA-Ames 3.5 Foot Hypersonic Wind Tunnel. m
In these tests, uniformly-spaced streaks were observed on both the I
elevons and rudders when these control surfaces were deflected and when
test Reynolds number was adequately high. i
the
Figure A2a shows streamline patterns on the lower surface, the ele-
vons and the left rudder. Figure A2b is an enlarged view of the left I
I
elevon. The test conditions corresponding to Figures A2a and A2b were:
MACH = 7.4
Re = 1.4 x 106 (vehicle length Reynolds number) l
= 15° (angle of attack)
• I_e 15° (elevon deflection)
_r = 0° (rudder deflection)
Figures A2a and A2b show significant boundary layer separation occurred i
upstream of the elevons. The boundary layer is believed to have been
laminar over the entire model. The curved flow separation line and the •
streamline patterns on the elevon indicate the flow over the elevon was
highly three-dimensional. There is no evidence of an o_rganized pattern I
!
of regularly spaced striations anywhere on the model for these test con-
l ditions.Surface flow in the vicinity of the elevons and rudders changes
l significantly as Reynolds number increases. Figures A3a and A3b showtreamline patterns which resulted f om increasing the Rey olds number to
2.8 x 106 (and increasing the rudder deflection to 20o). The other test
l parameters (M_, _ and _e)" are to parameters of Figures
identical the
A2a and A2b. The increased Reynolds number reduced only slightly the
I size of the separated zone upstream of the elevon, however a dramatic
change occurred in the reattached flow on the elevon (compare Figure A3b
l with A2b). The reattached flow produces a series of regularly spacedparallel striations in the oil film. These a e interpreted as multiple
counterrotating vortices within the reattached boundary layer. The
I striations are also seen on the right rudder (Figure A3a) which was
deflected 20°. It is noteworthy that striations did not occur on the
! -undeflected rudder tested at the same Reynolds number (2.8 x 106 ) nor on
the undeflected rudder tested at Re = 1.4 x 106 • Additional oil flow
l tests were run at the same elevon deflection and model angle of attack athigher Reynolds numbers (i.e., 3.1 x 106 and 5.7 x I06_. As Reynolds
numbers increased, striations continued to appear on the elevons and the
I separated flow zone decreased significantly in size (it became practi-
cally non-existant at Re = 5.7 x 106). At these bigher Reynolds numbers,
I the striation spacing decreased and striations began to emerge upstream
of the elevons. Seegmiller concluded that at Re = 5.7 x 106 a turbulent
i boundary layer had developed on the lower surface of the wing.Assuming the basic striation-producing mechanism in Helms' thermal
mapping tests is the same as in Seegmiller's oil flow tests, the
t Seegmiller tests corroborate observations based on the thermal mapping
data. The following conclusions can be drawn from Seegmiller's data:
l • Reynolds number must exceed a critical value before striations
can appear.
I • Flow turning promotes striations.
• Flow separation (upstream) appears =o promote striations but may
not be a necessary condition for their formation.! •
!
I A3
!
!
In a review of his comprehensive research on reattaching flows,
Ginoux (A5) describes the development of spatially periodic patterns of I
i
counter-rotating streamwise vortices as a fundamental characteristics of
flow reattachment. Ginoux performed boundary layer reattachment experi- •|ments on six configurations in five wind tunnels. The tests spanned the
Mach number rang of 1.5 to 7.0 and included boundary layers which were
laminar, transitional and turbulent at reattachment. Figure A4 indicates I
the scope of the tests.
In his tests of the six configurations listed in Figure A4, Ginoux l
I
observed that regularly-spaced streamwise striations formed in subliming
surface coatings beginning at the point of boundary layer reattachment. •
These observations were followed by pitot probe, static pressure probe
and hot wire anemometer measurements. The measurements conclusively i
demonstrated the existance of regularly spaced, counterrotating stream-
wise vortices within the reattached boundary layer. Tests of up to 3
hours duration demonstrated t_at the vortices were extremely stable, l
Vortex spacing was found to be approximately 2.5 times the pre-separation
boundary layer thickness. Surface thermocouple measurements showed a
sinuosoidal variation of heat transfer with the same period as observed
in the pressure measurements and the surface flow visualizations. Peak
• !heat transfer rates produced by the vortices were 50% higher than fully
turbulent heating rates measured dow_nstream of the vortices.
concluded that the striation phenomenon is a two-stage pro- I
Ginoux
cess associated with laminar and transitional reattaching flows. First,
small, irregularly-distributed, model leading edge imperfections trigger I
disturbances in the boundary layer upstream of separation. As the flow
separates and reattaches, a stability mechanism acts to organize the •|disturbances into a regular pattern of counter-rotating streamwise
vortices. These vortices produce significant spanwise variations in
boundary layer properties such as velocity, skin friction and_heat l
transfer.
Zakkay and Calarese (A6) conducted an experimental investigation to I
B
determine the possible formation of streamwise vortices in a hypersonic
turbulent boundary layer over an axisymmetric configuration with concave •
curvature. Tests were run in the New York University Mach 6 High
Reynolds Number Tunnel at a free stream Mach number of 5.75 and a
Reynolds number of 1.28 x 108 m-I (3.9 x 107 ft-l). The model consisted
of a 6 inch long axisymmetric flare attached to a .74 m (29 in.) long
hollow cylinder (Figure AS). A naturally turbulent boundary layer was
established on the cylinder well ahead of the flare. No boundary layer
separation was observed on the flare.
i Boundary layer profiles of stagnation temperature, static pressure
I and pitot pressure were measured at a single axial location on the flare
where the local surface was inclined 20 degrees to the model axis. The
measurements were repeated at other circumferential locations in 5 degree
increments. The data showed large regular peripheral variations in
I static and pitot pressure within the boundary layer but no variations at
either the model surface or at the boundary layer edge. Zakkay and
I Calarese concluded that the admittedly limited results indicated the
formation of vortices within the boundary layer.
In another investigation of boundary layer vortices, Olson (A7)
I studied patterns produced by water flowin_ axially over sharp smooth
metal cones having apex angles of 30°, 60° , 90° and 180° . Striation
patterns were observed to form when water flowed over-the freshly painted
cones. Both laminar and turbulent flow regimes were studied; each
resulted in a different vortex pattern. The tests showed that the number
of vortex pairs per degree around the periphery of the cone were
systematically related to cone angle and flow parameters. These rela-tionships are shown in Figures A6a and A6b from reference A7. Some con-
clusions which can be drawn from Olsen's study are:
i • Striations (boundary layer vortices) can form without flow
separation/reattachment.
l • Striations are formed by laminar as well as turbulent boundary
layers.
I • Striation spacing decreases with increasing Reynolds number.
• Turbulent boundary layer striations are more closely spaced than
laminar boundary layer striations.
l The striation data in references A2 thru A7 were obtained in wind
tunnels and in a water-flow facility. Consequently, the possibility
l exists that striations are artifacts peculiar to ground test facilities
and may not occur in free flight. Fortunately a data fragment, from the
l ASSET flight test program provides a tentative answer.
m A5
!
!
Figure A7 depicts the ASSET lifting reentry flight test vehicle m
which was designed and tested for the USAF Flight Dynamics Laboratory by l
McDonnell Aircraft Co. (AS) Six such vehicles were flown from 1963 to 1965
to explore aerothermodynamic, structural, dynamic and material performance I
u
in hypersonic flight. One of the vehicles, the ASV-3, was recovered
after a flight of approximately 900 seconds. The ASV-3 was boosted to a •|speed of approximately 5490 m/s (18,000 ft/sec) at approximately 65 km
(213,000 ft.) altitude (Figure AS). At this point, the vehicle was
pltched to roughly 40° angle-of-attack. This attitude was maintained I
nearly constant (in the range of 38-40 o) for the next 475 seconds
IFigure A9), during which time the airspeed decreased from 5490 to i
g
1980 m/s (18000 to 6500 ft/sec).
Figure AI0 shows a post flight view of the left upper fuselage of
the ASV-3 ASSET. The photo reveals a regular pattern of "burn marks"
resulting from the interaction of volatile contaminants with the hot •|sidebody. The burn marks demonstrate that the striation phenomenon is
not an artifact of wind tunnel testing but can occur in flight. Further-
because it is likely that the contaminants evolved over a period of Imore,
time (measured in seconds or minutes) rather than instantaneously, the
vortex flow which produced the striations was relatively steady.
Schlichting (A9) describes streamwise vortices which can occur in
boundary layer flow over concave walls. In such boundary layers, the •|fluid particles near the concave wall experience a lower centrifugal
force than particles nearer the boundary layer edge. Such flows are
inherently unstable and provide a mechanism for transition from laminar l
to turbulent boundary layer flow. When a critical Reynolds number is
exceeded, small disturbances will amplify and form a system of streamwise I
m
vortices within the boundary layer as shown in Figure All (from reference
A9). These have been named Gortler vortices after H. Gortler who first •|solved the equations defining the stability limits for such a system of
vortices (At0)
Conclusions: l
This review of boundary layer striation phenomena has been limited
to data in the author's possession. In spite of the limited scope of the l
data reviewed, a number of significant conclusions can be drawn.
!
Ao !
!
I . It appears that the striations identified in references A4, thru
A8 are caused by Gortler Vortices. In all instances, the striations
I occur following turning of the flow in a concave direction.
• Flow reattachment may promote the formation of boundary layer
i vortices, however, flow reattachment doesn't inevitably result in
such vortices. For example, Figure A2 shows an illustration of low
i Reynolds number flow reattachment without striations.• Flow reattachment is not necessary to initiate striations. This
was demonstrated by Seegmiller (A4) Zakkay, et al(A6) and by
I Olson.(AT)
• Vortices can occur in laminar or turbulent boundary
I layers(A4,A6 & AT)
• Striations can be stable over long periods of time (hours). This
i was demonstrated by Ginoux. (A5)• Boundary layer vortices in transitional flow can induce local
heating rates 50% higher than in downstream fully developed tur-
I bulent flow and can induce significant excursions in recovery
temperature. (AS)
I • Striations occur in flight as well as in wind _unnels. (AS)
i
i
i
I
I
i
I
I
i A7
B
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Figure A1 Hot Streaks on Shuttle Sidebody
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Figure A2a Lower Surface Oil Flow Visualization
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Figure A3a Lower Surface and Right Side
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PD83-225 I
CONFIGURATIONS MACH
BACKWARD FACING STEPS 1.5, 2.25, 2.67, 5.3, 7.0 I
FORWARD FACING STEP 2.02
BLUNT FLAT PLATE 2.25 I
FLAT PLATE WITH FLAP 2.25
DELTA WING WITH BACKWARD IFACING STEP 2.25
HOLLOW CYLINDER-FLARE 2.25, 5.3
MEASUREMENTS REYNOLDS NUMBER AT SEPARATION I
SUBLIMING COATINGS 105 -- 106
SURFACE OIL FLOW I
STATIC PRESSURE REA'I-i'ACHMENT FLOW STATES
SURFACE THERM COUPLES LAMINAR
HOT WIRE ANEMOMETER TRANSITIONAL
SCHLIERENS/SHADOWGRAPHS TURBULENT I
Figure A4 Scope of Ginoux Flow Reattachment Test I
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Figure A5 NYU Turbulent Vortex Model 
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Figure A6 Vortex Spacing on Cones I
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P083-228
LENGTH 68.82 INCHES
SPAN 54.88 INCHES
°" HEIGHT 32.79 INCHES
WING SWEEP 70DEGREES(TRUE}
WING AREA 14SQUARE FEET
NOSE TIP RADIUS 3 INCHES
LEADING EDGE RADIUS 2 INCHES
AVERAGE WEIGHT
AEROTHERMODYNAMIC
STRUCTURAL VEHICLE 1130POUNDS
AEROTHERMODYNAMIC
• ELASTIC VEHICLE 1225POUNDS
i ii
1
_ RAMP "--_ FLAP
Figure A7 ASSET Vehicle Configuration
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Figure A8 ASV-3 Flight Test Trajectory Par&meters I
P08_-230
ANGLIi_OFo ANGLE-OF- • ANGLE-OF- ANGLE-OF-
TIME AI"I'ACK SI_S LIP M ACH TIME A3"TACK .SIDESLIP MACH
(SECONDS) _v(DEGREES)_v(DEGREES ) NO. (SECONDS) _v(DEGREES ) /_v(DEGREES) NO.
10 3.836 6.533 -- 210 1.582 --0.276 ---
20 --0.623 1.532 --- 218 1,400 --0.240 .--
30 1.967 0.633 -- 225 39.900 -- 1.940 17.7
40 3.351 0.309 -- 239 39.200 -- 1.200 17
50 2.951 --0.086 -- 2B3 38.800 -- 1.160 16
60 3.190 --0.075 --- 330 38.500 -- 1.000 15
70 1.982 --1.227 --- 380 38.400 --0.440 14
80 2.156 0.862 --- 424 38.300 --0.620 13
90 -- 1.557 --0.657 --- 467 38.300 -- 1.000 12
100 --6.335 --0.459 --- 509 38.400 --0.950 11
110 --8.031 0.404 --- 547 38.500 --0.640 10
120 --9.188 0.119 -- 584 38.500 --0_500 9
130 -- 10.156 --0.092 --- 622 38.600 --0.600 8
140 --6.963 --0.077 --- 660 38.700 --0.860 7
150 --0.901 --0.060 --- 700 38.100 --0.420 6
160 3.167 --0.657 --- 740 36.600 --0.320 5
170 3.225 --_.602 --- 779 34.500 --0.200 4
180 2.841 --0.515 --- 825 31.200 --0.400 3
190 2.438 --0.432 -- 880 28.500 -0.050 2
200 2.018 --0.352 --- 913 24.500 0.360 1.5
Figure A9 ASV-3 Flight Parameters
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APPENDIX B
i Wing and Fuselage Leeside Test Data
i This Appendix tabulates the reduced test data from the wing and fuselageleeside heating tests.
i For completeness the summary and drawings of thermocouple locations from themain text are also included in Figures BI thru B3.
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U)I'IG LEESIDE SURFACE FUSELAGELEESII)£ SURF_E
M/;CH • 10 M_GH - I0
RUN MACHALPH_ RE T(U) Pig) Tie) PI|_F) T(INR) H(REF) RUN M_CH ALPH_ RE TtU) Pie) Tog) PilflF! T(i_R) H(REF]
riO. HO. (DEG) (X E6) (R) (P511 (R) (PSI) (R) (B/FE-S-RI HO. flO, I I)EG) (X £6) (R| (PSi) IR) (PSi) (R) (8/F2-5-R)
1 9._2 EO. .55 530. 356.25 1770.42 .00915 90.86 .025530 12 10.16 20. .50 554, 357.5 1666.7 ,0073B 79,7 .0238335
2 9.82 25. .55 537. 350.29 1749.94 .OOgOl 89.71 .025307 13 10.16 25. .50 548. 353.? 1794.8 .00723 86.7 .0238772
4 9,82 30. .55 535. 354.71 1751.00 .00913 8@.77 .025468 14 10.16 30. .50 543. 350.9 1733.4 .00721 83.3 .0237003
5 9.82 35, .55 540. 350.07 1750.15 ,oogol 89.72 ,025299 15 10,16 35. ,50 537. 333.6 1778.4 .00694 85.5 .0233508
6 9,82 40, .55 540. 356.36 1758.20 .0091? 90,17 ,025530 20 10.16 40. .50 541. 338.6 1744.2 .00750 84.6 ,0242364
8 3.98 20. 1.07 533. 732,45 1786,74 .01708 89.13 .035458 3 10.34 20. 1,00 535. 742.6 1819.5 .01360 84.9 ,0332186
10 9.98 25. 1.07 533. 743.49 1785.00 ,01735 89.04 ,035728 4 10.34 25. 1,00 542. 743.7 1828.7 .01366 85.4 .0332702
12 9,98 30. 1.03 537. 734.66 1818.73 .01709 90.87 ,035520 5 10.34 30. 1,00 543, ?42.8 1806.5 .01365 84,3 .0332033
14 9.98 35. 1.05 540. 729.14 1707.19 .01699 89.69 .0353?9 6 10.34 35. 1,00 547. 741.9 1807.6 .01364 84.3 .0331859
20 9.98 40. 1.09 538. ?57.84 1796.75 .01767 89.68 .036079 IG 10.34 40. 1.00 533. 743.4 1843.1 .01360 86.1 .0333052
22 10.16 20. 2.50 543. 1763.27 1784.13 .03730 86.37 .053348 8 10.36 20, 2.40 553. 1784,5 1821,7 ,03300 85.1 ,0512218
3 10.16 25. 2.50 545, 1762,44 1791.31 .03726 86.75 ,053338 9 10.36 25. 2.40 559, 1788.3 1829.4 ,03311 85,4 .0512964
18 10.16 30, 2,43 535. 1796.95 1794.79 .03801 86.94 ,053879 10 10.36 30. 2.40 567. 1807.4 1828.5 .03350 85.4 ,0515485
16 10,16 35. 2,43 553. 1777,07 1819,60 ,03750 88.25 ,053577 11 10.36 35. 2.40 571. 1787.2 1840.5 ,03305 86.0 .0512919
7 10.16 40, 2,40 550, [?64.65 1809.8[ .03726 87.72 .053380 17 10.36 40. 2.40 643. 1801.5 1812,8 .03340 84.6 ,0514813
RUN MACHALPHA RE T(U) P(g) T(O) P(IHF) T(INF) H(REF) RUN flACHALPHA RE T(U) P(e) T(8) P(IHF) T(INF) H(REF)
HO. _0. (DEG) (X E6) {R) (PSI) (R) (PSI) (R) (8/F2-5-R) flO. flO. (DEG) (X E61 (R) (PSI) JR) (P511 (R) (8/F2-S-R)
3 6.0 20, .84 530, 48.11 869.77 .02938 105.32 .026871 20 6.0 20. 1.10 530. 51.85 799.34 .03167 96,44 .027695
? 6.0 25. .80 530. 47.20 883.65 .02883 107.08 .026651 21 6.0 25. 1.10 530. 54.75 808.36 .03345 97.56 .028485
8 6.0 30. .85 530, 49.20 875,77 .03055 106.08 ,027188 22 6.0 30. 1.10 530. 49,32 79?.91 .03012 96,26 .027009
9 6.0 35. .80 530. 48.32 891.89 .02951 108.12 ,026984 23 6.0 35. 1.10 530, 50.49 801.31 .03084 96.68 .027337
24 6.0 40. 1.10 530. 53.87 801.67 .03292 96.73 .028236
5 6.0 20. 2.63 533. 153.80 883.?3 ,09468 107.14 .048026 3 6.0 20. 2.?0 535, 149.20 882.76 .09182 lO?.OI ,047302
10 6.0 25. 2.53 535. 150.12 891,89 ,09239 108.10 ,047486 4 6,0 25, 2.70 535, 148.32 891.04 .09127 108.06 .047200
13 6.0 30. 2.69 535. 145,65 843.94 .08961 102.10 .046554 _ 6 6.0 30. 2,70 530. 150.48 8?7.56 .09261 106.35 .047479
17 6.0 35. 2,?? 535. 148.50 838.87 .09138 101.46 .046979 7 6.0 35. 2.?0 535. 147.07 878.78 .09049 106.51 .046946
22 6.0 40. 3,38 540. 191.52 868.4? .11818 105.22 .053485 8 6.0 40. 2.?0 533. 147.3| 877.15 .09064 106,30 .0469T7
6 6.0 20, 5.40 535, 300.0 862.46 .18621 104.51 .066821 13 6.0 20. 5.40 550. 306,39 886.04 .19023 107.50 ,067701
11 6.0 25. 5.12 535. 300.0 888.60 .18621 107.82 .067012 12 6.0 25. 5.40 545, 300.75 875.69 ,18668 106.19 .067002
15 6.0 30. 4.69 537. 300.0 916.32 ,18621 111,35 .067203 11 6.0 30. 5.40 545. 296.93 903.41 .18427 109.70 .056772
18 G.O 35. 5.15 538. 300.0 885.15 .18621 107.39 .066997 10 6.0 35. 5.40 545. 301.58 913.15 .18720 110.95 .067357
21 6.0 40. 5.20 540. 300.0 8?9.8? .18621 106.72 .066949 9 6.0 40. 5.40 550, 302.08 904.83 .18?51 109.89 ,067356
2 6.0 20. 6.585 535. 400.0 909.38 .24937 110.51 .077519 14 6,0 20. 7.30 550. 399.34 893.88 .24895 108.54 .077326
12 6.0 25. 7.10 538. 400.0 869.08 .24937 105.39 .07?174 15 6.0 25. 7.30 550. 399.67 888.88 .24916 107.91 .077315
16 6.0 30. ?.07 538. 400.0 872.04 .24937 105.77 .077200 17 5.0 30. ?.30 535. 400.83 895.54 .24990 108.75 .077484
19 6.0 35. 7.096 540. 400.0 870.21 .24937 105.54 .077184 18 5.0 35. 7.30 550. 401.41 887.02 .25027 107.67 .077467
20 6.0 40. 6.?3 536. 400.0 897.61 .24937 109.01 .077421 19 G.O 40. ?.30 540. 401.99 898.78 .25063 108.?8 .07?598
Figure BI Summary of Test Conditions for Leeside ileating Tests
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Figure B2 Wing Leeside Surface Thermocouple Locations
IL = .328 m (12.9 in.) _;
X/L " .383 [.447 , .510 ,.573 ,.637 ,.682, .731 _ II
S/L THERHOCOUPLENUNEER _ X/L.
.000 8 17 26 35 44 53 62
•019 7 16 25 3_ 43 52 61
•039 6 15 24 33 42 51 60
•061 5 14 23 32 41 50 59 / -/
•098 3 12 21 30 39 48 57 .....
•117 2 11 20 29 38 47 56
•136 1 I0 19 28 37 46 55 _ I
I
L X/L'7;]I__
6:
.731_
.682 ._0
.637_ .oq_
.573_ .\X1 Sj _
.\ 3b *
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.447--
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I
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Figure B3 Fuselage Leeside Su_[ace Thermocouple Locations
fmmm •
LI-ram;
U]NG LEES(DE SU_Ff_CE... P,_CH• 10 UIMG LEESID[ 5URF_E ... I_CH • tO --- CONTINUED
RUN MACH_LPH_ RE T(U] P(6) T(0) P(INR] T(IItF] H(R£F) RUN I_CH ALPHA RE T(U) P(el ?(el P(INF) TIiltF) H(RE¥)
HO. HO. (DEGI (_ EEl (R) (PSI) (R) (PSI) (R) (B/FE-5-R) NO. HO. (DEGI IX EE) (R) (PSI_ (R) (PSII (R) (B/FE*S-R|
1/C H/H(REFI T/C H/HtREFI T/C H/H(REF| T/C H/H(R£FI 1/C H/H(REF) T/C H/H(REF) T/C H/HIREF) T/C H/H(REFI
1 9.82 20. .55 530, 356.25 1770.42 .00915 90.86 .025530 4 9,82 30. .55 535. 354.71 |751.OO .00913 89.77 .025468
( 1) .0024086 ( 2) .00094109 ( 3) .00066255 ( 4) .00039577 ( 1) .0010246 ( 21-.000|4215 ( 3) .00022746 ( 4|-.00011206( 5) .00059448 ( 6|-.000064715( 7)-.000015913( 8) .00053619 ( S) .00034558 ( 6) .00047408 ( 7) .00082361 ( 8) .000982?2
( 9) .0023671 (10) .0053484 (It) .0032011 (lg) .0018591 ( 9| .0_76642 (10) .0041347 (Ill .0022564 (121 .00070820
(13) .00059104 (14) .00047809 (IS) .00079541 (16) .00032524 1131 .000016923(14) .000016156(15) .00074581 (16) .0004||?2
(171 .00068745 (18) .0021054 (19) .025329 (20) .011876 t17) .0013286 (18) .0009311! (19) .013@02 (201 .0066394
(Ell .0059655 (22) .0032877 123) .00099522 (24) .00096135 (El) .0045866 (_.) .0021521 123) .0010365 (24) .00033655
(25) .00094205 (26) .00080951 (2?) .0019403 (28) .013040 125) .00052649 126) .00090023 (27) .0015686 1281 .009_450
(29) .0081473 (30) .0044391 (31) .0029651 (32) .00090589 1291 .0053175 130) .0030192 (31) .0018628 (32) .0010486
133) .0014083 134) .0018398 (35) .017340 136) .010459 133) .0012399 (34) .0015604 (35) .011403 136) .0075309
(37) .004607| (38) .0034051 (39) .0023718 (40) .0016383 137) .0040675 (38) .0024181 139) .0016629 1401 .0011096
(41) .015533 (42) .011761 (43) .0080312 (44) .005930) (41) .010559 (42) .0080202 (43) .O063730 (44) .0046064
(45) .0040240 (46) .0083998 (4?) .0062463 (48) .0048485 (49) .0034914 (46) .0055379 147) .0039919 (48) .0035328
2 9.82 25. .55 537. 350.29 1749.94 .0090! 89.71 .025307 5 9.82 35. .55 540, 350.07 1750.15 .00901 89.72 .08"5299
( 1) .0012084 ( 2 .00097690 ( 31 .00051361 ( 4) .00038578 ( 11 .00086108 ( 2) .0010768 ( 3) .00013256 ( 4) .00013353( 5) ._0021543 t 6 .0_067289 ( 7) .00022711 ( 8) .00095075 ( 5) .00052184 ( 6) .00067749 ( 7) .00074048 ( 8) .0014971
( 9) .0020297 (10 .0041283 (11 .0030330 112) .0018137 ( 9) .00056656 (10) .0032999 (11) .0017736 (12) .00052815
113) .000002142(14 .00074386 (15 .00027369 116) .00081541 (131 .000084829(14) .00070465 (15) .00068622 (16) .0012335
(17) .0010599 (18 .0016408 (19 .017359 (20) .0091019 (l?) .00085826 (18) .0020575 (19) .0098199 120) .0051089
(21) .0048877 (22 .0033327 .(23 .00077944 (24) .00124615 (21) .0028426 (22) .OO)Slil (23) .00096014 (24) .00064597(25) .00069126 (26 .0020431! (27 .0024376 (28) .011595 (2=3) °0010548 (26) .00141?8 (27,1.0013294 (28) .0098321(29) .0059008 (30 .0036481 (31 .0027458 (32) .0018871 (29) .0044491 (30) .0035128 (31) .0019337 (32) .0011S37
(33) .0017309 (34 .00)1883 (35 .023680 (36) .0076990 (33) .0014877 (34) .0012933 (35) .0095528 (361 .0049534
(37) .0046275 (38 .0023640 139 .0025612 (401 .0013714 137) .0039741 (381 .0017665 (391 .0014469 (401 .0014373
(41) .012991 (42 .0103_? (43 .0063083 (44) ,0053765 (41) .0020388 (42) .0052609 (43) .0037776 (44) .0028292
(49) .0041113 (46 .0061547 (4? .0050699 (48) .004?334 145) .0083886 (46) .0036861 (47) .0031382 (48) .0024832
3 10.16 25. 2.50 545. 1762.44 1791.31 .03726 86.75 .053338 6 9.B_, 40. .55 540. 356.36 |'/58.20 .00917 90.17 ,025530
( 1) .0017558 ( 2) .0011619 ( 3 .00024403 ( 4) .00052966 ( 1) .00046389 ( 2) .0001512_, ( 3) .00037749 ( 4) .00063043
( 5) .0017457 ( 6) .00046074 ( ? .00093561 ( 8) .0017491 ( 5) .00075629 ( 6) .00069081 ( 7) .00033496 ( 8) .00041570
( 9) .0025823 (10) .0037104 (11 .0015774 (121 ,0011400 ( 91 .00091132 (10) .00274?6 (11) .00056894 (12) .0011031
(13) .0010460 (141 .0029290 (15 .00047217 (16) .00082683 (131 .00089982 (14) .0012646 (151 .0016600 (16) .00075652(17) .0019600 (18) .0083233 (19 .018588 (201 .0076046 (17) .00094126 (18) .0013513 (19) .0082184 (20) .0042679
(21) ,0039100 (22) ,0015221 (23 .00_1857 (24) .00071293 (21) .0025315 (22) .00070079 (23) .0010689 (24) .00088275
(25) .00087508 (26) .0014745 (2? .0016539 (28) .010342 (25) .00080412 (26) .00041858 (2?) .00091303 (28) .0082834(291 .0061578 (30) .0036945 (31 .0023599 (32) .00052214 (29) .0045098 (301 .0032508 (31) .0015520 (32) .0010524
(33) .00073813 (34) .O013659 (35 .014470 (36) .0067193 (33) .00083198 (34) .0011921 (35) .OO7230E (36) .0041277
(37) .0033496 (38) .00072817 139 .0010854 (40) .0014962 (3?) .0028090 (38) .0012023 139) .00041157 (40) .00059072
141) .011696 (42) .0068529 (43 .0070596 (44) .0045947 (41_ .OO60619 (42) .0037696 1431 .0019395 (44) .0017893(45) .0_39187 (46) .O061396 147 .0048914 148) .0033125 I,_) .00|4147 146) .O029519 147) .0011910 (48) ,O013651
UIhG LEE5IDE SURFACE... I'I_CH • 10 --- CO(tTIHUED UING LEE$1DE $LRFACE... I_CH • 10 --- COhTINt)ED
RUlt PI_CHALPH_ RE T(U) P(e) T(%) P(IMR) T(ILIF) H(REF) RUN ItCH ALPH_ RE T(U) P(O) T(e) P(IIt,r) T(INF) HIREF)
NO, _, (OEG) (X EG) (R) (F511 (R) (PSI) (fl_ (B/F2-5-R) HO. MO. (DEG) IX E61 (R) (PSI) (R) (PSI) (R) (I/F2-5-Ri
T,'C H,'H(REF) T/C H/H(REF) T/C H/HIREF) T/C H/H(REF) T/C H/H(REF) TiC H/H(REF) T/C H/H(REF) T/C H/H(REF|
7 10.16 40. 2.40 550. 1764.65 1809.81 .03726 87.72 .053380 12 9.98 30. 1.03 537. 734.66 1818.73 .01709 90.87 .036520
( 11 .00273479 ( 2_ .001355_2 t 3) .0008?486 ( 41 .000?4968 t t .0011:_:3534( E) .00060064 ( 31-.0000868231 4) .00026833
( 5) .0011944 ( 6) .0012712 ( ?) .0021169 ( 81 .0013920 ( S .00032267 ( 6) .00063709 ( 7) .00057785 ( 8) .0015751
( 9) .0020015 (101 .001321! (111 .0017222 (121 .000542Sl ( 9 .0011486 (101 .0046350 II1) .00086388 (121 .00015887
(131 .0026530 (141 .0028649 (15) .0017602 (16) .0034065 113 .000010855114) .000|4777 (|S) .0006491! 116) .00093129(171 .0021169 tlB) .00J8040 (19) .008414? (201 .OOG8]g! (17 .0011212 (181 .0019979 (Ig) .01_372 (20) .0088662
(211 .0011395 (22| .0033153 123) .0041768 (24) .002994? (2! .0032691 (22) .00099566 (231 .00094399 Ig4) .0000028345
(25) .0024195 (26) .0026311 (271 .0040684 (28) .0099206 (25 .00047424 (_61 .0011083 (271 .0017670 (281 .0092812
1291.0054766130_.00144351311.00642191321.0014662 (29).0048737(30).00327721311.0024_4613_).00058866
(33) .0020639 (34) .0028228 (35) .011055 (36) .OOGl6gl (33 .0010657 (34) .0014830 (361 .011474 (36) .0067182
(37) .0025135 (381 .0011118 (39) ,0029673 (40) .0033160 (37 .003?020 138) .0016716 (391 .0021342 140) .0015973
(411 .0077794 1421 .0076947 (43) .0020428 144) .0016675 14! .0095545 1421 .007116_ (431 .0043301 (44) .0027353
(45) .0060042 (46)-.00012279 (47) .001_811 148) .0021081 (4_ .0026346 (46) .00456679 (47) .0033856 (48) .0029378
8 9.98 20. 1.07 633. 732.45 1786.74 .01708 89.13 .035458 14 9.98 35. 1.05 540. 729.14 1797.19 .01699 89.69 .03537@
( l) .0013201 ( 2) .00018701 ( 31 .000088307( 4) .00070293 ( !) ,00053099 ( 2) .00094657 ( 3) .00078966 ( 4) .00073017
( 5) .00028645 ( 6) .00041433 ( ?1 ,00051412 ( 8) ,00099471 ( 51 .000_381_ ( 61-.000416_? ( 71 .0019522 ( 8) .0012434
( 9) .0020951 1101 .0057471 (11) .0020248 _12) .0011603 ( 91 .0024944 (101 .0010696 (111 .0020606 (121 .0011364
(13) .00065922 (141 .00057064 (151 .00072189 (16) .00069835 (131 .0011439 (141 ,00038907 (151 .0015350 (161 .0012721
(i?) .0014161 (181 .0018631 (19) .027642 (20) .012120 i!?) .0017937 (181 .0032804 (191 .010714 (20) .0057522
(211 .0063379 (22) .0020983 (23) ,0009471? (24) .00085865 (21) .0021022 (22) .0020734 (23) .0014891 (24) .0012627(25) .00087579 (26) .0011157 (271 .0023511 (28) .013233 (26) .0023046 (26) .0021038 "(271 .0031825 (281 .0091883
(29) .0070695 (30) .0041458 (311 .0021466 (32) .00092889 (29) .004S103 (30) .0026036 (311 .0015285 (32) .0010476
(33) .0016015 1341 .0018303 (351 .016511 (36) .0085131 (33) .0012747 (34) .0015899 (35) .0099366 (36) .0059879
(37) .0049504 (381 .0084816 (39) .0011985 (40) .0016673 (37) .0032580 (381 .0010860 (39) .00045620 (40) .0018705
(41) .015689 (42) .012188 (43) .0073239 (44) .0056279 (411 .0073874 1421 .0056942 (43) .0030999 (44) .0022035
(45) .0033239 (46) .00688019 (471 .0051804 (48) .0045802 1451 ,.0026741 (461 .0036247 (47) .0022677 (48) .002320_
|0 9.98 25. 1.07 533. 743.49 1785.00 .01735 89.04 .035728 16 10.|6 36. 2.43 553. 1777.07 18|9.60 .03750 88.25 .053577
( 1) .0017727 ( 2) .00030742 ( 31 .000099278( 4) .000022500 ( !) .0019457 ( 2) .00088419 ( 3) .00044770 ( 4) .00089874
( 61 .00031464 ( 6) .00027662 ( 71 .00066529 ( 8) .0012811 ( 51 .0037551 ( 6) .00046027 ( 71 ,0016024 ( 8) .00021833
( 91 .0014648 (101 .0041541 (111 .0016059 (121 .00069912 ( 9) .00082187 (101 .0049173 (111 .0016926 (121 .00093021(!31 .00021868 (141 .00040428 (151 .00012835 (161 .0011944 (131 .0019996 (_41 .0061175 (161 ,0007374! (161 .0010547
(171 .0018277 (18) .0026541 (191 .OJB2BO (20) .0091183 (171 .0013014 (181 .0017501 (19) .0103_8 (201 .0071913
(211 .0044004 (521 .0015545 (23) .00080851 (24) .00031134 (211 .OOl??g3 (22) .0019847 (23) ,0089881 (241 .0014300(261 .00121|2 (26) .0018067 (57) .0019545 (281 .010315 (26) .0011402 1261 .0012408 (27) .0026021 (281 .010579
(291 .0054404 (30) .0032214 (311 .0017562 (32) .00059777 (29) .0064069 (30) .0032911 (31) .0043909 (32) .00036989
(33) .0017760 (34) .0016661 (3S) .013689 (36) .0074478 (33) .0011895 (341 .0016431 (35) .012471 (361 .0061845
(3?) .0040344 (38| ,0020270 (39) .0017064 (40) .0013959 (37) .0036059 (38) .00072@99 (391 .0019405 (40) .0015914(411 .01_589 (42) .0092385 (43) .0059815 (44) .0040999 (41) .O08gOOg (4_) .0(_0268 (43) .0019684 (44) .0027422
(45) .0027@_4 (46) .00=354739 (47) .0043881 (48) .0048421 1461 .0056646 (46) .00,?.3340 (47) .0017267 (48) .00!8294
mi_
UIltG LEESIDE SURFACE... MACH• 10 --- CONCLUDED
....................... _ ...............................................
RUN MACHALPHA RE TIU) P(O) T(e) P(IHF) T(I_F) H(EEF)
hO. HO. LDEG) (x EG) (R) (PSI) (R) (P5I) (g) (B/F2-S-R)
T/C H'H(REF) T/C H/H(REF) T/C H/H{REF) T/C H/H(REF)
18 10.16 30. 2.43 535. 1796.9'5 1794.79 .03801 86.@4 .053879
( 1) ,O020?GB ( g) .00099?14 ( 3) .00034104 ( 4) .0005G356
( 5) .0022600 ( 6) .00038040 ( 7) .00097BTG ( 8) .0015?32
( 9) .0016634 (101 .0033320 (111 .00092446 (121 .00083344
1131 .0010316 1141 .0069111 (151 .00030912 1161 .o00glBSG
(171 .0016701 (181 .00i9966 (191 .012522 (20) .0078464
(211 .002202fi (22) .0015407 (23) .0045893 (24) .00096732
(251 .00071928 (26) .0011704 (2?) .0020G24 (28) .010117
(L:J:9).0057992 (30) .00_344G (31) .0022912 (32) .0003fi141
(33) .0010362 (341 .0016278 (35) .013336 (3G) .0065864
(37) .0033681 (38) .00074546 (39) .0017051 (401 .0015799
(41) .0084607 (42) .008294_ (43) .0037457 (44) .0032920
(451 .0050921 (46) .0036224 (471 .002S82G (481 .0020209
20 9.98 40. 1.09 538. 75?.84 1796.?5 .01?67 89.68 .036079
( 11 .0011830 ( 21-.00038183 (3) .000065503(4) .0008839_(S) .0012736 (6) .0014243 (7) .0013|97 (B) .001294G
( 91 .0018934 (101 .0035147 Ill) .00012428 (121 .00029253
(131 .000G7431 (14) ,0021745 (IS) .0016257 (16) .0015464
(17) .001B?03 (18) .0014181 (19) .0074734 (20) .0041305(21) .0013114 (22) .0011361 (23_ .003243_ (24) .0019937
(25) .0012384 (26) .001£fi05 (27) .0020?30 (28) .0080228
(29) .0057097 (30) .0030678 (31) .003264B (32) .0011858
(33) .0012295 (34) .0021952 135) .0080083 (36) .0043931
137) .0020838 (38) .001858G (39) .0019872 (40) .0016517
(41) .O04155G (42) .0024926 (43) .O0169GO (44) .0025743
(45) .0031891 (4G) .00161?9 1471 .0016725 (481 .0017143
22 10.16 20. 2.50 543. 1763.27 1784.13 .03730 86.37 .053348
( I) .0018843 ( 21 .00087815 ( 3) .00038319 ( 4) .00032228( S) .00095B17 ( G) .0024784 ( ?) .00097098 ( 8) .00083520
( 91 .0017313 (101 .0035832 (111 .0019041 (121 .00053248
(131 .00054005 (141 .00_3490 (151 .00068946 (16) .00052395
I17) .00043918 (18) .0013704 (19) .02S725 (20) .01231B
1211 .00S7259 (22) .001?380 (23) .0010134 (24) .0010006
(25) .00041759 (26) .00046956 (27) .0014993 (2B) .014084
129) .0072641 130) .004886? (31) .0024105 (32) .00080078(33) .00045556 134) .O00BG257 (351 .015834 (3G) .0079670
(37) .0044735 (38) .0023632 (39) .0016783 (40) .00099421(41) .013448 (42) .010282 (43) .0069722 (44) .0065967
(45) .004e062 (45) ,0056353 (4?) .0046319 (48) .0033483
!
UIHG LEES]DE SURRhCE... M_CH • 6 UIHG LEESIDE 5URF_E ... RACH• 6 --- CONTINUED
RU. ..... .........................................................................RUN RRCHALPI-_ RE T(U) P(OI T(e) P(INF) TillS) H(REFI
HO. flO. (DEG) (X 861 (R) (PSI) (R) (PSI) (R) (B/FE-S-R) NO, HO. tDEG) {X E61 (RI (PSI) (R) (PSI) {R) (|/FE-S-R)
T/C HtH(REF) T/C H/H(REF) T/C H/HIREF) T/C H/H(REF) T/C H/H(REF) T/C H/H(REF) T/C H/H(REF) TiC H/H(REF)
.......................................................................
2 6,0 20. 6._85 535. 400.0 909.38 .24937 110.51 .077519 6 6.0 20. 5.40 S_. 300.0 868,46 .1869.1 104.$1 ,0_821
( 11 .0067941 ( 2) .0052101 ( 3) .0041850 ( 4) .0048410 ( 11 .0038095 ( E) .0045030 ( 3) ,0049909 ( 4) .0031383
( 51 .0072619 ( 6) .010427 ( 7) .010884 ( 81 .010616 ( 51 ,0052890 ( 6) .0077100 ( 7) .010681 ( 8) ,0069?78
( 91 .0095170 (101 .0050312 (111 .0012227 (12) .0014967 ( 9) °0066714 1101 .0046751 1111 .0020434 (121 .0012314
(131 .0035018 (14) .0048618 (IS) .0059430 (161 .0061699 (13) .0023098 (141 .0046826 (151 .0034700 (161 .0043331
(1?) .0073805 (18) .0085319 (191 .021047 (20) .010217 (171 .005863? (18) .0064809 (191 .017716 1201 .0085856
(211 .0041708 (22) .0033269 123) .0086604 (24) .00127BI 121) .0030890 (22.) .0030079 (231 .0066553 (24) .0032171
(251 .0045513 (26) .0070531 (27) .010578 (28) .023249 (25) .0043883 126) .0030536 (271 .0078271 128) .021444
(291 .011065 (30) .0070622 (3[} .0083256 (32) .0036gr_. (29) .0095038 (30) ,0032499 1311 .0043752 (321 .0042360
(33) .00_7014 (34) .0081011 (35) .023335 (36) .01i614 1331 .0051040 1341 .004074! (351 .021861 (351 .010314
(37) .0087781 (381 .0020419 (39) .0066524 (40) .0003729 137) .0052431 (38) .0025014 1391 .0042923 (40) ,0045454
(411 .018812 (42) .013831 (43) .0085841 (44) .0007947 (41) .017376 (42) °013056 (431 .0064079 (441 .0048555
(45) .007948B (46) .0074245 (471 .0065471 (481 .0079711 (45) .0033232 (46) .0050971 (47) .0044157 (481 .0029235
6.0  30. 4.20 883.6.0288310,.08.0266s
(l) .0027951 (2) .0015280 (3) .0012221 ( 41 .0017518 ( I)-.0008_146 (2) .0024060 ( 3)-.00014626 ( 4)-.00083357
oo (5) .00095819 (6) .0020600 (7) .0010116 ( 81-.00012328 (S) .0025029 ( 61 .0016068 ( 71 .00082587 ( 81-.00018076
(g) .0016907 (101 .0054426 (11) .0013283 (12) .0010659 ( 9)-.00010266 (10) .0032812 (11) .0004290_ (121 .0012253
(13) .00079334 (14) .0012958 (151 .0011077 (161 .0016786 (13) .00066430 (141 .001002? 115) .0021496 (16) .0022633(171 .0009630 (IB) .0027965 (19) .012176 (20) .0078417 (171 .0016432 (18)-.00013435 (19) .012099 (20) .0064373
(211 .0038546 1221 .0024030 (23) .0012122 124) .0012121 (21) .0028712 (22) .0031853 (23) ,0021546 (24) .00084730
(25) .00065445 (26) .0012226 (271 .0039825 (281 .017099 (25) .0016509 (26) .00047471"(27) .0023146 (281 .014848
129) .011475 (30) .0048328 (31) .0029701 (32) .00080959 (29) .0061832 (30) .0029661 (31) .0030191 (32)-.00076792
(33) .0010722 (34) .0021855 (35) .015711 136) .011167 (33) .001_671 (34) .0020054 (36) °015494 (361 .0067053
(37) .0046062 (38) .0021000 (39) .0026478 (401 .0020745 (37) .0028736 (381 .00026142 (39) .0025552 (401 .0022707
(411 .015333 (42) .013413 (43) .0074221 (44) .0062090 141) .011174 (42) ,0072288 (43) .0051726 (441 .0027536
(45) .0053016 (46) .0095107 (471 .007B321 (48) .0071728 (4S) .003474! (461 .0057856 (47) .0071635 (481 .0057305
5 6.0 20. 2.63 533. 153,80 883.73 .09460 107.14 ,048026 8 6.0 30. .85 530, 49.20 875.77 .03055 106.08 .0_.7188
( 1) .0011551 ( 21 .0016482 ( 3) .0020233 ( 4) .0025014 ( 11 .0024068 ( 2) .00080646 ( 3) .00113786 ( 4) .00043044
( S) .0020464 ( 6) .0033042 ( ?) .00_5590 ( 81 .0024041 ( 5) .00082200 ( 6) .000077443( 71 .00010954 ( B) .00050235
( 9) .0050545 (101 .0011140 (11) ,0016152 (12) .00095126 ( 9) .00037480 (101 .0023864 (111 .001760?8 (121 ,00076229(13) .0011211 (141 .0022239 (151 .0016987 (16) .0024073 1131 .00114900 114) .0010056 (151 .00075806 (161 ,00044309
(171 .0019303 (101 .0033895 (191 .013932 (201 .0068058 (171 .0010861 118) .00069500 (191 ,012202 (EO) .0051606
(211 .0028210 (22) .0021704 (23) .0016090 (24) .0023726 (211 .0028492 (22) .0024308 (231 .0020260 (24) .00071140(25) .0015149 (261 .00085177 (271 .0058385 (28) .018661 (26) .00089918 (26) .0011004! (271 .0023346 (281 .012081
(29) .0086779 (30) .0021042 (31) ,0020701 (32) .0018826 1_91 .0057376 (30) .0034312 (31) .0033631 (321 .00073066
(33) .0022572 (34) .0016199 (351 .017506 1361 .0085155 1331 .O0151BS (34) .0017599 (351 .011228 (36) .0064527(37) .0033224 (38) .0028186 (39) .0025330 (40) .0013704 (371 .0031446 (381 ,0020922_ (391 .0010550 (40) .00065122
(411 .013376 (421 .0089166 (43) .0043079 (44) .0030578 (41) .0099049 (42) .0070140 (431 .0038560 (441 ,0022350
(451 .0029131 (46) .0061519 (47) .0044_01 (48) .0051844 (45) ;00_?.779 (46) .0055120 (471 ,00_3609 (48) ,0044594
mIJII_G LEESIDE SURFt_CE... F_,,H - 6 --- COHTIt4UED MIN_ IJEES|D[ SURFACE... I_CH • 6 --- COtRItiUED
RUN FIACHALPHA RE T(U) P(O) T(e) PCItiF) T(IHF) H(REF) RUN 'fl_,H _LPHA RE T(U) P(O) T(e) P(ZNF) T(Itf) H(REF)
_0. HO. (DEG) (X E6) (R) (P5[) (R) (P5[) (R) (B/F_-S-R) 110. NO. (D[_I IX E61 (R) (PSI) (R| (PS[) (R) (B/F_-S-R!
T/C H_H(REF) T/C H/H(REF) T/C H/H(REF) T/C H/H(REF) T/C H/HtREF) TiC H/H(REF) T/C H/H(REF) T/C H/H(REF)
9 6.0 35. .80 530. 48.32 891.89 .02951 108.12 .026984 12 6.0 _5. 7.10 538. 400.0 869.08 .24937 105.39 .0?7174
( 17 .0009865 (_) .0117646 (3) .001_|316 (4) .00047006 (|) .OOSOSgg (a) .0038745 (3) .0020612 (4) .0043431
( 57 .00069435 ( 67-.00065B68 ( 77-.00041756 (8) .00049389 (S) .00415|| (6) .0056473 I 77 .0073644 (8) .00G5114
(9) .0015664 (10) .0016901 (117 .00141868 1127 .0010G429 (9) .0067297 110) ,0057109 111) .000_0345 1127 .0011979
(13) .00031233 (14).00017407 (157 .0009430g (16) .00110599 113) .0016488 1147 .0064478 (IS) .0033S54 (16) .004174g
1177 .00092347 (187 .00061738 (lg) .010985 1207 .0046545 (177 .0051881 (187 .0053172 (Ig) .018997 (L:>O).010509
1217 .0025533 (22) .002097? (23) .O031gO0 (24) .00057125 1217 .003407! 122) .0032819 (23) .014145 (24) .000?8654
(25) .00134278 (26) .O01G3B6I (27) .0029233 1287 .011_82 (25) .0034400 126) .0049G11 (27) .0069144 (28) .020571
(29) .00_1255 (30) .0030?43 (31) .00341_5 132) .00098795 (29) .009143a (30) .00669B6 131) .011432 132) .0032513
(33) .00098032 134) .00090G61 (35) .010878 1367 .0048783 (33) .006573B 134) .0051447 (35) .01837! 136) .0076955
1377 .0024666 (38) .00147422 (397 .00034621 140) .0012088 1377 .0095045 1387 .0029128 (397 .006428g (40) .0068133
(41) .00727G4 142) .0030834 (43) .00205B0 144) .0025200 14|) .018464 1427 .010509 143) .0049078 1447 .00849|4
145) .001358? (46) .0048G09 147) .0048885 148) .0034981 1457 .0141S1 146) .0058950 (4?) .0073333 1487 .0061661
10 G.O 25. 2.53 $35. 150.12 891.89 .09_39 108.10 .0474B6 13 6.0 30. 2.69 535. 145.65 B43.g4 .08961 102.10 .046554
( 17 .0030729 (2) .0017197 (3) .0020991 (4) .00272866 (1) .003996_ ( 27 .0031304 (3) .0020854 (4) .0019440(_) .0015894 (6) .0013S56 (?) .00095487 ( 87-.000078982 (5) .00076619 ( 67 .00O79342 ( ?1 .001280?(8) .00094089
(9) .0016326 (tO) .0017181 Ill) .0017500 (127 .0021051 (9) .0016385 (lOt .0033795 (11 | .0018881 (IE) .OOI74SB
113) .0032329 (14) .0033108 (15) .0021952 1167 .0016912 (13_ .0035176 114) .004429? (15) .0016749 1167 .0015535
(17_ .001E706 (IEJ .OOESSE9 (197 .012567 (207 .00639?2 1|?) .OOE58E7 (!81.00EL@30 (197 .0084756 1207 .0037885(21) .0024130 1227 .0032695 (23) .0086818 (24) .0039802 121) .0030308 (22) .0032954 _237 .01243g 124) .0043457
1257 .0020051 (_67 .0020986! (2?) .0037030 (28) .015207 (2S) .001911G (261 .0027175 12?_ .003602_ (287 .01233_
(29) .006524t (30) .0022899 1317 .0034?30 (32) .0032556 1297 .0040249 (307 .00299B! 1317 .0063259 (32) .003_742
1331 .0030828 1347 .0027436 (357 .014338 1361.00?2GSO (33) .0016154 (347 .0022444 1357 .011851 (361 .0044922
(371 .0043178 (38) .0014662 (39) .002900G (40) .003G301 (37) .0047234 138) .0009_617 (39) .0035677 (40) .0033314
(417 .010782 (42) .00fi4931 (43) .0031964 (44) .0039972 (417 .0071434 (42) .0050488 1437 .0019119 (44) .003_808
(45) .0046999 (46) .0040662 147) .0030fi51 (4B) .003223g (4S) .004g063 (46) .0046910 1477 .004_547 (48) .00375_
1_ _.0 _. S.l_ s3s.30o.0 _,._0 .l_a, 10_._.o_01a _s _.0 30. 4.e_"-s37."30o.0-9_e.3a.!_a! ._._ .o_?a03
(1) .00_0_, _).001_7_(3) .oo_s?,(4) .00_47,_ (!) .oos4_,(_) .00393s1(3) .00347_.,4).004!3s3(5) .0016779 ( 67 .0034494 (7) .0055500 (8) .00638|3 ( $ .0032SG0 ( 67 .0053489 (7) .04_6447 (B) .0044261(_) .oos3_41(1o).oo_37so(11).oo_s_o(1_).oo,,eo_ ( _ .oo37_1,(lO).oos1_34(1!).ooa301s(la).0017_4_(_3).003370_(147.00s_373(IS).ooo_so?,()_).0030030 (_3 .00492_3(147.00_737_()s).oo3_3(le).oo34_o(17).oo3s(I ).oo4 s3(1 ).o)so11 ,,7.oose se(1 ).oos28,,,,).OlS?eo(eo,.OlO,,e(21) .0027009 (22).0026043 (23).010616 (24) .003_844 (_1 .0044485 (2_).0057092 (_3).0)6760 (24) .0043515(_s).00_3_,_, .003_s01,aT).00_300(_).01_?_ (as .003,a04(a_).o04ss_4, 7).007s_=3(28).01_os(e_).00_1_(30).ooss,s_(31).00_? (3_).00_?_0 (_ .00_1113( 0).007_3,(3)).01a0_3(3_).004,1_(33).003?)37(_4).0o3)?s3(_s).01_4_,(3_).00_3 ,33 ._,le (34).oos_sls,_s).019)79(3_).o_oos3
(_1).01s_ (4_).0104s_(43).004131_(44).00_1_3 (41 .01_31(4z).01_ (43).003_00(44).oo_sT_s(4s).010_4(4_).003_44s(47).004_37s(4a).00s?s_ (4s .0_3,_ (4_).00_3_(47).00_4_3_(4 ).00_,07
glNG LEESID£SUI_F_CE... ffACH• 6 --- CONTINUED UING LEE$1DIESURFACE... RN:H • 6 --- COtfTI_UED
RUN MACH_LPHA RE T(U) P(O) T(0) P(INF) T(]HF) HIREF) RUN 8P_,H ALPHA RIE T(U) PIQ) T(O) P(IHF) T(INF) H(REF)
KO. 1t0. (I)EC) (X E6) (R) (PSI) (R) (PSI) (R) (8/_2-5-R) ItO. flO. (DEG) tX E6) (R) (PSI) (R) (PSI) (R) (B/F2-S-R)
T/C H/H(REF) T/C H/H(REF) TIC H/H(REF) T/C HIH(REF) T/C H/H(REF) T/0 H/H(REF) T/C H/H(REF)" TiC H/H(REF)
16 6.0 30. 7.07 538. 400.0 872.04 .24937 105.77 .077200 19 6.0 35. 7.096 540. 400.0 870.E1 .24937 105.54 .077184
( 1) .0072163 ( _) ,00S8324 ( 3) ,0047598" ( 4) .00S6241 ( |) .0084024 ( 2) .0072456 ( 3) .0060035 ( 4) .0056978
( 5) .0056073 ( 6) ,00S5890 ( 7) .0055448 ( 8) .0047290 ( S) .0055394 ( 6) .0089560 ( ?) .0087606 ( 8) .0056471
( 9) .0056875 (10) .0067332 (11) .0026805 (121 .0011148 ( 9) .00_8391 (10) .0074960 111) .0032773 (12) .0014310
(13) .00S9570 (14) .010886 (15) ,0049414 (16) .0066412 (131 ,0076104 (14) .014707 (IS) .0059737 (16) .00S5?50
_17) .0085207 118) .0059893 (19) .019245 (20) .011761 (17) .010190 118) .00S9914 119) .010273 (20) .012243
(21) .0053170 (22) .0078839 (231 .020308 (24) .0052383 (21) ,00S8906 (221 .0081661 (23) .024702 124) .0063402
(2S) .0046940 (26) .0069027 (271 .0091770 (28) .021306 (25) .00_2844 (26) .0079251 127) .0088448 (28) .021053
(29_ .010799 (30_ .009S71_ (31_ .0|6761 (321 .0060802 (29) .010.'F36 (30) .010109 (31) ,020009 (3_) .0075914
133) .0093259 (34) .0088709 (35) .020622 (36) .011321 (33) .010485 (34) .0079553 (35) .0200_3 (36) .011778
(37) .012244 (38) .0043650 (39) .0066412 (40) .0077635 (37) .01S676 (38) .0048423 (39) .0079112 (401 .0074374
(41) .019431 (42) .016111 (43) .0051670 (44) .011281 1411 .021867 142) .019800 (43) .0058024 (44) .011223
(45) .019877 (46) .008_992 147) .010073 (48) .010070 145) .020097 (46) .0081125 (47) .0090008 (48) .0099351
........ I .......................... IIllIIll ..... I ...................... I ..... IIIIIIiiIIIIII ..... IIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIII ..... IIil ...... IiIiIIIII
17 6.0 35. 2.77 535. 148.50 838.87 .09138 101.46 .048979 20 6.0 40. 6.73 536. 400.0 897.61 .24937 109.01 .077421
( 1) .0037746 ( 2) .0027292 ( 3) .0021010 ( 41 .0012537 ( 11 .0024499 ( 29 .0013S4! ( 3) .00078960 ( 4 .0012927
( 5) .0014715 ( 61 .0013767 ( 7) .0035132 ( 8) .0011633 ( 5) .0012430 t 61 .00058565 ( 71 .0028326 ( 8 .000_862
0 ( 9) .0021940 (10) .0035544 (11) .0015511 (12) .00089069 ( 9) .0020870 (10) .0033231 (11) .0015678 (12 .0012107(13) .0029090 (14) .0037917 (15) .0024593 (16) .0012116 (13) .0019106 (14) .0039507 (15) .0017695 It6 .0014012
(17) .0014852 (18) .0006S983 (19) .0089?39 (201 .0047493 (171 .0013492 (181 .0011359 (19) .0066359 (20 .0044366
f21) .0020428 (22) .0020540 (23) .014928 (24) .0031181 (21) .0011070 (22) .0015S02 123Y .011450 124 .0024283
(25) .0021874 (26) .0020371 (279 .0035020 (28) .011430 (25) .0016302 (26) .00092972 (27) ._30904 (_ .00_808
(29) .0037147 (30) .0029340 (31) .0095517 132) .0018327 (29) .0039245 (30) .0030684 (31) .0079057 (32) .0015504
(33) .0019298 (34) .0010110 (35) .010848 (36) .0050392 (33) .001584S (34) .00087134 (3S) .0072366 (36 .004_22
(37) .0057051 (381 .0015734 (391 .0022749 (401 .0022074 (37) .0055326 (38) .00134_ (39) ._17563 (_) .001_94
(41) .010708 (421 .0080479 (43) .0018251 (44) .0026704 (41) .0084678 (42) .00_832 (43) ._10691 144 .0011431
(45) .0056680 (46) .0038382 (47) .0035678 (48) .0033321 (45) .0041935 (46) .0026279 (47) .0029002 148| .0024627
18 6.0 35. 5.1S 538. 300.0 885.15 ,18621 107.39 .066987 21 6.0 40. 5,20 540. 300,0 879.87 .1891 106.72 .066949
( 1) .0057641 ( 2) .0054809 ( 3) .0042137 ( 41 .0041066 ( t) .0072750 ( 2) .004_333 ( 31 .0046724 ( 4) ,0044318
( S) .0023027 ( 6) .0050999 ( 7) .0068992 ( 8) .0037853 ( 51 ._36_58 ( 6) .0085797 ( 7) .0_0381 ( 8) .00_572
( 9) .0032991 (10) .0063036 (11) .0026809 (12) ,00159729 ( 91 ,00_G934 (tO) ,0078360 1111 .0039391 112) .0017369
(13) .0054167 (14) .010937 (15) .0030243 (161 .0057745 (13) .0076786 (14) .012176 (IS) .0053921 116) .0044100
(l?) .0060605 (18) ;0041546 (19) .01S110 (20) .010644 (17) ,0067168 (18) ,0050480 (19) ,015187 (201 ,013162(21) .0039864 (22) .0068376 (23) .021086 (24) ._48146 (211 .0_11_ (22) ._90790 (23) .0277S0 (24) .0077509
(25) .0034980 (26) .0053384 (27) ._76953 (28) .018062 (251 .0056839 (26) ._1862 (271 .0091793 (28) .019112
(29) .0099947 (30) .0084015 (31) .016030 (32) .0059566 (29) .010933 (30) .011099 (31) .019277 (_) .0084363
(33) .O_SGSl (34) .0066536 (35) .017184 (36) .010449 (331 .008_1 (341 .0045405 (3_) .018_9 (_1 .010570(37) .013017 (38) .0037458 (391 .005S256 (401 ,0060175 (371 .016S58 (38) .0047677 (39) .0056594 140) .0069322
141) .017770 (42) .01S912 143) .0038122 (44) .0084922 (411 .022392 (421 ,019322 (43) ,0049022 (44) ,0099724
(45) .015134 (46) .006?271 (47) .0068393 (48) .0075487 (45) .Q16479 (46) .0059713 (47) .00677@8 (48) .0075038
......................................... . ............................... _II.! .... fl--! ...... iiIlllll--ii--ltllll.illl----lliill--II--Illll--I--lllll¢
Ii
UIN_ LEESlDIESURFACE... MACH• 6 --- CO_CLUI_D
_; _'_-_ _ "_ _; .....;_T _;,;_ ;_;_ _;7
11_3. NO. IDEG) (X E6) (R) (PSI) (R) (PSI) (R) (B/F2-S-R)
TiC H/H(RER) TiC H/H(REF|T/C H/HiREF) T/C HIH(REF)
22 6.0 40. 3.3B S40. 191.5_ 868.47 .11B18 105.a2 .05348S
(1) .013843 (_) .010212 (3) .0084@06 (4) .008488_
t 5) .O0_lg03 (6) .011839 (7) .013130 (8) .0074702
t 9) .OllgBO _10) .015210 (11| .0075295 (12) .0043626
(1]) .013031 (14) .017750 (IS| .011478 (16) .0126020
(17) .0|65B9 (18) .0092619 (19) .02B72! (20) .022647
121) ,011319 (22) ,016783 (_3) .041000 (24) .012176
(2S) .010340 (26) .0|3176 (27) .016646 (28) .033016
(29) .02_239 (30) .019955 (]1) .031779 (32) .015749
(]3) .016721 (34) .01134_ (3S) .032085 (38| .0L-_3764
(]7) .028GgG (3B) .010474 (39) .011710 (40) .0117£2
(41) .03973! 142) .03102@ (4]) .010287 (44| .020?96
145) .03_543 (46) .01_340 (47) .01_?_0 (48) .017383
t_
FUSELAGELEESIDE SURFACE... M_CH • 10 FUSELAGELEESIDE StJRF_CE... RPCH • I0 --- COI_TINU£D
RUPI I_CH RLPH4 RE T(U) P(O) T(G) pl]flr) TIIMF) HIRIEF) RUIt MACHRLPH4 RE TIU) P(O) T(O) P(ihF) T(IN_) H(RER)
NO. NO. (DEG) (X [61 (R) (PSI) (R) (PSI) (R) (B/F2-S-R) HO. NO. (DEG) (X E61 (R) (PSi) (R) IF|!! (R) (B/F2-S-R)
T/C H.'H(REF) T/C H/H(REF) TiC H/HIREF) T/C H/H(REF) T/C H/H(REF) T/C H/H(REF) TiC H/H(REF) T/C H/H(REF)
3 10.34 20. 1.00 535. ?42.6 1819.5 .01360 B4.9 ,0332186 5 10.34 30. |.00 543. ?42.8 1806.5 .01365 84.3 .0332033
(1) .022834 (2) .012888 ( 31 .010317 (4) .0032192 ( 1! .017438 (2) .022364 (3) .0150?7 ( 41 .003494?(S) .00|57_7 (6) .00092934 (?) .0024298 (8) .0043651 (S) .00076156 (6) .00065?68 ( ? .0021155 (8) .0032288
I 9) .0036549 (10) .024044 (111 .021413 (12) .013217 (9) .0034033 (10| .011405 (|l .018BB5 (12) .020544(13) .0031676 (14) .O0177g? (IS) .0014277 1161 .0045055 (13) .0033199 (14) .0014340 (IS .0013970 (16) .0031950
117) .0054332 (IB) .0050623 119) .018487 120) .025238 (17) .0043639 liE) .0040982 119) .0065065 120) .013221
(2!) .OIBJ34 122) .0041921 (23) .0014503 124) .0022224 (211 .017965 (22) .0_42707 123 .0026325 124) .0016497
_25) .0045520 (2_) .0072519 (27) .0062054 (28) .0093209 (25) .0039330 (26) .0048782 (27 .0039872 (28) .0051855
(29) .021416 (301 .023336 (31) .0046715 (32) ,001799? (291 .0t0428 130) .014490 (311 .0038312 (32) .0021070
(33) .002594? (34) .0056335 135) .0065524 (36) .0060351 (33) .0030293 (34) .0035447 (35 .004570_ (36) .0040053(37) .0(,65304 138) .013888 (39) .021453 (40) .0058029 (371 .0034465 138) .0069157 |39) .011552 (40) .0050358
141) .0033034 (42) .0027354 (43) .0047639 (44) .0065028 (41) .0024704 (42) °002084! (43 .O034BIB 144) .0047410
(45) .0054245 (46) .0051257 (4?) .0098072 (48) .017231 (451 .0040510 (461 .0020072 (47 .0061216 (4B) .00928455
P" 149) .0081|43 (SOl .0028658 (5|) .0029191 1521 .0053459 (49) .0048913 (50) .0018899 (5|1 .0020891 (52) .0040720
(53) .0068751 (541 .0056576 (551 .0034427 156) .0082fi69 (53) .0054231 (54) .0042593 (55 .0012890 (56) .002BllO
_57) .01363| (58) .009376t t59) .0024615 (60) .0031253 (571 .0063068 (58) .0048253 (59 .0025139 (601 .0025974
(61) .0049221 (62) .0058162 (63) .0054923 (6L) .0041455 162) .004631B (63 .0041701
4 L0.34 25. 1.00 542. 743.7 1828.7 .01366 85.4 .0332702 6 L0.34 35. i.O0 54?. 741.9 1807.6 .01364 84.3 .0331R59
( 1) .023772 ( 2) .0|8993 ( 3) .011617 | 4) .0026685 ( 1) .015447 ! 2) .020303 ( 3 .016267 ; 4) .0035601
( 5) .0015334 ( 6) .00082577 ( ?) .0029622 ( 81 .0046196 ( 5) .0015795 ( 6) .000B0837 ( ? .0022033 ( 8) .0022124
( 9) .0031020 (iO) .015113 (11) .024883 (|2) .OI9iOl ( 9) .001823! (lO) .00953B! (!! .016166 112) .018632
(13) .0042633 (14) .0016259 (15) .0016750 (i6| .0042287 (13) .0047103 (141 .0025577 (15 .00076295 (16) .002350|
(17) .0052064 (18) .0042779 (19) .0093367 (20) .019426 (17) .0020725 (18) .0019526 (19 .0067838 (20) .013483
(2t) .0234t5 (221 .0053222 (23) .0019541 (24) .0020079 (211 .016236 (221 .005096B (23 .0018943 (24) .0016852
(25) .004093? (26) .0047926 (27) .0047494 (28) .0049215 (25) .00236 (26) .0028125 (2? .0031511 128) .0048614
(29) .01|852 130) .018567 (31) .0054621 (32) .0022015 129) .010341 (30) .015442 (31 .0040284 132) .0020154
(33) .002262B (34) .0041107 (35) .0048496 (36) .0045957 (33) .000_05B (34) .0022132 (35 .0041669 (36) .0031456
(37) .003959S (38) .0079529 (39) .012208 (40) .0058238 (37) .0030788 (38) .0057020 (39 .Oll2Sg 140) .0047|26(411 .0026077 142) .0026260 (43) .0041670 (441 .0048842 (4|) .002568t (42) .0023136 (43 .0040744 (44) .0038323
(45) .0043816 146) .0027245 (47) .0061248 (48) .010031 145) .0031265 (46) .00062195 (47 .0032568 (48) .0079723
(49) .005833L (50) .002549B (St) .0026640 (52) .00318g0 (49) .004335| (501 .0024?78 (St .0023222 (52) .003789g
(53) .0049544 (54) .0041972 (55) .0021274 (56) .0047S08 (53) .0050141 (54) .0040421 (55 .00046064 156) .0014245
(57) .007684 (SB) .00S6237 (59) .0028416 (60) .0027944 157) .0033391 158) .0043263 159) .0021727 160) .0025104(61) .0033624 (62) .0051200 (63) .0040027 (61) .0033470 (62) .00_2552 (63 .0034084
m
.IP D H I B g D i
m mm m mm mm
_m_
FUSELAGELEE$11)£5LIRF_CE... MACH• 10 --- CONTINUED FUSELqGELEESIDE SURFACE... _H • 10 --- COfiTI_UEO
RUN I_CN ALPN_ RE T(U) PEel i(g) P(IIIF') Till)F) HIREF| RUH _ACH _LPHA RE TtM) p_e) TIO| PIINF) T(IHF) H(REF)
_0. NO. _DEGI (X E6) JR) (PSI) (R) (PSI) lg) (B/F2-S-R) liO. _. (OF.G)(_ E6) (R| _PSl) (R| (PSl) (g) (B/F_-S-R)
T/( H/H(REf) T/C H,'H(REF) T/C H/H(REF) iyC H/H(REF) T/C H/HtREF) T/C H/HIREF) I/C H/H(REF) i/C H/H(REF)
8 10.36 20. 2.40 553. 1784.5 1821.7 .03300 85.| .051_218 10 10.36 30. a.40 56?. 1807.4 IB28.5 .03350 85.4 _05164B5
I I) ,024S32 I 2) .011555 (3) .0088172 (4) .0024035 (I) .018902 (g) .0e200S ( 31 .016237 ( 4 .0029438(S) .00094089 (6) .00085B46 (7) .0032915 ( 81 .0058722 ( 51 .0012667 I 61 .000606?| (?) .0027472 ( g .0042203
(9) .0049963 _|0| .033?30 (i&) ,021444 11_) .01306S (9) .003B900 1101 .011395 (111 .020547 (12 .0201B6
(13 .002230B 114) .0011643 (IS) .0020051 1161.005B0e9 (13) .0033B53 114) .00095443 (1S) .0013B66 (16 .004g701
(17 .00B5160 (181 .0072B_0 1191 .022316 1201 .032603 (l?l .0062904 (181 .006_390 (191 .0081874 (20 ,016073
121 .0173B6 (2_) .0031773 1231 .0011565 1241 .0022027 (_1) .020118 (22) .0039046 (231 .00106_7 124 .0022878
125 .0067B51 126) .OOgSSgl (271 .007879_ (2B) .0091865 I_S) .0053934 1261.00Sllll 1_11 .005_205 (2B .0048440
1_9 .032086 1301 .026134 (311 ,0036867 (321.00155BS (_9) .OIIBBG 1301 .015908 1311 .0047632 132 .0021514
(33 .002647_ 1341.00G?O0_ (351 .008116 (36) .006956B 1331 .00_9_8 1_41 .00_81 135) .0051508 (36 .0048399
131) .OOEB970 13_) .0160S9 (39) .031946 (40) .0041904 (37) ,00_5161 (38) .001_643 1391 .014033 (40) .003_31B
1411 .O0_?gSl (4_) .00_9011 1431 .0069036 (44) .006733] (411.00|BS?B 14_) .0030189 _43) .00S4_97 (44 .0054291
(45) .0063430" 14_) .0051269 1471 .010054 1481 .02_236 (;S) .0050631 1461 .00060626 1471 .003B914 (4B) ,0097781
1491,00SG40g 150) .0028665 1511 .00e334e (_) .O050BB_ 149) .0050616 (501 .00_430 (51) .00_9411 (S_) .004_795
iS3) .0063_01 (54) .0062045 15_) .003793_ (56) .008176! 1_31 .0052441 (54) .00S11_9 1561 .0002605S 1661 .00113_
_571 .015B34 (_81 .0094683 (S91 ,00_376 1601 .0018707 1571 .0048878 (_B) .0044_87 (59) .0013548 (601 .O0_B_GB
1611 .0044049 (6_) .003616_ (63) .0050815 (611 .0047916 16_) .004S68B (63) .00435BB
g 10.36 _S, _,40 559. 1788.3 IB_@.4 .03311 B5.4 ,0_I_964 II I0.36 3S. _,40 671, I?B?._ 1840._ .0330_ 86.0 .051_@19
I II .O_B_I? ( _) .01B_4 ( 31 .011696 ( 41 .0_19078 ( II .014714 ( _l .0167_ I 3) .016564 ( 4) .00_6344
( S) .00074908 ( 61 .00054484 ( 71 .0034373 ( 8) .OOS?08S ( S) .OOlOIO6 ( 6) .00084836 ( 71 .0011866 ( 8) .0016296
( 91 .0046B03 1101 .017445 1111 .029182 11_) .016361 ( 91 .0021634 (101 .O09BSOB (ill ,016933 11_| ,017919
(13) .0030493 1141 .0009B0_9 (IS) .001B_74 (16) .00520_7 113) .0034473 1141 .00118_S (lSl .00145_3 116) .0015_41
117) ,0077_43 (181 .00640_5 119) .0099971 (_01 .023B54 1|?) .0016_<:_9 1181 .O02BIB3 119) .0070_63 (_01 .014_05
(_l) .025886 12_1 ,003766_ (_3) .001509? (_41 .00_79B3 (gl) .0169B3 (_) .00353BS (aS) .001_783 (_41 .002_100(_S) .0053975 1261 .0069334 (_71 .0055_43 (_B) .OOSSG90 (gS) .00_1364 (_61 .0013B19 (_71 .0018406 ()B) .0030005
1_91 .0131_3 (30) .0_4161 1311 .0061097 13_) .00_5803 (_9) .0087794 (30) .0164_4 1311 .0038438 13_) .00136BB
(33) .00_7B68 (34) .OOS;_:_:_:_:_:_:_:_:_:_OG(35) ,0052834 1361 .0049643 1331 .00_8533 (34) .0024197 1361 .00170_ 1361 .0014374
13?) .0036914 1381 ,O0_GO?? 1391 .014410 1401 .OOS2BSS 1371 .000766R4 (SB) .00390_S (39) .0077108 (40) .0041903
(411 °0028673 14_) .00_6415 (43) .0051645 (44) .00459_1 (411 .601B696 (4_) .0030016 (43) .00_6200 (44) .O01GG04(45) .00507_ (46) °00_0209 1471 .0058138 (4B) .OI_|6B 145) ._01B_40 (46) .00079700 1471 .O009gSSB 14_) .0036000
(49) .00_8477 (601 °00_7_6_ 1511 .00_4457 (S_) .0046397 1491 .00_93|0 (SO) .001,_-_500 1511 .00_504 15_) .0020307
(53) .0052465 164) .004B453 (SS) ,00069319 1561 .00423B4 1531 .0013368 1541 .0016513 (SS) .0014190 (66) .0016066(S?) .00_8731 (681 .0069919 (691 .0020386 lEO) .00_1_S (ST) .0018517 1681 .00112B8 (691 .000B1247 (60) .00_39
(611 .003?296 (6_) .O03B_II (63) .004_658 1611 .0018047 1621 .00055996 (611 .0015_?_
FUSELAGELEESID£ SL_FACE ... MACH• 10 --- CONTIHUED FUSELAGELEESIDE SURFPCE... flACH • I0 --- CONTINUED
RUt1 I_CH RLPHet RE T(U| P(O) T(O) P(INI:) TIIHFI H(REF) RUN RACH_LPH_ RE T(U) P(O) Tie) P(IItFI TII_F) H(REF)
NO. NO. qDEGi iX £6) (R) (PSI) (q) (PSI) (R) (B/FE-S-R) NO. HO. (DEG) (X E6) (R) (PSI) (_) (PSI) (R) (B/F2-S-R)
T/C H/H(REF) T/C H/H(REF) TIC H/HIREF) T/C H/H(REF) T.'C H/H(REF) T/C H/H(REF) T_C H/H(REF) TIC H/H(REF)
12 10.16 20. .50 554. 357.5 1666.7 .00738 79.7 .0638235 14 SO.S6 30. .50 543. 350.9 1733.4 .00721 83.3 .0237003
( 13 .01947 ( 23 .012711 (3) .0083408 (4) .0033065 (I) .015929 ( 2 .038492 (3) .01347 (4) .0041177
I S) .0_32564t (6) .0016037 (7) .0027t39 ( 81 .0047576 ( 51 .0010448 ( 6 .0015135 (7) .0013752 (8) .0024303
€ 93 .0032223 (iO) .0|7406 (ll) .019902 (123 .012096 (g) .0022422 (i0 .00B6716 (ll) .014416 (123 .016113
_133 .0041598 (143 .0018299 (153 .001452 ll6) .0034293 (133 .0039_61 114 .0013474 (153 .001565_ (163 .00093383
(173 .004384t 118) .0032532 (193 .012682 (20) .019489 (17) .00233J_ liB) .0038033 (193 .008552g (20) .OlO0?l
1213 .01756 (Eg) .0045506 (_33.001?SB2 (24) .0013977 1213 .01217 (22 .0040417 (23) .0026734 (24) .00085243
(253 .0041707 |26) .0046489 (27) .0049506 (283 .0072934 (_5) .O0_gO| (26 .00|726| (273 .0036839 (263 .004302
_293 .01476 (30) .018975 (313 .0046036 (32) .OOISBt5 leg) .010247 (30 .011616 (313 .0041127 (32) .0026371
(33) .0027529 (34) .0035B41 (35) .0049157 (36) .0047739 1333 .0026676 (34 .0023719 (35) .0034375 (36) .0034652
€37_ ._048373 (38) .00897L)<3 (39) .Ot48t6 (40) .0053949 (311 .0038449 (38 .0070386 (39) .0096904 (40) .0050868
141) .00213?7 L42) .0032941 (433 .004_693 (44) .004674 14l) .00284 (42 .0015178 (433 .0029824 (44) .0033422
(45) .00460_ (46) .0039453 (473 .0076004 (483 .01256 (45) .0036354 (46 .0032048 (47) .0052159 (483 .0085767
(49) °006108 (503 .0038041 (513 .0027923 (52) .0040793 (49) .0042955 (50 .0027214 (51) .0025556 (5_) .003259
•" 1533 .0052414 (54) .0046585 (55) .0037398 (563 .006137_ 153) .0043053 154 .0034786 (55) .002008 (56) .003955(57) .009405B (56| .0069)25 (Sg) .003B718 (_03 .002802 IS?) .007043_ (58) .0040086 (593 .0024295 (60) .0023615
(61) .00341_5 (62) .0053765 (633 .0050997 (61) .00_4453 (6_) .0037779 1633 .0034505
__._.__._.__.__._.__.__.__...__..___.._........--..--.--..----... ..... m-..-. ...---.--..-.......-..-....-.------------------------------- ...........
13 10,16 26. .50 548. 353.7 1_94.B .00723 86.7 .023877_ 16 lO.16 3S. .50 531. 339.6 1778.4 ,00694 8t5.5 .0E33508
( l) .018531 ( 23 .017462 ( 3) .012033 ( 4) .0030417 ( I) .013663 ( _) .01"/851 ( 3) .015496 ( 4) .0031_56( S) .0013643 ( 61 .0015700 ( 7) .002S38_ ( 8) .O03_BS9 ( 5_ .00148g? ( 6) .0013968 ( 7) .0027824 ( g) .0026_9B
( 9) .002B000 (lO) .01301| (ll) .01?328 (123 .017016 ( 93 .001353) (lO) .0093436 (113 .014211 (l_) .016536
1133 .003563_ 114) .001402_ 1153 .00077542 (16) .00321 1133 .0039981 (14| .00_[794 (15) .0016498 (16| .00080254
(1?) .0043955 (18) .003296! (19) .0085416 (20) .014334 _17) .001_83_ (18) .0014861 (19) .006?567 (20) .012051
(21) .01567 (221 ,0040939 (23) ,002_296 (24) ,0026119 (_1) .014124 (22) .0043383 (23) .0015164 (24) .001522_
_2_) .Q03527 (26) .003"/'/33 (E?) .0040_44 (ER) .0057784 (25) .0022_7S (26) .0015843 (27) .00_4944 (EB) .0044551
(29) .009498 (30) .01_791 (31) .003817_ (3_) .0022887 (_93 .0092677 (303 .012413 (31) .0040615 (32) .0022377
(33) .0022246 1343 .0036901 1353 .0037436 (36) .0031968 t333 .0018831 (34) .0032545 1353 .003004_ t36) .0033469(373 .0042556 (38} .0070357 (39) .0098476 (40) .0057816 (373 .0037344 (38) .006178_ (393 .0091981 (40) .0034971
(413 .0029656 (42) .0027?3 (43) .0035444 (44) .0049816 (413 .0010680 (42) .0015506 (43) .0019517 (44) .0035|28
(45) .0036339 (46) .0034680 (47) .0051B57 (4B) .00B5593 (451 .0031782 (46) .0022913 (471 .004500_ (481 .O080tg3
(49) .0051537 150) .003109a (513 .0028848 (52) .0043026 (49) .0042595 (50) .0021501 (513 .0031036 (52) .0029388(53) .0042627 1543 .0044836 (55) .0019380 156) .0053533 (533 .0042805 (54) .0037035 (553 .0014876 (563 .0015058
(573 .0064421 (58) .004366g (593 .0033641 (603 .002689 (57) .0045077 (58) .0052656 (593 .0028244 (603 .001455
(613 .0041067 (66) .0039429 (63) .003B389 (613 .0028257 (62) .0043_95 (633 .0039359
mmmm
m m m mm
mlmm
FUSELAGELEESIDE 5LrRFACE... BACH• 10 --- CONTINUED FUSELagE LEESIDE SLIRFJ_CE... I_H • )0 --- COHCLUI)_D
I_ RICH ALPHA I_E T(U) P(e| T(el P([NF| T(INF) H(R1EF) RUN BACHALPHA RE TIU) Pie) T(O) P(INR) T(INR) HIREF)
NO. NO. (DEG) (X E6) qR) (PSI) (R) (PSI) (R) (B/F2-S-R) hO. hO. (DEG) (X E6) tR) (PSI) (R) (PSI) (R) (B/F2°S-R)
T/C H/H(REF) T/C HJH(REF) T/C H/H(REF) T/C H/H(REF) T/C H/H(REF) TIC H/H(REF) TIC H/H(REF) T/C H/H(REF)
16 10.34 40. 1.00 533, 743.4 1843.1 .01360 80.1 .0333052 20 10.16 40. ,50 541. 338.6 1744.a .00750 84.6 .024_364
(1) .014031 (_) .018131 (3) .017658 (4) .003_109 ( 11 .013396 (2) .015918 (3) .016261 I 4) .0033936
(5) .0013898 (6) .001728S (7) .0024228 (8) .0024104 (S) .0016369 (6) .000004999(7) .0092519 (8) .00_?189(9) .002S092 (10) ,00901?4 111) .01591 112) .018471 (9) .0026261 (10| .0088728 (11) .01579_ (1_) .016062
(131 .0043263 (14_ .0017897 (iS) .0013491 116) .002061_ (13) .00461?4 (14| .001604 (15| .002071E (161 .00_00_1
(17) ,002_08? (18) .0032319 (19) .0061604 120) .012B33 (1?) .O01BSG6 (181 ,0024626 (19) .OOG9Bg7 (20) .011371
Igl) .017309 (2_) .0044?51 (23) .00|?126 (24) .0021545 (21) .015954 (22) .O04BBTS 1_3) .O015BOS (_41 .002?274
(_S) .0629059 126) .0026904 (_71 .0030131 (281 .00343_3 (_5) .00_796t (261 .0032116 (27) .00_7061 (2B) .0037308
(991 .0077803 130) .014116 (31) .0042498 (32) .0027409 (_9) .OOS491S (30) .013098 (31) .0043705 (32) .0090597(33) .0021264 (34) .OGSOOG_ (35| .002280B (36) .00_4114 (33) .bO_2_S 134) .00_7135 (3_) .003_132 136) .0030442
(371 .001080_ (38) .0038871 (39) .0081944 (40) .0037161 (3?) .0020S71 _39) .0042419 139) .00?7074 (40) .00376S2
(411 .00287?9 (42) .00_I?SS (431 .002957 1441 .00297S (41) .00311_1 (49) .0013957 (43) .0030971 144) .0035253
_451 .00311_8 (46) .000703 (47) .0015908 (4B) .0039876 (45) .0033467 (461 .000313_8 (471 .00_5942 (48) .004783(49) .00311S_ 150) .00101_7 (51) .O019S_B (52) .003418S (49) .0039378 (50) .002_303 151) .0025357 (52) .0035311
_n (53) .0032413 ($4) .0035311 (55) .0013448 (S6) .0014B37 (53) .0043025 154) .0037043 (55) .0010233 1_6) .O006B41(57) .001818 (581 .001205_ (59) .0_10234 (GO) o00178044 (S?) .00132? (58) .0016771 (59) .0017584 (GO) .00_1089
161) .0024424 (62) ,003_298 (631 .003?47 (61) .0043437 (G_) .0040574 (63) .0047781
17 10.36 40. _.40 543. 1801.5 lBi_.8 .03340 84.6 .0Sl4813
( 1) .015054 ( _) .O)681B ( 3) .015104 ( 4) .0028840
( 5) .00089577 ( 6) .0016B21 ( 71 .0016396 ( B) .002633S
( 9) .0041375 (10) .0093441 (11) .017371 (121 .017630
(13) .00_949S (141 .0014049 (1_) .0019049 (1_) .002_S03
117| .0034_G (181 .004841 (19) .0050661 t20) .01372_(21) .0187B7 122) .0030916 (23) .0007G094 (24) .0028226
(25) .0038S73 (26) .0032848 (2?) .0052505 (2B) .0020BG9
(29) .0_0983 130) .01448 (31) .0037933 (32) .0015271
(33) .0_38501 (34) .004926 (35) .003357 (36) .0052687
(37) .00075342 (38) .001863 (39) .0052194 (40) .0033852
(41) .0012859 (42) .0038214 (43) ,004909 (44) .O03BG2G(45) .00_3_21 (46) .00032373 (47) .0010134 (48) .0012085
(49) .0012537 (50) .0012697 (511 .0033901 (S21 .0041394
($31 .003257G (54) .OOE03G_ (5_) .0009176 (5_) .0010454(571 .00183_4 (SR) .00t0576 (59) .001038S (£0) .003S113
(611 .0047026 (62) .00_7516 (631 .0039581
F_LuI:_;E LEESIDE SURKd_K;E,,, _H • 6 FUSEI.AGELEESIDE SURFACE,,, MACH• 6 --- CONTINUED
RUff MACHALPHA RE TIU_ P(O) T(@) P(I_F) T(I_F) H(REF) RU_ 19d:_CHALPH_ RE T(U) PKQ) TIO) P(]_F) T(]HF) H(REF|
hO, _0, (DEGi (X E6l (R| (PSI) (RI IP51) (El (B/F2-S-R| 140. NO, (DEG) (X 561 (R) (PSI) (R) (PSi) (R) (D/F2-5-R)
T/C H/HII_'F) Ts¢ H/H(REF) TtC H/H(REF) TIC HIH(REF) T/C H/H(REF) T/C H/H(REF) T/C H/H(REF) T/C H/H(RER)
3 6.0 20, 2,70 535, 149,20 882,76 ,09182 107.01 ,04?302 6 6,0 30, 2,70 530, 150,48 877,56 .09261 106,35 ,047479
(I) ,031852 (2) .014_7 (3) ,0098209 (4) .00234B0 ( 11 ,030152 (2) ,0026176 (3) ,015693 (4) ,0031564
( 51-.0000B25141 6) ,00071732 ( 71 ,0067475 { B) ,OIOBEE (5) ,0024165 (G) ,OOXSBSB ( 71 ,00g0346 (B) ,012699
(g) ,0091293 (101 ,045676 (111 ,025239 (151 ,016234 (9) ,01145B (10) ,019349 (111 ,034348 (121 ,023509
(13) ,003866! (14) ,0005786 115) ,0029217 1151 ,009247B (131 ,0051524 1141 ,0027207 (1_) .0043139 (IG) ,00B4440
1171 ,01350? (IB) .013429 (191 ,050261 (20} .033964 (171 ,011487 (18) ,0097843 (191 ,0087433 (20) ,027992
(211 ,018414 (22| ,0059226 1231 ,0019590 (24| ,O017gEB (211 ,03375B (2_) ,00B4276 1231 ,0042348 (24) ,0037590
1_51 ,0096711 1261 ,0|5844 (_71 ,015303 (2R) ,033145 (25) ,0074641 C2E) ,0079182 (27) ,0083760 (2B) ,0054301
(29) ,046426 1301 ,024496 (311 ,0049194 (321 ,0029221 (291 ,024E46 (301 ,026377 (311 .010590 (32) ,0061594
133) ,0011689 (34) ,010415 (35) ,01547B (351 ,014146 (33) .0043414 (34) ,0055695 (351 ,0038783 (36} ,0047357
(37) ,019200 (3B) ,047409 1391 ,035481 (40} ,0055036 q371,003SGB2 (38) ,0092B00 (391 ,01BO15 {401 .011090
(41_ ,0024776 (42) ,0023086 1431 °0077440 (44) ,0104B5 (411 ,00B4294 (42) ,0062901 (43) ,0063403 (44) ,0055783
(451 ,011428 (461 ,012752 (471 ,037908 (48) ,03658B (45) ,0059879 (46) ,00072839 (471 ,0041664 (4B) .0085013(49) .0084082 (50) ,0033364 (511 ,0025864 (52) ,OOB7E5E (49). ,010313 (50) ,0061085 {511 ,0046285 (52) .0_3000
o_ 1531 .00B!972 1541 .0064871 1_51 .010309 (5G1 .026896 (53) .O05EEgO (54) .0054560 (SSt °0019323 (56) .0015573
(571 ,038047 (58} ,0099682 (59} ,0032641 (601 ,0088566 (57) ,0046985 (5B) ,005854? (59) ,0036020 (60| ,0032232
(611 ,016078 (6_) ,0053700 163) ,0065742 1611 ,0049_11 (62) ,00068139 (63) ,0033447
4 6,0 25, 2,70 535, 148,32. 891,04 ,091_7 108,06 ,047200 ? 6,0 35, 2,70 $35, 147,07 8?8,78 ,OgO4g 106,51 ,046946
( I1 ,039211 ( E) ,022373 ( 3) ,012B25 ( 4) ,0021501 ( 11 ,019446 ( 2) ,023644 ( 3) ,018030 ( 4) ,00362B7
( 5) .00052584 ( G) .0026816 ( 71 .004?178 ( 81 .01310B ( 5) .00_3749 ( 61 .0026?20 ( 7) .0044403 ( B) .0038835
9) ,010993 (101 ,036918 (111 ,03B430 (121 ,01g057 ( 9) .0034032 (101 ,013192 (111 ,021479 (12) ,0_1111
(131 .0052933 (141 ,0022917 (IS) ,0031116 liE) ,005762B (131 ,0056931 (141 ,0010_18 (151 ,00215608 (161 ,0039650
(171 .015216 (IB) .013729 (191 .023856 (201 .046768 (171 .0027007 (18) .0030545 (191 .0072352 (20) .01_083
(211 .029103 (221 ,0075966 123) .0045569 (241 ,0039949 (211 ,021321 (22) .0043030 (23) ,0021887 (24) ,0032876
tL)5) .0090514 (26) ,00_6516 (_'t) ,0077323 (2B) .011569 (25) ,003570B (26) ,0028327 (27) ,0029364 (28) ,0022163
_gg) ,035186 (301 ,043491 131) ,0090096 1321 ,0071862 (291 ,011268 (30) ,019930 (311 ,0058338 (32) ,0034405
(33) .0049555 (341 .0057163 (35) .0075880 (36) .0077336 (33) .0049146 (34) .0026070 (35) 0001_408 (36) .0014664
(371 .0061345 (381 o017452 (391 .035562 (401 .0098565 (371 .0018639 (38) .0043475 (39) .0089356 (40) .0063887
141) ,0062210 (42) ,0052943 (43) ,0051822 (44) ,0054640 (41) ,0034952 (42) ,0063238 (43) ,0053455 (44) ,00032383
(45) .0054445 (46) .0029928 (47) .010423 (4B) .028652 (45) .0028136 (46) .00183829 (47) .00|4815 (481 .0_19647
(49) ,015575 (50) .0044286 (51) ,0045647 (52) ,004B507 (49) ,0031655 (50) ,0059113 (51) ,0037141 (52) ,0034667
153) .0051506 1541 .0049927 (55) .00057243 156) .007B394 (53) .0019441 1541 .00036804 (55) .0023047 1561 .00224B6
157) ,018778 (SB) ,015791 (59) ,O05g?O0 1601 ,0031801 (571 ,0018465 (58) °00060541 (59) ,0069401 (60) ,0049624
(61) ,0022222 (6<7.) ,00061073 (63) ,0033201 (611 ,0017610 (621 ,0010_94 (63) ,00349?3
ii JII ----
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FUSELAGELEES]DE SURFACE... nACH • 6 --- C0,TIHL_D FUSELAGELEESIDE 54JRFI_CE... I_CH • 6 --- CONTIHLIED
RUI1 Rw_H ALPH_ RE T(U) P(8) T(g) PiINF) TIINF) H(REF) RUH fl_CH ALPHA RE T(U) P(e) _(e) P(IMF) T(INF) H(i_F)
N0. NO. (D_G) (X E6) (R) (PS[) (R) (PSi) (R| (|/F2-5-R) HO. NO. (DEG) iX 86) IR) 1P51) (R) (P51) (R) (B/F2-5-R)
T/C H/H(REF) t/C H/H(REF) T/C HtH(REF) T/¢ H/H(REF) T/C H/H(REF) TIC H/H(REF) TIC H/HIREF) T/C H/H(I_F!
8 6.O 40. 2.70 533. 147.31 877.1S .09064 106.30 .046@77 IO 6.0 35. 5.40 545. 301.58 913.15 .18?20 110.95 .06?357
( 1) .018533 ( _) .022619 ( 3) .016259 ( 4) .0042957 ( 1) .0_1683 ( 2) .0_1610 ( 3) .01_452 ( 4) .0035624
( 5) .O014179 ( 6) .0028998 ( 7) .OO47061 ( 8) .0028565 ( 51 .0012618 ( 6) .0027440 ! 7) .0055561 ( B) .0058873
( 9) .0031246 (10) .0096493 (11) .022807 (12) .0|9325 ( 91 .0058861 (10) .015354 Ill) .023970 (12) .017066
11]) .0049202 (14) .00134?7 (15) .0031903 (16) .0052127 (131 .O04g3gl (14) .0024734 (15) .005_92 liE) .0052244
(t?) .0041498 (181 .0044304 (19) .0032644 1_0) .015976 (1?1 .0045684 (18) .0047735 (19) .010792 (20) .023899
(21) .02144? (22) .0060_15 (23) .O017750 (24) .004S_15 (21) .023602 (92) .0057289 (23) .0020624 (_4) .00319_
(25) .0079974 (26) .0059774 (27) .0075998 (28) .00053936 (25) .0051316 (gG) .0054443 (27) .0053274 (28) .0042799
129) .0053390 (30) o0152.21 (31) .0066565 (32) .0021264 (29) .026695 (30) .042845 (31) .0091810 132) .0041S27
(33) .00690?_ (34) .00980?4 (3S) .OOGB4G? (36) .0084701 (33) .0040059 (34) .004?7R9 (35) .0041888 (36) .0038690
(37) .0024028 (39) .0013457 (39) .0036296 (40) .0028971 (37) .0026239 (38) .0099611 (39) .0_8224 140| .015287
(41_ .0039_B_ 142) .00EE035 (43) .0068097 (44) .00_0848 (411 .0080439 14_) .0042109 (431 ,0059338 144) .0082272(45) .0091154 (46) .0044740 (47) .0035710 (48) .00241?2 (45) .0083816 (48) .001098? (47) .0038035 (48) .0095602
(49) .0019458 (501 .004349_ (51) .00_5G01 (521 .00492_1 (49) .01103G (50) .0075964 (51) .0049_43 (5_) o0057589
-.u (53) .0079511 (54) .0081058 (55) .0048939 (58) .0063639 (53) .0070230 _54) .005659! (55) .0041700 (56) .0029530
(57) .006_134 (58) .0017075 (59) .003737_ (80) .0047983 (S?) .0041908 (88) .0037374 (591 .007_5_1 (60) .0044760
(61) .010050 1_2) .00059336 {63) .0071427 (61) .0055050 (_2) .O0_5406 _63) .005407_
9 6.0 40. 5.40 550. 30a.08 904.83 .18751 109.89 .067356 II 6.0 30. 5.40 545. 296.93 903.41 .184_--_7 109.70 .066772
( 1) .018347 ( _) .018060 ( 3) .013978 ( 4) .00_7373 ( 1) .0_9038 ( 2) .0_30_6 ( 3) .014556 ( 4) .0038_36( S) ,000035660| 6 .0025786 ( 7) .0049692 ( 8) .0043892 ( 5) .001840? ( G) .0029396 ( ?) .009506_ ( 8 .01_767
( 9) .0057738 (10 .014882 (11) .021312 (12) .018094 ( 9) .012113 (10) .0_3170 (11) .030364 112 .017384
(13) .003_394 114 .00072936 (15) .0027651 (16) .0056674 113) .0049079 (14) .0059479 (15) .0035539 116 .0065218
(17) .0064498 (18 .0070113 (19) .0080242 (20) .027108 (17) .010527 (18) .0099651 (19) .01_0_6 120 .035958
(21) .024021 1_2 .0044408 123) .00069178 (24) .0025171 121) .029181 122) .0060928 (_3) .0056850 124 .002S_20
(_5) .0054771 126 .0053036 (2?) .0055910 (28) .0021582 (25) .004_31_ 128} .0053805 1_?) .0061595 128 .0068336
1_9) .014926 (30) .040806 (31) ,010724 (32) .00303?6 129) .032480 130) .037997 (31) .0093509 132 .00_03_0
(33) .0042_2_ (34 .0040449 (35) .0041883 (36) .0039071 (33) .0047664 (34) .0040433 135) .0011604 (36 .0016948
(37) .0012378 138) .0045498 (39) .010705 (40) .0086440 13?) .0048286 138) .019394 139) .045842 140 .013404
141) .O0515_4 (42 .0044575 (43) .0060488 144) .0055941 (411 .00_!230 (4_) .0062065 (43) .0059847 (44 .0033040
(45) .0053899 148) .00083943 (4?) °00059041 (48) .000038778 145) .0049294 (46) .00_3659 (4?) .0086750 148 .032148
(49) .0031579 (50) .0080387 (51| .0080894 (82) .0081944 (49) .017456 (50) .0{)59?10 151) .0049209 (5_ .0047559
(53) .0044854 (54) .O054181 (58) .0058016 (56) .0045689 153) .004269T (54) .0058134 155) .0053237 156 .0017013(57) .O026608 (58) .00041759 (89) .0033530 (60) .0064_31 (57) .017013 (58| .OI6573 (59) .0038800 (60 .0020148
([1) .0067838 162) .0017487 (63) .0080120 (61) .0047663 (82) .002316_ 163) .0050510
FUSELAGELEESll)0 SURFACE,,. R_CH • 6 --- CONTINUED FUSELAGEI.JEESI( SURFACE,,, M_CH• 6 --- COMTIHUED
RUN RACH_LPH_ RE T(U! Pie) T(O) P(INF) TII_F) HIREF) RUN _H ALPH_ RE T(U) P(0) T(O) P(IltF) TII_F) H(REF)
It0. NO. (DEG) IX 663 tR) (PSI) (R) (PSi) (R) (I/F2-S-R) ,0. HO. (DEG) IX E63 (R) (PSI) (R) (PSi) (R) (B/F2-S-R)
T/C H/H(REF) TiC H/H(REF) T/C H/H(R[F) T/C H/H(REF) T/C H/H(REFt T/C H_H(REF) TIC H/H(REF) T/C H/H(RE¥)
12 6,0 €_5. 5.40 545, 300,76 875.69 ,18668 106.19 ,06700_ 14 6,0 20, 7.30 550. 399,34 893.88 ,24895 108.54 .O77326
( I) ,O37_57 ( 2) .020101 ( 3) .011938 ( 4) .0032134 ( I) .018732 ( 2) ,012349 ( 3) .OO85351 ( 4) ,O023998
( S) .00125_2 ( 6) .0035095 ( 7) .0088461 ( 8 .015516 ( 5) .00074418 ( 6) ,0011028 ( ?) ,0086023 ( 8) ,O13924
I 9) ,013668 (tO) .03833? till .O28653 1|_ .01476_ ( 9) .013148 (IO) ,040_83 (113 ,O26009 (123 ,013481
(133 ,0050379 114) .0047210 1153 ,0039964 (16 .0091821 (133 ,0030366 1143 ,0019051 115) ,O034758 1163 ,009620?
(173 .016634 1183 .015922 (19) ,0341|8 120 .046790 117) ,014763 (18) ,O13543 (193 ,047409 (201 ,026009
(213 ,O21527 (223 ,0068374 (23) ,0055960 1_4 ,0035671 (21) ,0264?2 (223 ,0073070 (23) ,0044914 (24) ,0036334
1253 .0091616 126) .012527 (271 .011555 128 .015989 I;___) .011217 (263 .016706 1_73 ,016407 (281 .035157
(29) .047327 130) .033340 (311 ,0082612 (32 ,0096256 129) .031235 (30) .020967 131) ,0064193 (321 ,0025293
(33) ,0056086 (34) .0056900 (353 .O0703]1 (36 ,0056810 1333 ,0026038 1341 ,0097186 1353 ,012288 1363 °011947
(3?) ,O10395 (30_ ,O369_5 1393 ,O45511 140) ,0084174 1373 ;026115 (38) .036613 139) ,0_7087 (40) ,O06921!
141! ,0092875 (4g) .0056085 (43) .0039411 (44 .0031030 1413 ,0055578 (421 ,0043917 (43) ,0071464 1441 ,O097952
146) .0034730 (46) .0056029 (4?) ,0249070 (48) .044946 (45) .O0g0BSO (46) ,O16931 (47) ,032864 (48) ,025780
149) .010436 (50) .O079389 (513 ,005481_ (5_) .0030918 (49) .O0943_4 1_03 .OO44271 (513 ,0039648 (523 ,OO3781_
co (53) .0033529 (54) .0039071 (553 ,0065??? (56) .017887 (53) .0031838 (541 ,0033816 (55) ,012315 (56! ,O24289
(573 ,O39395 (5B) .011896 (59) .005?30! (60) .0022453 (57) .0_4484 (58) ,0073122 159) ,0036955 (603 ,0055404
(61) ,0040523 (6_1 .002.7966 (631 ,0068495 (61) ,0063444 (6_) ,00_4834 (63| ,0080903
13 6.O 20. 5.40 550, 306.39 886.04 ,19063 107.50 .O67"/01 IS 6.0 65, ?,30 550, 399,67 888,88 ,_4916 107.91 ,077315
( 1) ,020153 ( _) .O1_446 ( 3) ,0073463 ( 41 ,OOI3425 ( t) .035864 ( _1 °0|9085 ( 3) .011934 ( 4) ,0032250( S) .000?5792 ( 61 .0023937 ( 7) .0078?98 ( 83 .013698 ( 5) .0010070 ( 6 .0017308 ( ?) .0087963 ( 81 ,0_5637
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APPENDIX C
I Variations of Wing Leeside Test Data
i Variations of individual wing leeside thermocouple data with angle-of-attackand free-stream Reynolds number are presented herein.
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APPENDIX D
Boundaries for Attached Flow on the Wing Leeside Surface
I
This appendix defines and discusses the behavior of simplified boundaries for
the zone of attached flow on the wing leeside surface. For completeness, thedefinition of flow zones from the main t xt is repeated he e in Figure DI.
For the purpose of studying the behavior of the attached-flow zone lin terms
i of changing size and location), simple straight-line segments shown in Figure
D2 were used to approximate the boundaries of the attached flow regions observed
l on oil flow photos.
Heat transfer within the region of preseparation flow or the "envelope of
l limiting streamlines" (that region where the curvature of streamlines changes
rapidly to converge into the locus of separation) is of the same order as that
in the separated flow region. For all practical purposes, and as shown for _ < 40°
l in Figures 18 and 19 of the main text, the boundary for this region is roughly a
straight line (at an angle, Yeff, in the horizontal plane with respect to the
I model's axis) through the locus of these streamline inflection points as illus-
trated in Figure D2.
I This effective boundary is considered to have an inboard limit defined byXe/L, Ye/L and an outboard limit defined by Yf/L. The inner limit is the most
inboard or aft location before the boundary would traverse the curved envelope
I of limiting streamlines in transitioning from strake to wing. The boundary may
.[
be thought of as originating from or "pivoting" about that point (by the angle
I Yeff). The outer limit is the intersection with a line (Y/L = = constant)Yf/L
parallel to the vehicle axis, through the locus of streamline inflection points
l as the !ocus of actual separation is curved by the influence of the bow shockinteraction. Hence, flow is considered "attached" if,
i Y/L for X/L > 0Yf/L;
or, Y/L > Ye/L + (X/L - Xe/L)tan(Yeff); for X/L > Xe/L
l Y/L _ Ye/L; for X/L _ Xe/L.
or,
I As shown in Figure D2, any location above and/or to the left of the dashed line
is in the attached flow region.
!
!
i D!
!I
Also shown in this figure is the angle Ysep for the line running approximately n
through the locus of actual separation. This latter angle is not used in defining
the region of attached flow heating, but is useful in corroborating the behavior I
n
of the boundaries. For example, the oil-flow photos (Figures 18 and 19 of main
text) tend to indicate a base-pressure induced separation at e = 40°, and conical |separation at the lower angles of attack. This is also evidenced by the variation
of Ysep shown in Figure D3a. For _ _ 30° , it appears to vary linearly with e, and
then increases
more rapidly indicative of deviation from conical flow. Actually, n
the values of _ = 40° might be somewhat misleading since the locus of separation is
very much curved. This linear relationship concurs with the findings of other in- I
n
vestigations and is considered a verification of conical flow. For example, Cross
and Hankey (DI)* showed a similar correlation for this parameter in the form I
(_sep - _), using the Mach angle _ = sin-l(I/M_) to account for Mach number vari- l
ations (for a sharp delta wing with no fuselage). For comparison, the variation
of this parameter is included in Figure D3b. The use of _ only tends to increase I
the deviation between Mach 6 and i0 measurements. This is taken as support of the
double-shock (bow and wing leading edge) hypothesis for the leeward flow. That is, lHI
having passed through the bow shock, the Mach number for flow upstream of the wing
is approximately the same for both freestream Mach numbers. |
The variation of the "effective" angle Yeff is shown in Figure D4a. Similarly,
Yeff appears to vary linearly with angle of attack for _ _ 30° , and then increases n|more rapidly. Comparing the two separation angles as in Figure D4b indicates a
definite linear relationship, although it does appear that the Mach 6 and Mach i0
measurements do not lie on the same correlation. On the other hand, there is more n
uncertainty associated with the Mach 6 measurements due to saw-cuts in the trail-
ing edge of the model's wing made to simulate clearance gaps between the ailerons, i
Scale-wise these gaps appear too large and there is evidence their presence in-
fluences the flow separation phenomenon, especially at the lower angles of attack.
Movement of the boundary limits is shown in Figures D5a through D5c. A number
of characteristics of the boundary movement are revealed in these plots. The ilateral coordinate of the inboard limit (Ye/L) appears to remain relatively constant
for e ! 30°. The outboard limit (Yf/L) continues to increase over the same range
of angles of attack, indicative of the outboard movement of bow-shock impingement. I
m
* Number in ( ) is reference I
o2 !
I No values of Y/f/L are shown for e= CO° since the locus of separation extends out
to the wing tip. Also, the values of both limits are further outboard for Math = 6,
I as expected, but the variations still tend to parallel those Math
for I0.
These parameters tend to vary smoothly and behave consistently for angles of
I attack up to 30 degrees. However, their values are not as well behaved at higher
angles of attack. This is also reflected by the longitudinal coordinate (Xe/L) of
i the "pivot" point, or inner limit. It tends to move "forward for _ _ 30°, and thensuddenly increase
The movement of the "pivot" point is better illustrated in Figure D6. That
I is, as _ increases, Xe decreases while Ye remains essentially constant (and some-
what independent of Reynolds number), resulting in an almost straight forward
l movement of the point. With continued increase of attitude, the point moves out-
board almost parallel to the wing leading edge (tan 45° = I = dYe/dX e) to some span-
I wise location dependent on Reynolds number. With further increases in _, the pointresumes a straight/forward movement to the leading edge; Note that the parallel
movement (between straight/forward movements) generally occurs at _ > 30°, indicative
I of a transition in the flow and coinciding with the inconsistencies mentioned earlier
The dashed lines joining two measurements signify repeat measurements at the same
l angle of attack. Again the disparity in the Math 6 measurements is quite evident.
Whether this can be attributed to the out-of-scale aileron gaps is unknown at this
i time.
The typical movement of the "effective" boundary for attached f!ow, as pre-
i dicted using these parameters is demonstrated in Figure DT. It is noted that withthe first straight/forward movement of the pivot point (Ye/L = const.), the inclina-
tion (Yeff) of the spanwise boundary remains relatively constant. From the cor-
l relation of Yeff and Ye/L shown in Figure D8, it does appear that the two para-
meters are linearly related, but possibly dependent on Math number. The longitudinal
i coordinate (Xf) of the outboard limit also appears to remain relatively constant;
at least, for the example cited. This trend might be worthy of further study.
I However, it is suspected that the resulting longitudinal track is Reynolds numberdependent.
l References:
DI. Cross, E. J., Jr. and Hankey, W. L., "Investigation of the Leeward Side of a
i Delta Wing at Hypersonic Speeds," AIAA Paper 68-675, 1968.
!
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I
I APPENDIX E
Wing Heating Influences
!
This appendix discusses a cursory investigation conducted in an effort to
I explain the large gradients observed in heating distributions on the wing leeward
surface. Heating rates are analyzed in the form h = s-n where n _ 1.0. Values
i for n of 0.5 in laminar flow or 0.2 under turbulent conditions would normally beexpected for flow in a zer pressure gradient.
References E1 through E9 (listed alphabetically) were utilized with possible
l causes to:
attributed
(I) A Newtonian-like pressure distribution (due to surface curvature)
t (2) viscous interaction (boundary-layer displacement) induced pressures
(3) local flow entropy gradient (boundary-layer entrainment) effects, and/or
(4) leading-edge bluntness induced pressure effects.The first cause was readily dismissed because the wing surface is essentially
flat where the thermocouples were located.
l The possible effect of viscous interaction was examined in more detail, prim-
arily because of significance attributed to the viscous interaction parameter
i X = M3/Re_ I/2 in References ET, E8 and E9, plus others. A strong interaction
theory(X >> I) is formulated in reference E8 which yields an induced pressure of
i p = X (i.e. p _ s-I/2) and an associated heat transfer of h _ s-3/4" A pressure
variation of this order is also corroborated by data. (E3 & E9) For a power-
law variation of pressure, a similar result for heat transfer can be obtained from
l other developments.( E3 - E6)
Samples of correlations of Mach I0 data for h = s-n for the influence of viscous
l interaction are presented in Figures E1 and E2 for n = 3/4 and 1.0, respectively,
where _s,_ as s_0. For these Mach i0 data _ > i, but the scatter of data is
i enhanced (the parameter hsn should have a constant value). The correlations for
n = I exhibit less scatter than those for n = 3/4 (from theory), again indicating
n should have a value greater than unity. Typical correlations of Mach 6 data re-
i presented in Figure E3 show an increase in scatter compared with the Mach i0 data.
The increased scatter may be partially attributed to smaller difference between
I adiabatic wall temperatures and model surface and lower
temperatures a magnitude
of heat transfer, and possibility of turbulent flow for the Mach 6 tests.
!
i * Numbers in ( ) are references
m E1
For boundary-layer similar solutions, a value of n '= .9375 corresponds I
to an infinite favorable pressure gradient, and solutions are imaginary for
n > 1.0.(E3 & E4) That is,for more severe pressure variations (p < s-l), nonsimilar •|solutions or "locally" similar concepts using equations of Refe=ences E5 and E6
would be required. In Reference E6, it is shown that flows with arbitrary larger i
values of n may exist; however, Falkner-Skan type solutions are similarly limited, l
Extrapolation of the existing solutions is suggested, but the adequacy of such
extrapolation is unknown. I
The viscous interaction parameter, X , shown in these figures was computed for
m
free-stream conditions. When using this parameter for evaluating the interaction i
on the wing it should be computed for flow conditions upstream of the wing--i.e., l
for flow within the fuselage bow shock--which would probably yield a X < 1.0 for
the Mach i0 data. For the Mach 6 data, typically represented in Figure E3, X would i
be even lower. Actually, in the correlation of the wing data for both Mach numbers
n _ 1.20. Hence, it is felt that the observed heat transfer variation is not °I
induced by primarily viscous interaction. If any viscous interaction is present,
it is most likely acting simultaneously with or overpowered by the effects of the
last two causes--entropy gradients and bluntness effects.
The effect of entropy gradient is difficult to ascertain because of the re- |quirement for nonsimilar boundary layer solutions and simultaneous flow field com-
putation. Basically, an entropy gradient caused by flow passing through a leading-
edge shock of
varying strength (due to curvature) produces vorticity in the flow l
and a finite value of the normal velocity gradient at the edge of the boundary
layer. Generally, this results in increased local heat transfer where the boundary l
layer is affected. Once the flow containing entropy gradients [i.e. entropy layer)
I
is "swallowed" by the boundary layer, heating rates rapidly approach values corre- U
sponding to flow downstream of sharp leading edges.
The increase in pressures on surfaces following a blunt leading edge has long i
been known, and "blast-wave" theory has been shown to adequately correlate this I
behavior. (E4) As shown in this same reference, pressure gradients on a leeward
surface in hypersonic flow can be very significant (an example cited therein shows I
the pressure can decrease an order of magnitude on a leeward surface). Correspond-
D
ing heat transfer distributions should similarly deviate from the flat plate values,
but are difficult to correlate because of the limitations of similar solutions, as J
mentioned earlier, and the complex calculation procedures required. Heating l
variations similar to those for attached flow on the Shuttle model's wing leeside I
I
I
surface (Figure 6 in main text) (i.e., h s-n; n i) have been observed pre-
I viously for a blunted slab in the region of the leading edge/slab junction, andin unpublished data for the Shuttle delta-wing booster (E3). As stated in refer-
ences E4 and E8, bluntness-inducted effects are important and are usually limited
I to region close to the leading edge (s/t 4, where t is the leading edge thick-
ness or diameter). It seems likely that the effects of bluntness-induced pres-
I ures are reflected in the present data to some degree.
Conclusions:
I From this investigation it appears that both bluntness-induced pressures and
entropy gradients may be possible causes for the approximately s-n (where n > 1.0)
I ariation in wing leeside heating. This hypothesis can be examined by calculating
heat transfer on the upper wing surface using an available non-similar boundary
layer code.(El0) Experimental surface pressure distributions (if available) or
I computed values could be used as input for the boundary layer calculations.
Boundary layer edge entropy variation could be computed with the aid of an assumed
I eading edge shock shape by matching inviscid mass flow with mass flow within the
boundary layer. While the suggested investigation is conceptually simple, it
I would have required more time than was available in the current study.
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
| E3
i
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APPENDIX F
I Definition of Wetted Length for Upper Fuselage Heating Correlations
I In this appendix the useage of various formulations of wetted length are ev-
aluated for correlating, the vortex-induced heat transfer on the upper fuselage.
i In an effort to complement the work of reference FI, the heat transfer datawere ratioed to the corresponding distribution along the upper ¢enterline. In
keeping with the concept of a swept-cylinder, correlations were evaluated for
i wetted length and sweep angles. The wetted paths considered are illustrated in
Figure FI and included directions
I i) normal to the upper centerline,
2) along a "streamline", determined from oil-flow photos, and
I 3) normal to the stagnation line of the "effective" swept cylinder for¢enterline at transfer.
Streamlines of constant flow angle were assumed in the above, using flow angles
I furnished by V. T. Helms of LaRC.
Some examples of these correlations are shown in Figures F2 through F4, for
I the low Reynolds number, Math i0 data and angles of attack from 20° to 40°. In
these figures all data on the upper surface are included, but only the data points
J joined with dashed lines are used in the correlations. These data are consideredto be in the attached flow (feather-pattern) region. Although not used in the
correlations, the data outside the feather pattern are included to illustrate the
i entire upper surface distribution, and as will be seen from the figures, the
correlations provide a good estimate for an "average" value of heating in this
i region.
Figure F2 shows the heating distributions and correlations using wetted-distance
i normal to the upper centerline (Figure Fla). For angles of attack up to 35° , thesedata may be correlated by a relation of the form
:0.23( I0 )- - (FI)
l It is interesting to note the exponent value of 0.3 on the wetted distance term,
indicative of turbulent heating (in agreement with reference FI).
i Another correlation is shown in Figure F3 where the wetted length along thestreamline is used and the centerline heat transf a the origin of the streamline
• is utilized for normalization (Figure Fib). When streamlines were projected forward
J of X/L = .383 for which heat transfer data were not available, centerline heat
m FI
!
!
transfer was obtained from equation (7) of reference F1 using sweep angles, %, pro- i
vided. An "X" in the symbol indicates data not used in the correlation because the W
streamlines were projected forward of the range of available sweep angles (X/L = 0.3), •|and hs= o was obtained by linear extrapolation. Wetted distances along streamlines
were obtained by integrating along a constant-angle streamline (in the XY plane)
over the curved upper fuselage surface. The origin of a streamline was determined I
from the relation
=o T/C tan _ (F2)
!
where _ = 90. - _ is the flow angle between the centerline and streamline. Surface
curvature was obtained from the approximate definition of the upper surface mold- m
Wline
(Y/L)2 (Z/L - .33614)2
.006832 + .002574 = 1.0 (F3) |
m
As shown in Figure F3 the exponent on the wetted length term is very small. •
In fact, for angles'of-attack greater than 20° , this negative exponent has a value
less than 0.05 indicative of relatively constant heat transfer along these "stream- l
lines". If feasible, confirmation of this trend from thermal mapping test data
might be worthwhile. The other interesting feature of this correlation is the i
increase of the multiplier or constant (I0-m) with angle-of-attack, approaching
unity at about 30°, then dropping to a constant value at the higher angles-of-attack. •|However, the large scatter of the data in this format tends to lessen the credit-
ability of the above observations.
The last correlation is shown in Figure F4 where the parameter (s/L)sin is I
used (Figure Flc). The uniqueness of this parameter goes back to the treatment of
upper centerline heating in reference FI and the preceding (although somewhat B
m
dubious) findings. In essence, in reference FI, the heating along the upper center-
line is treated as stagnation-line heat transfer along a cylinder of varying sweep
angle. That is, the upper centerline can be thought of as a line tangent to an
infinite swept cylinder at the stagnation line of the cylinder. The cylinder can
m
move along this line; and as it does, cants or rotates itself (and its stagnation I
line) at vary angles of sweep relative to flow parallel to the centerline. Hence,
a point on the centerline is also a point on a swept cylinder stagnation line I
I
F2 m
!
!
I along which the heat transfer is relatively constant as indicated above for heatingangle a "streamline" of constant sweep/flow angle. In other words, the "streamline"
is equivalent to the stagnation line of a swept cylinder tangent to the centerline.
I Heat transfer is relatively constant along the stagnation line; and the component
(s/L) sin _ is the wetted distance on this cylinder normal to the stagnation line.
! Note _hat this parameter is only approximated by use of the (sin _) term; actual
wetted distance probably should be integrated, or using equation (3), the use of the
I associated deflection angle might be evaluated.As shown in comparing Figures F2 and F4, no significant alterations of the
correlations result in using this parameter.
l Conclusions:
From the preceding examination it is concluded that use of the wetted distance
normal to the upper centerline provides an appropriate parameter for correlating
the heating distribution on the upper fuselage surface. Correlations obtained
I using this consistent and with trends. Its
parameter are compare expected
usage is very simple and straightforward, and the need for attendant flow or sweep
I angle is not required. Results using a streamline approach reveal some interestingfindings, but require further study,to establish their creditability. Accounting
i for the influence of local sweep angle did not improve the correlations.K ep in mind though, this is on y a very cursory examination using data for
a very low Reynolds number. Results of a more extensive examination may conflict
I with the above.
i References:
FI. Helms, V. T., III, "An Empirical Method for Computing Leeside Centerline
i Heating on the Space Shuttle Orbiter," AIAA Paper 81-1043, June 1981.
!
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A_PENDIX G
Effects of Flow Processing on Heat Transfer
Prepared by H. W. Kipp
The flow field of the Space Shuttle is relatively complex when compared with
those of axisywmetric ballistic reentry vehicles. The Shuttle flow is asymmetric
and contains embedded shocks, as well as large regions of boundary layer separation
and smaller regions of boundary layer reattachment. For these reasons, a very
simple analytical investigation was performed to determine the effects of shock
strength, flow expansion and embedded shocks on heat transfer to a reference
sphere. The calculations were performed for ideal air having y = 1.4. The con-
clusions derived from these results are applicable to leading edges affected by
the bow shock. The results illustrate the importance of local flow condicions to
the calculation of heat transfer.
Figure GI illustrates the simple flow geometry employed in the calculations.
Essential features are:
i) Freestream flow of specified M_, P_ and T_ (the effects of P_ and T_
cancel during the calculations). Calculations were performed for values
of M_ of 4, 6 and I0.
2) A bow shock which varies in strength from a normal shock at the nose to a
Mach wave. The shock angle, GSI, was used as an independent variable.
3) A shock, SC, was considered embedded within the bow shock. The wave angle,
@$2 , was also used as an independent variable.
4) Flow conditions immediately behind the bow shock were calculated for a
range of eSl values.
5) Flow behind the bow shock was permitted to expand to P_. This condition
was arbitrarily selected as representative of flow downstream of the bow
shock.
6) The expanded flow (from Step 5) was recompressed through the embedded shock
and conditions immediately downstream of the embedded shock were calculated.
7) Flow behind the embedded shock was reexpanded to P_.
8) Heat transfer rates to a unit sphere were calculated for the free stream
(Step i) as well as for Steps 4, 5, 6 and 7.
9) Heat transfer rates computed in Steps 4, 5, 6 and 7 were normalized to the
free stream rate and the normalized results plotted.
G1
|
Normalized heating rates behind the bow shock and for the re-expanded flow are l
shown in Figure G2 as functions of bow shock angle 8SI for free stream Mach numbers
m
of 4, 6 and i0. The following observations are drawn from Figure G2. I
• For eSl approaching 90° , normalized reference sphere heating behind the shock
is less than for free stream conditions. I
I
• For moderate bow shock angles, reference sphere heating behind the shock is
"amplified" above the free stream value and increases with Mach number. I
• Heating in the expanded flow is always less than free stream heating and
decreases with increasing M_ and 8SI. •|• The range between the maximum and minimum likely heating rates at any given
flight condition is the area between the solid curve and the corresponding
dashed curve. Notice that this range increases significantly with Mach l
number.
• The results in Figure G2 can be used to estimate leading edge heating if the I
flow direction at the leading edge is known. The local flow direction must
be known to determine local wing sweep and local angle of attack. The sweep •|angle determines the sweep correction and the angle of attack determines
the leading edge effective radius.
m
• If the bow shock intersects the leading edge, the intersection is likely I
to occur where the shock angle is small (20°-40 °) resulting in high heating.
On the other hand, the wing root is likely to intercept flow which has l
expanded from a large shockwave angle (60o-90°) resulting in low heating.
Figure G3 illustrates the effects of an embedded leading edge shock on reference •
sphere normalized heating. The results in this figure were computed for M_ _ i0. The
flow was assumed to have passed through the bow shock at angles of 30°, 40°, and
50° before passing through the embedded shock. Embedded shock angles of 30° and 40° I
were considered (this is the appropriate range for Shuttle). The following ob-
servations can be made regarding Figure G3. I
• Heating rates immediately behind the embedded shock ($2) and for the ex-
panded flow (P = P_) are both lower than corresponding values downstream of I
the bow shock. This reduction is attributed to the total pressure loss
suffered in traversing the embedded shock.
• Heating rate sensitivity to embedded shockwave angle appears small when I
compared with M_ = I0 curves in Figure G2, however the sensitivity compares
favorably with the M_ = 4 curves. A check of the calculations shows that
G2
the Mach numbers preceding the embedded shock range from 4.9 to 6.6,
explaining the observed sensitivity.
To what conclusions do the above results lead? Simply this; that in calculat-
ing heat transfer there is a need for accurate definition of the flow field surround-
ing a vehicle. And, the necessity for defining the flow field increases significantly
with flight Mach number.
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I APPENDIx H
I Wing Leeside Surface Heating Correlations
I This appendix contains all the correlations of heat transfer distributions for
attached flow on the wing leeside surface.
l All the attached and preseparated flow data, even those considered affected by
shock interactions, are shown. Most of the separated flow data have been omitted
I since they were not used in formulating the correlations. These figures also
include curves for +20% and +50% deviations from the correlation curve-fits.
I A guide for the state of the flow at individual locations is given for each
test condition. The guide consists of symbols for the rows (of constant Y/L) of
l the location and code numbers for the state of local flow, defined by an accompanyinglegend. The numbers for the associated locations are arranged in a pattern similar
to the lay-out of instrumentation shown in Figure 3 of the main text.
l This guide also shows the number of data points in each row used to compute
the logarithmic least-squares curve fit and the root-mean-square deviation of these
I data from the correlation.
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I APPENDIX I
Upper Fuselage Heating Correlations
I This appendix contains all the correlations of heat transfer ratios for attached
flow in the forward and aft regions of the fuselage upper surface.
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APPENDIX J
I Sample Calculations
This appendix presents sample calculations of the wing leeside heating
I using the correlations developed in the main text. The calculations are made
for DFI location V07T9623A at three flight conditions. The flight conditions
correspond to two early entry times at _ = 40° , and a later time at
entry
= 25° when agreement between predictions and flight data was both good and
bad, These calculations are repeated utilizing the correlation parameter
variations recommended to account for local boundary layer state. This is
done primarily in an attempt to reconcile the disagreement between predictions
and flight data during the later portion of the entry trajectory.
The calculated heating rates correspond to entry times (tE) of 866, 1076
I and 1346 seconds, conditions and data correlation for these
Flight parameters
times are listed in Table Jl. The location is that of DFI Surface Thermo-
I couple V07T9623A which has a normalized wetted length (s/L) of about 0.065(see Figures 39 and 41 of the main text).
l To determine the normalized heating ratio from the relation
l q/qref = Cw (s/L)-nw (Jl)
values of the coefficient, Cw, and exponent, nw, are obtained from Figure 37
i of the main text. Values of the parameters Cw and -nwlog(C w) obtained for the
specific flight Reynolds number from the Mach i0 and Mach 6 correlations are
i shown in Table Jl. Values for e = 40° are not available from the Mach 6 cor-relation because of reasons cited in the main text. The exponent nw also
shown in Table Jl is determined from these parameters using the relation!
nw = -nwlog(Cw)/-log(C w) (J2a)
!
for example, at t E = 866 s,
I nw = 7.1/-log(6.2x10-5) = 1.69 (J2b)
!
!
!
!
The normalized heating ratios at the location of V07T9623A are obtained •|by substituting the values for Cw and nw (shown in Table Jl) and the value of
s/L = 0.065 in equation (Jl). At tE = 866 s, for example,
!
q/qref = 6"2x10-5 (0"065)-1"69 = 0.0063 (J3)
!
The normalized heating rates obtained using the individual Mach number
correlations are shown in Table J2. For comparison, this table also includes •|the heating ratios reduced from the flight data at this location. As dis-
cussed in the main text, agreement with flight data during the early portion
• !of the entry trajectory is good for predictions obtained from the Mach i0 data
correlations. However, the agreement diminishes as entry time increases and
the associated angle of attack decreases. II
For the flight condition at the lower angle of attack (_ = 25°), this
calculation is repeated using the variations of the exponent, nw, and the •
parameter (log(Cw)+n w) shown in Figures 12 and 46 of the main text. In Fig-
ure 12, the variation of nw is shown as relatively independent of Reynolds and
• !Mach numbers. For _ = 25°, the exponent has a value of about 1.5 _ 0.I from
correlations of both the Mach 10 and Mach 6 data. In Figure 46, the parameter
(log(Cw)+n w) from both Mach number data has a value of -2.4 _ 2% for Re_,L ! l
2.5xi06. No Mach i0 data is available for larger Reynolds numbers. However,
I
based on the agreement of this parameter from both the Mach 6 and Mach i0 da_a I
lfor the lower Reynolds numbers, this agreement is assumed to extend to the
higher Reynolds numbers. Hence, extrapolating the aprameter for _ = 25° in
Figure 46b to the value of Re_,L = 1.75xi07 using the available Mach 6 data, l
yields a value of (log(Cw)+n w) = -2.02, and the coefficient is determined from
the relation i
Cw = i0(l°g(Cw)+nw)-nw (J4) l
= 10-2.02-1.5
= 10-3"52 = 3"02xi0-4 l
u
Thus, the normalized heating rate is obtained by substituting these new
values of Cw and nw in equation (Jl), yielding l
I
I
q/qref = 3.02xi0-4 (0.065) -1"5 = 0.018 (JS)
I
which agrees much better with the flight data at this time than does the pre-
i diction obtained from the Mach i0 data correlation.
I
)
I
I
I
l
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
!
TABLE J1
CORRELATION PARAMETER l
FLIGHTCONDITION DATA CORRELATION
tE _ Re_ L M_ M_ = i0 M_ = 6 I
(SEC) (DEG) (106 ) Cw -nwl°gCw nw Cw -nwl°gCw nw I
866 40.4 1.66 19.2 6.2 xl0-5 7.1 1.69 N/A N/A -
1076 39.8 4.06 13.3 1.15x10 -4 6.1 1.55 N/A N/A - l
1346 25.0 17.5 6.1 3.1 xl0 -4 4.2 1.20 4.0x10 -4 4.8 1.41
!
TABLE J2
DFI V07T9623A HEATING ENVIRONMENT DURING STS-2 ENTRY
FLIGHT CONDITION FLIGHT DATA PREDICTED
tE e qref(a) TSURF qc/qref(b) qc/qref
(SEC) (DEG) (BTU/FT2-S) (°F) M== I0 M= = 6
866 40.4 68.0 462 0.0052 0.0063 N/A
1076 39.8 49.5 480 0.0065 0.0080 N/A
1346 25.0 II.i 450 0.027 0.0082 0.019
(a) qref for Tw = Tsurf
(b) qc from one-dimensional reduction of Tsurf data with corrections for
solar- and cross-radiation.
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